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Abstract 

The problems of semantics and translation for concurrent 

programming languages are studied in this thesis. 

A structural operational approach is introduced to specify the 

semantics of parallelism and communication. Using this approach, 

semantics for the concurrent programming languages CSP (Hoare's 

Communicating Sequential Processes), multitasking and exception 

handling in Ada, Brinch-Hansen's Edison and CCS (Milner's Calculus 

of Communicating Systems) are defined and some of their properties 

are studied. 

An operational translation theory for concurrent programming 

languages is given. The concept of the correctness of a translation 

is formalised, the problem of composing- transitions is studied and a 

composition theorem is proved. A set of sufficient conditions . for 

proving the correctness of a translation is given. 

A syntax-directed translation from CSP to CCS is given and proved 

correct. Through this example the proof techniques of this approach 

is demonstrated. Finally, as an application of operational semantics 

and translation, a proposal for implementing multitasking in Ada is 

given via a two-step syntax-directed translation. 

I 
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0. Introduction 

A number of programming languages intended to describe concurrent 

computations have been proposed in the last decade. These languages 

are called concurrent programming languages. Their number is not as 

great as that of strictly sequential languages but the number is 

increasing yearly. Among them, Communicating Sequential Processes 

([Hoare 78]), Ada ([DoD 80]), Edison ([Brinch-Hansen 81]) and 

Calculus of Communication Systems ([Milner 801) are the most 

influential and typical representatives. The first three are 

imperative languages and the last is an applicative language. 

Lively research has grown up rapidly around these languages. Most 

of this research can be categorised into the following three areas: 

A. Formalising the semantics of parallelism and' communication. 

B. Implementing concurrent programming languages and proving the 

correctness of the implementation. 

C. Construction and verification of concurrent programs. 

This thesis attacks the first two problems. 

For the first problem, we know that in sequential languages there 

are four basic approaches: denotational semantics, algebraic 

semantics, axiomatic semantics and operational semantics. Each of 

these four approaches is also being applied to describing the 

semantics of concurrency. 

We will study the semantics problem using an operational 

approach. Roughly speaking, the operational approach, is to formally 

describe the execution of programs, i. e. to formalise the 

"operational. nature" of programs. In general this purpose is 
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achieved by specifying some convenient abstract machine and 

modelling the execution of programs on that machine. This can give a 

hint of the way the language can be implemented. 

One merit of the operational approach is that since the essential 

feature is to formalise the "operational nature" of programs, if a 

language can be implemented then its operational semantics, in 

principle, should be definable. In general an operational semantics 

differs from other approaches in that it does not require a lot of 

heavy mathematical machinery and is easy to understand. 

The weakness of operational semantics is that because the 

semantics is based on an abstract machine it usually specifies some 

irrelevant details. This tends to make the semantics of any 

nontrivial language very obscure and detailed from the mathematical 

point of view. 

To overcome this weakness or at least to 
-reduce 

it to a minimum, 

in this thesis we introduce a new operational approach -- the 

structural operational approach or axiomatic operational approach 

developed by Plotkin and his colleagues. The basic ideas of this 

approach are: 

a. To abstract away from 'the irrelevant details of the abstract 

machines we adopt some of the successful features of the 

denotational approach such as the use of abstract syntax to replace 

concrete syntax. and the viewing of states (stores) and environments 

as functions. Thus a simple configuration of an abstract machine can 

be written as 

<S, s> or <S, p, s> 

where S denotes the current statement to be executed, and p and s 
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denotes the current environment and state. Some other possible 

configurations are s (denoting normal termination resulting in the 

state s) and abortion (denoting abnormal termination). We use r to 

denote the set of all possible configurations. 

Furthermore, to distinguish the successful executions from other 

computations (deadlocked and infinite computations) we introduce the 

set T of terminal configurations which is a subset of 1. For 

example, we can take '' 

T- States u{abortion} Cr 

b. We use labelled transition relations to model computation; 

thus a transition: 

r--k->r1 

models one elementary execution step. This transition is interpreted 

as the configuration r "may perform action 7. to become r' " or r "is 

transformed to r' via the action M, ". Here the action 7. denotes an 

internal action or interactive communication with, some super system 

or the outside world. Thus communication between concurrent 

"processes" can easily be captured and formalized by labelled 

transitions. Let A be the set of possible transition actions. Then 

the labelled transition relation 

-->9rxAXr 
describes the possible executions of programs. Execution of a 

program can be viewed as a transition sequence: 

r0 - ->rl 
ßr2 

-124 ... 
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which is either infinite or finite. 

The crux of the matter lies in how to define the labelled 

transition relation which describe the semantics of a language. Let 

us consider how we could deal with two typical sequential 

programming language constructs in this approach: 

a. Assignment statement 

The semantics of the assignment statement is defined by the 

following axiom: 

<z: =e, s> g ><skip, sly/: j> where vaI(ells 

(Qe1 
s 

is the value of the expression e in the state s. ) This 

transition can be interpreted as saying that the execution of the 

statement x: =e in the state s results in a new configuration where 

the new statement is skip and the new state is the same as before 

except at x where it takes the value of e. The transition action 

s means that the execution is performed without interaction with the 

outside world. 

b. Compound statement S1, -S2 

The semantics of the compound statement S1; S2 is defined by the 

following three rules: 

1. if (Sl, s> 
" '<Sj, s'> then <S1jS2, s> --)--4<SisS2, s'>. 

2. if <Sl, s>-! -->s' then <S1gS2, s> )<S2's'>- 

3. if <S1, s> -L4xbortion, then <S1JS2, s>-- )abortion. 

As Usual, these rules signify that if the hypotheses of the rulgs' 

define transitions then the conclusions define transitions. How can 

these rules be interpreted? They tell us that the execution 

completely depends on the execution of the first statement. The 

0 
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configuration <S1, s> can be transformed via transition action 7. in 

three ways; the result is either a normal configuration <Si, s'> or a 

normal terminal configuration 31 or the abnormal terminal 

configuration abortion. Rule 1 says that in the first case <S1; S2, s> 

is transformed to <Si; S2, s'> via the same action 1. Rule 2 says that 

in the second case <S1; S2, s> is transformed to <S2, s'>. Rule 3 deals 

with the third case and says that if the first statement aborts then 

so does the composition. To summarize we see that the above three 

rules formalize the description given in the Pascal report "The 

compound statement specifies that its component statements be 

executed in the same sequence as they are written" ((Jensen and 

Wirth 781). 

These two examples reflect the typical character of the 

structural approach. Two points are worth noting: 

a. As with formal deductive systems of the kind employed . in 

mathematical logic this approach defines transitions using axioms 

and rules. Axioms (which have no hypotheses) def ine the transitions 

directly, and rules define the transitions indirectly; that is if 

all hypotheses define transitions then the conclusion of the rule 

defines a transition. A definition of this type is called a 

generalized inductive definition. This 'feature makes the approach 

rigorously mathematical, allows a semantics to be set up with few 

preconceptions, and also determines the inductive features of the 

" proof techniques. 

b. The definition of' the transition 
relation is based on 

syntactic transformations of programs and simple operations on the 

discrete data (state and environment). So methods of proofs rely 

heavily on structural induction which might easily be automated; and 

since programmers and language designers are already familiar with 
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"symbol pushing" this form of the semantics should be more 

acceptable to them. 

These two characteristics will become more pronounced as we 

progress through the thesis. 

Finally, in brief, a labelled transition system can be defined as 

a quadruple T-<f', T, A, -ý> and the operational semantics of a 

language can be given by labelled transition systems. 

The original idea of using labelled transition relations to model 

concurrent computations. is from Seller ([geller 75]); the use of the 

labelled transition systems to define operational semantics for 

concurrent programming languages is due to Plotkin ([Plotkin 81]). 

Milner gave 
., 

an operational semantics for his Calculus of 

Communicating Systems (from now on we use the abbreviated name CCS, 

see [Milner 80]), and Plotkin gave an operational semantics for 

Hoare's"Communicating Sequential Processes (from now on. we use its 

abbreviated name CSP, see [Plotkin 82]). In this thesis we study two 

other concurrent programming languages (Ada and"Edison) using this 

approach, giving an operational semantics for multitasking and 

exception handling in'Ada and an operational semantics for Edison. 

We study the second problem in a rather general way, by examining 

translations. Between a high level programming language and the 

"bare" machine on which it runs there are normallZ several layers 

represented by intermediate languages. Between each -pair of 

consecutive levels there is a translation of high-level objects into 

lower-level objects. In this sense the general subject of 

translhtion is a very pervasive and important part of computer 

science today. The examples are too numerous to mention, but it is 

worth noting that, recently, several proposals for implementing 

tasking in Ada use this approach. In [Lnckham et al 81], the 
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implementation of multitasking facilities in Ada is by translation 

into a lower level intermediate language called Adam. In another 

ambitious project [Bj6rner and *Oest 80], a semantics (or perhaps an 

implementation) is given for Ada by translating it into the language 

META+CSP. And a similar approach is taken in [Selz at al 80] where 

preliminary Ada has been translated into SEMANOL+Semaphores+Forking. 

Although translators (of various sorts) abound, the theory of 

translation has received relatively little attention in the 

literature. If one asks whether a translation is correct, then the 

answer is rather vague and unsatisfactory. In practice, translators 

are accepted because they work well and seem to agree with the 

description of the language manual intuitively. 

The translation problem may be formalised in the following way. A 

semantics for a language L can be given by 

1. a semantic domain SD(L) 

2. a semantic mapping ML from the objects L (usually programs) to 

SD(L) 

Then a translation can be viewed as a mapping Q D: L1 -BLZ, and 

its correctness can be investigated by considering the diagram 

Q 11 
2 

M1 ML2 

SD(L1)- -)SD(L2) 

Figure 0.1 

where tr is scme predefined mapping between the semantic domains. 
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Thus by the correctness of a translation we mean that the diagram 

commutes, i. e 

Q IIoML2=b, otr 

Here QD is a mapping bdtween syntactic categories and tr is a 

mapping between semantic domains. 

This kind of approach was announced first by McCarthy and Painter 

([McCarthy and Painter 671) and then Burstall and Landin ([Barstall 

and Landin 70]) with the goal of making compilers for high-level 

programming languages completely trustworthy by proving their 

correctness. Morris stated his belief that the compiler correctness 

problem is much less general and better structured than the 

unrestricted program correctness problem and gave the above diagram 

([Morris 731) treating Q 11 as a compiler. Using a denotational 

approach he proved the correctness of a compiler for a small 

sequential language. Later ADJ studied this problem using an 

algebraic approach [ADS 79]. 

It should be mentioned that all these authors are concerned only 

with sequential programming languages and use either denotational 

semantics or algebraic semantics. A problem arises when the 

languages include parallelism and communication as in Ada, CCS, CSP 

and Edison. The reason is that no satisfactory. formal semantics of 

such a language in the denotational or algebraic style has so far 

been- produced, though research is progressing in this area (see 

[Hennessy and Plotkin 80], [Plotkin 82]). 

We study this problem using the structural operational approach. 

Roughly speaking, the basic idea of our approach is that: 

1. Any syntactic translation between language L1 and L2 induces a 
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semantic translation between the transition systems which define the 

operational semantics of L1 and L2. 

2. The execution of a program can only be represented by a finite 

transition sequence ending in a terminal configuration (successful 

computation), by a finite transition sequence ending in a 

nonterminal configuration (deadlock computation), or by an infinite 

transition sequence. Saying that a translation is correct amounts to 

saying that all these three kinds of computations for a program in 

the object system and in the target system correspond to each other. 

In particular, the possible final configurations of the translation 

of a program should be just the translations of the final 

configurations of the possible computations of the program. 

3. Once we have formalised a notion of the correctness of 

translation, the next problem is to set up some sufficient 

conditions which guarantee the correctness and which can be used to 

prove a particular translation is correct. We call this the adequacy 

problem. A first attempt at a sufficient condition for the 

correctness of a translation might be to require 

r 
>r' iff tr(r) tr tr(r') 

where tr(X) may be a sequence. This means that if a translation is 

adequate then any program and its translation should have the "same 

behaviour" in the corresponding transition systems. Intuitively, the 

phrase "same behaviour" includes at least that any transition of a 

program in the object transition system can be simulated by its 

translation in the target system, and any finite transition sequence 

from a translation of a program mnstLbe a simulation of a transition 

of that program. We will see later in chapter 5 that this 

requirement is not enough. In fact, when a, transition system 
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describes a language with nondeterminism, parallelism and 

communication, the conditions which a correct translation must 

satisfy are very complicated. Investigating these properties is one 

of the main goals of this thesis. 

In [Hennessy, Li and Plotkin 81] the correctness problem in the 

operational approach was first studied in a concrete manner, i. e. 

the correctness of a translation from a simple CSP (without nested 

parallel structures) to CCS was studied and proved. In [Hennessy and 

Li 82] the adequacy problem was studied in a more general setting 

but the conditions found were not sufficient to prove correctness. 

It should be mentioned that Jensen and Priese studied the simulation 

problem in a similar way but where only concerned with binary 

transition relations, without transition labels (see [Jensen 801 and 

(Priese 801). In this thesis we formalise the correctness problem, 

study the composition of several translations, investigate the 

adequacy problem and give a set of sufficient conditions for 

correctness of a translation. To demonstrate the proof techniques 

used in our approach we give a translation from CSP (with nested 

parallel structures) to CCS and prove its correctness. Finally, 'as 

an application of operational semantics and translation theory we 

give a proposal for implementing multitasking in Ada by a two-step 

syntax-directed translation algorithm. 

We now summarize the work in this thesis. 

In chapter 1 the basic concepts and notations concerning labelled 

transition systems are introduced and two simple examples, are 

studied. These are the evaluation of arithmetic expressions and an 

operational semantics for CCS. With the help of these examples it is 

shown how a structural operational semantics can be given using 

labelled transition systems and the general proof techniques used in 
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this approach are demonstrated. 

Chapter 2 deals with the language CSP. An operational semantics 

for CSP is given which is an improved version of [Plotkin 82]. Both 

static and dynamic semantics are improved, and the interaction 

between static semantics and dynamic semantics is given and proved. 

In chapter 3 the semantics of multitasking and ezception. handling 

in Ada is studied. The operational semantics for multitasking and 

exception handling are first given separately, and then these 

semantics are combined and the interaction between exceptions and 

parallelism is studied. 

In chapter 4 we investigate another concurrent programming 

language, Edison. Unlike CCS, CSP, and Ada, communication in Edison 

is achieved by managing mutual exclusive access to shared variables. 

We def ine a structural operational semantics for Edison and through 

some examples show how this semantics works. 

Chapter 5 deals with the translation problem. We introduce the 

concept of the correctness of a translation and prove the 

composition theorem. The adequacy problem is studied and a set of 

sufficient conditions for correctness of translation is given. Some 

examples are studied which show why these conditions were chosen. 

In chapter 6a syntax-directed translation from CSP (with nested 

parallel structure) to C(S is given which is composed of two 

translations. Both translations are proved correct. Through the 

proof we demonstrate the general strategy and techniques used in our 

translation theory. 

Finally, in chapter 7 as an application of the operational 

approach to semantics and translation for concurrent programming 

languages we give a proposäl for implementing multitasking in Ada. 
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The implementation is composed of two syntax-directed translations. 

We first translate multitasking in Ada to an Edison-like language. 

More preoisely, the entries of the tasks are implemented by modules 

which contain message buffers and the communication statements of 

Ada are implemented by calls to the corresponding procedures of the 

module which manipulate the buffer. The second stage of the 

translation is to implement the when statement of Edison using 

sequential Ada plus some primitive constructs for the scheduling. 

ol 

f 
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1. Labelled transition relations and operational semantics 

Labelled transition relations and labelled transition systems 

have appeared very often in the literature of computer science in 

the last decade under various guises, and have been widely used as a 

powerful tool to define formal semantics, prove compilers correct 

and verify programs involving parallelism and communication (see 

[geller 751, [Milner 80], [Hennessy and Plotkin 801, [Plotkin 81, 

821, [Hennessy and Li 82], [Li 82], [Apt 81] etc). The purpose of 

this chapter is to introduce the basic concepts and notations 

concerning labelled transition relations and systems. - 

In section 1.1, the basic concept of a labelled transition 

relation is given. In fact, a labelled transition relation is just a 

binary relation with transition labels (or transition actions) on 

the "arrows". The concept of generalised commutative relations is 

given and some, of. its, properties are studied. In section 1.2 the 

formal definition of a labelled transition system is introduced. The 

rest of the chapter is devoted to two simple but important examples 

--- evaluating arithmetic expressions and Milner's Calculus of 

Communicating Systems. With the help of these examples we 

demonstrate how a structural operational semantics for a language 

can be defined using labelled transition systems and the techniques 

which are available for proving the properties of such a semantics. 

1.1 Labelled transition relations and. their abstract properties 

The concept of a labelled transition relation is a generalisation 

of the notion of a binary relation-where a transition--label (or 

transition action) is associated with each pair in, the relation. In 

this section, we introduce its formal definition and study 30 MO of 

its properties. First we need the following stanaard notation: . 
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Notation 1.1-Sequences 

Let A be an arbitrary set. The sets of sequences A+ and A* are 

defined by 

A+=((al, a2,..., an)Jn>0, aieA, i-1,.., n) 

A*-A+ u (0) 

We use w to denote a sequence in A+ or A*, and assume the functions 

eli(w) (the ith element in w), hd(w) (the first element in w) and 

tl(w) (the tail of w) have their standard meanings (see [Gordon 

791). Finally, length(w) is the length of w defined by 

0 if w-0 

length(w)s 

n if vw(al, a2,.., an) 

Labelled transition relations are defined as follows: 

Definition 1.1 Labelled transition relations 

Let r, A be, given arbitrary sets.. The elements of r are ranged 

over by r and called configurations, the elements of A are ranged 

over by >, and called actions. Then a relation -4C rXAXr is called 

a A-labelled transition relation over ý'. The triple <r,. X, r'>e -4 is 

called a transition in --> and is interpreted as "the configuration 

r moves to the configuration r' via the action >, ", and is written as 

r%W. 

A binary relation -+ srxr can be considered as a labelled 

transition relation -4r XAx r where A-(-cl, i. e, A only contains 

one label 'r; we call such a relation a transition relation and may 

write r -9r" instead of rz )r'. Q 
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From now on we will often use the following notation: 

Notation 1.2 

Consider a A-labelled transition relation over F, suppose r, r'sr. , 
s 

wen , then: 

1. r -l--)r denotes the identity relation, for any r, <r, 0, r> is in 

-!. 

2. r~ )r' is called a transition sequence. It denotes either an 

identity relation if w=$ or, inductively, that there exists an r" 

such that r 
hd w rºº and r" twr, 

. 

3. r± )r' is called the transitive closure of -4. It is defined 

by r -4r' iff there exists a wen+ such that r _>r', i. e, it 

denotes a non-empty transition sequence. 

4. r ='+r is called the transitive reflective closure of 

-4 defined by r 
ihr' iff there exists wef * 

such that r-V4r', 

i. e, it denotes r 
)r' 

or r± )r'. 

S. 0(r)={r' ýrýr' %eA; is r} is the set of immediate 

successors of r and r is called active iff S(r)# 0. 

6. A+ (r)={r'ir -)r', is 

reachable in >0 transition steps. 

7. A*(r)a{r' ýr ýir', ý 
r'cr) 

reachable in 20 transition steps. 

is the set of is successors 

is the set of is successors 

8. ri r' says , 
that -there exists ' r"e (' such that r---! 4r" and 

rº 
! firºº. This means that some transition relation sequences from r 

and r' converge. 

dw 

, 
9. rt means that there is an infinite transition sequence: 
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r=ro rl -ý-' ... 
n-/rn-4 

... 

If there exist no rsr such that rt, then the transition relation is 

called noetherian. 

Most of the confluence properties of binary relations (see [Haet 

80]) can be easily generalised to labelled transition relations. In 

this section we only study those generalised commutative properties 

which will be used in the later work concerned with translation 

theory (see chapter 5). For convenience we assamq fixed sets P. 

A of configurations and labels; we Use the term labelled transition 

relation or even transition relation to replace A-transition 

relation when A can be understood from the context. 

Definition 1.2 Generalised commatattvity 

Given MCA, a transition relation -4 is said to be M commutative in 

J' iff for any r, rl, r2ar, 7. eA, µeM, whenever r-1 4f2 

then either rl=r2 and ). -j or there exists r3e1' such that rl-''ßr3 

and r2 
)r3, i. e, the relations in the following diagram hold: 

µ µ 

r2 r3 

Figure 1.1 

If -+ is M commutative then it will have the following useful 

property. Firstly, let us define the filtration of a sequence. 

I 
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Definition 1.3 filtration 

Given MCA. Let filM: A--4A\M 

by 

be the function defined recursively 

0 

fi1M(w)= hd(w). fi1M(tl(w)) 

f i1M(tl (w) ) 

if w=0 

if hd(w) %M 

otherwise 

Thus filM(w) is the subsequence of w obtained by taking out all w's 

elements contained in M. We sometimes use the abbreviated form 

fil(w) to replace the form filM(w), if M can be understood from the 

context. 

Lemma 1.1 

Let - be M commutative. Then for any r, rl, r2 or, wlleAe and 
w 

µeM, with r'h1>rl and r_-)r2 there exist r3er, w12M# and w22eM 

such that: 

' r-'11--ßr1 

µ L22 

r2 X12--ý r3 

Figure 1.2 

and fil(wll)sfil(w12) and w22"' either 9 or 0. 

Proof. Prove by induction on length(w11). 

If length(wll) sO then f il (wll) _O, choose r3=r2, w22=µ, and w12=0; 

the result is immediate. 

Suppose the' cass where length(wll)=k is proved and consider the 
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the the case where length(w11)-k+1. Since r 
hd( hd(w1 w, I ) 4r11 for some rll 

and -4 is M commutative there are two possibilities: 

1. µ=hd(w11), r2=r11, then choose r3=rl' w22=o' wl 2=t1(w11) and 

the case is proved. 

2. Otherwise we can construct the following diagram: 

r_ 
hd(wil)--->r11__tl(w11)--->r1 

µý ýµ 1w22 

r2_-hd(w11) --->rZ1- W13----->r3 

Figure 1.3 

The left part of the diagram is constructed using M commutativity. 

And by the induction hypothesis we find r3, w13 And w22 to construct 

the. right part of the diagram with fil(w13)=fil(tl(wil)) and w22 

" being either g or 6. Thus taking w12=hd(w11). wl3 the lemma is 

proved. 0 

Using this lemma we can prove the following theorem: 

Theorea 1.1 

If -> is M commutative, then for any r, r1, r2er. , wle/1# and 

w21eM#, if r-rl and r 
wr2 

then there exist r3 er, 7128A 
* 

and 

w228M* such that 

f il (wll) =f il (w12) and w22 is a subsequence of w21 
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and 

'w21 '22 

r2 w12---> r3 

Figure 1.4 

Proof. The proof can be obtained by induction on length(w21) (using 

the above lemma). 0 

This theorem means that if -4 is M commutative then for the 

different transition sequences r 
w- 

-)rl and r 
: 14r2 where w218M, we 

get Figure 1.4 which is "almost" commutative. By almost commutative 

we mean that wll and w12 are the same if we filter out their 

elements which are in M and w22 is a subsequence of w21. 

1.2 Labelled transition systess 

The concept of a labelled transition system has evolved from 

general automata theory. The original idea of using labelled 

transition systems to model parallel computation was introduced by, 

Keller ((Keller 753). The form used here. is due to Plotkin ([Plotkin 

81. -]). In fact, a labelled transition system can be viewed as a 

labelled directed graph (- labelled transition relation) with a 

distinguished set of terminal nodes. 

Definition 1.4 Labelled transition system 

A labelled transition system ] is a quadruple <r , T, A, -+> where 

-4 5r XAX r is 'a labelled transition relation and Tt r is a set of 

terminal conf ignrations such that: 

VrsT. s(r)'4 
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The set D-(rl re('\T, A(r)-01 is called the set of deadlock 

configurations. In particular, if --i is a binary relation (see 

definition 1.1) the corresponding transition system is written as 

<r, T, -i>. U 

Having defined labelled transition systems we can now introduce 

the notion of a computation: 

Definition 1.5 Computation 

Let a: <r , T, A, -» be a labelled transition system. A computation 

from r is either a finite sequence of transitions of the form 

r-r0 >rl ... rn 

or an infinite sequence of transitions of the form 

r=r0 i ... -dirn n+ 
... 

It is complete if it is infinite or if it is finite and A(rn)a0. 

It 
, 
is stuck if it, is finite and the final configuration reD; it is 

terminated if it is finite and rncT. 0 

In fact any finite automaton, context free grammar, Turing 

machine and Petri net can be viewed as a labelled transition system. 

As examples, let us look at finite automata (this example is due to 

Plotkin) and Turing machines. 

Example 1.1 Finite automata 

A finite automaton M is a quintuple <Q, Z, 6, g0, F> where: 

Q Is a finite set of states. 

E is a finite set called the input alphabet. 

6: QXE -3Q is the state transition relation. 

0 
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g0EQ is the initial state. 

FSQ is the set of final states. 

To obtain a transition system we set: 

r=QXF* and T t(q, O>I qeF) 

So any configuration r=<q, w> has a control component, q, and a state 

component w (for the data). 

The transition relation is defined by: 

(q, w)-)<q', tl(w)> if w40 and S(q, hd(w))=q' 

The behaviour of the finite automaton is just the set L(M) of 

strings it accepts: 

L(M)a{wI weX* and 3qeF <q0, w> *)<q, O> ). 

Example 1.2 Turing machines 

A Turing machine is defined by (Q, A, 1,6, g4, B, F) where: 

Q is a finite set of states. 

A is a finite set of allowable tape symbols. 

BaA is the blank symbol. 

EgA-(B) is the set of input symbols. 

8: QXA -3 QXAX{L. 8) is the next move function (8 may be undefined 

for some arguments). 

g0eQ is the initial state. 

B! Q is a set of final states. 

I 

To obtain a labelled transition system we define: 
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r-QXNXA' and T=FXNXA* 

where N is the set of natural numbers. Thus any configuration 

r-<q, n, w> has a control component q, a tape w and a pointer n which 

gives the position on the tape scanned by the tape head. 

The transition relation is defined as follows 

<q, n, w>-+<q', n-1, w[a'/n]> if 6(q, e1a(w))a(q', a', L) and n>1 

<q, n, w>-*<q', n+l, w'> if 6(q, e1n(w))-(q', a', R) 

where 

w(a'/n] if n<length(w) 

w'a 

w[a'/n]. B if n=length(w) 

The notation w[a/n]: A7 -)A' where OSnslength(w) is defined by 

aif i-n 

eij(w(a/nl)a 

eli(w) otherwise 

i. e, w[a/n] denotes the tape which is the same as w except that the 

nth element is a. 

The behaviour of the Turing machine is just the set L(M) of 

strings it accepts: 

L(M)=(wI 3geF, n8N, w'8A* ((g0,0, w> <q, n, w'>)) 0 

The above examples tell ns that the behaviour of a Turing machine 

(or a finite automaton) can be describe by labelled transition 

systems. In fact, we will see that the operational'semantics of 
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languages concerned with parallelism and communication can also be 

given by labelled transition systems. In the rest of the chapter we 

will show, by means of two interesting examples, how they can be 

used to model parallel computation. 

1.3 Evaluating arithmetic expressions 

As a useful example of defining an operational semantics using a 

labelled transition system, we consider the problem of evaluating 

arithmetic expressions. 

1.3.1 Abstract syntax 

The abstract syntax of arithmetic expressions is defined using 

the following disjoint syntactic sets: 

N- the set of natural numbers, ranged over by a, n. 

Var -a given countably infinite set of variables, ranged over by 

(the meta variable) x. 

Bops{+, -, *, div} - the set of binary operations, ranged over by o. 

Now we can define: 

Exp - the set of arithmetic expressions, ranged over by e. and 

defined using a BNF like notation 

e :: = mIzI e1+aZ I el-e2 I else2 I el div e2 

It should be mentioned here that we sometimes add subscripts and 

superscripts to a metavariable to generate another metavariable over 

the same class such as z', zij, el, e', eia and. so on. 

is 

In the title of this subsection we used the term abstract syntax 
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to distinguish it from concrete (or "normal") syntax ( see 

[McCarthy 63]). In general, by abstract syntax we mean a collection 

of sets and rules (operations) showing how to construct all phrases 

of the language in the form of trees rather than character strings 

(as a concrete syntax does). Abstract syntax does not worry about 

ambiguity, operator precedence etc. These issues must be treated by 

the concrete syntax in order for it to be useful for parsing. For 

example, the concrete syntax of arithmetic expessions might be as 

follows (see (Tennant 81]): 

<expression> :: _ <term> I <expression><o><term> 

<term> <factor> I <term>(o><factor> 

<factor> <variable> I <literal> I ((expression>) 

<o> :: = " (+I -I div 

<variable> aIbI... Iz 

(literal> :: = 0I1I... 19 

A -concrete syntax like this -is necessary for a parser to 

recognize character strings describing expressions, terms, -, ana 

factors, but these do not make any difference from the semantic 

point of view. Roughly speaking, we may view the abstract syntax as 

describing the syntax trees produced by a parser which utilises the 

concrete syntax, but ignores- semantically irrelevant details like 

those between expressions, terms and factors. Therefore using 

abstract syntax we can stress the "deep structure" of languages and 

avoid getting involved with irrelevant details of the parsing 

process. 

Remark: From now on the syntax of all languages which we will study 

in this thesis are defined by an abstract syntax. 

L. a---- , --- _-_.. 
, 

, _ý 
ý, ý 
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1.3.2 Operational semantics 

The idea of defining an operational semantics for evaluating 

arithmetic expressions is that: 

1. To evaluate an expression e we need to start with an initial 

state s and putting these together'we obtain a configuration <e, s>. 

2. The evaluation of e in a state s should result in either a 

number associated or an error (when runtime errors occur during 

evaluation such as 1 div 0). Thus <n, s> (n is an integer) and error 

are terminal configurations. 

3. Since we are interested in digital computation the evaluation 

(execution) will move through discrete stages. We may use 

transitions r -4r' to model one step of evaluation (execution) and 

use the transition sequences to model the working processes o= 

expression evaluation. To define transitions we introduce axioms and 

rules. For example, consider the expression e1oe2 and initial state 

s. Then one step of evaluation should be <e1o e2, s>-4r where r is a 

configuration. -Since, we can choose either el or e2 to evaluate there 

are two possibilities: 

a. <alas> -4rl 

b. <eZ, s> -ßr2 

Let us consider case (a). One step of evaluation of <el, s> may 

result in a proper successor or a runtime error, that is, rl may be 

<ej, s> or error. Thus the result of one step of evaluation of 

<e1oe2, s> will naturally be <ejoe2, s> or error and we obtain the 

following two rules: 

1. ' if (el, s>-+<ei, s> then <elo, e2s> -><eioe2, s> 

2. if <el, s>---)err r then <e1oe2, s> ->error 
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Similarly, for case (b) we have: 

3. if <eZ, s>-<e2, s> then <eloe2, s>-ýi<eloe2, s> 

4. if <e2, s>--'+error then <e1oe2, s>-3error 

In fact these four rules exactly model the way in which we evaluate 

arithmetic expressions by hand. To formalise the above explanation 

we introduce the following transition system: 

Firstly, lot a state. s: Var-'>N be a partial assignment of values 

to variables and States be the class of states. The transition 

system ae=<re, T,, ---a-->> is defined by: 

r 
e= 

{<e, s> I eeExp, seStates }ýr{error} 

To - {<m, s> I meN, ssStates }u{error} 

The general forms of the transition relation -> are 

, s'> 

<e, s> -terror 

These an that one step in the evaluation of e (with state s) 

results in the expression e' (with state, s') or an error. For the 

sake of simplicity we will omit the 0 under the arrow since there is 

only one transition relation. We will make use of the following 

notation: 

Notation 1.3 
A. 

The form C. denotes that'A and B implies C and D. 

The transition relation is defined by the following informal 

system of axioms and rules: 
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Identifiers 

1. <z, s> -><s(z), s> if s(x) is defined 

2. <x, s) -+error 

Binary operations. 

if s(x) is undefined 

<el, s> -i<ei, s> 
(e1oe2, s> -)<eioe2, s> 

(ei, s>--)error 
2" <e1oe2, s>--terror 

<e2, s> -+<e2, s> 
3" <e1oe2, s> -i<eioe2, s> 

<e21 s> --terror 
4" <e1oe2, s> ->error 

S. 

6. <m-m', s>-4<n, s> 

where n=m+m' 

if mZm' and n=m-m' 

7. <m-m', s> ->error if m<m' 

8. <mem', s>-4<n, s> where n=m*m' 

9. <m div m', s>-><n, s> if m'#0, ar-n+m'+r, OSr<m'. 

10. <m div m', s>-+error if m'=0 

Let us explain what is meant by this system of axioms and rules: 

There are two axioms for identifiers and six axioms for binary 

operations (5 to 10); there are also four riles for binary 
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operations. Axioms define transitions directly and rules enable us 

to derive transitions from axioms inductively. The set of 

transitions in To satisfies the following three laws: 

1. The axioms define transitions. 

2. If all the hypotheses of a rule (the numerator) define 

transitions the conclusions (the denominator) of the rule define 

transitions. 

3. There are no other transitions in 7 
or. 

This kind of approach is cal led 
.a general i'sed inductive definition 

(see [Shoenfield 1967]). For example, the first axiom for 

identifiers says that for any identifier x and state s, if SW is 

defined then <z, s>-+<s(z), s> is a transition in T0. The second 

axiom for identifiers says that if s(z) is undefined then 

<z, s>"--4error is a transition. Axioms for binary operations about 

"+', and "div! ' are similar. The first rule for binary 

operations says that for any expressions e1, e21 ei ans state s, if 

there is a transition <e1, s>-<ei, s> then there is a transition 

<e1oe21s>-4<eioe2Is>. For example, let s be (z=S, y=6) (this means 

s(z)=S and s(y)=6; otherwise s is undefined). Since 

.. <z, (S=S, y-6)> -><5, (z=5. y=6)> 
is a transition (by the first axiom for identifiers) we have by 

rule 1 

<z*y, (x-S, y=6)>-+<S*y, (x 5, y-6)> 

is a transition in TQ. 

It 
, 

should be 
_ 

emphasized that the symbol + appears twice - in 

rule 3, the first "+' in the clause is a syntactic constructor 

(operator) and the second denotes the addition function. Similarly, 

for the "-", and "*" in subsequent rules. =We will often overload 
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symbols in this way when their meanings can be understood from the 

context. 

We introduce the value of an expression as follows: 

Definition 1.6 

The function 1 1: Exp-)States --3N+{error} is defined by 

if <e, s> -'><m, s> 

[Eel 
sm 

I. 

error if <e, s> -')error 

We call Eels the value of the expression e in state s. 0 

We now prove that the evaluation mechanism defined above, is 

noetherian, never stuck, and that each expression has a unique value 

which does not depend on the particular computation sequence 

(thereby proving that Qe11s is well-defined). If we use nnm(r) to 

denote the number of operations and identifiers contained in 

expression e, then all these proofs can be obtained by induction on 

num(r) and for each r by cases on the structure of r. Now num(r) is 

recursively defined by the following table: 

r error <m, s> <mon, s> <z, s> <eloe2, s> 

num(r) 0 0 "1 1 nnm(<el, s>)+ný(<eZ, s>)+1 

Notice that if r -4r* then rATe (because there is no rule for 

error and <n, s>). We have: 

Learns 1.2 

If r-4r' then num(r)>num(r'). 

Proof By induction on num(r). In the case num(r)=0, then reTe and 

the result is trivial since as we noted it is not then possible that 
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Now suppose r=<e, s>. If nam(r)=1 then e must be an identifier 

x or have the form mom'. In both cases the result is immediate since 

r' must be <m, s> or error. 

Now we assume as our hypothesis that the lemma is true whenever 

num(r)SY (121) and prove it then holds for num(r)-k+1. By the above 

discussion we can assiame k12, so according to the syntax we need 

only examine the case of e=e1oe2 and either num((el, s>)>O or 

num((e2, s>)>O. By the transition rules, we must analyse four 

subcases: 

a. <el, s>--><ei, s> and <eloe2, s>-+<eioe2, s> (by rule 1). 

We have by the induction hypothesis that nvm(<ej, s>)<num((el, s>), 

therefore 

nßm(<eioe2, s>)=nu(<ei, s>)+num(<e21s>)+1 

<nam(<el, s>)+nßm(<e2, s>)+1 m num(<eloe2>) 

b. <el, s>-)error and <e1oe2, s>-+error'and the result is obvious. 

c. <e2, s> -ý<e2, s> the proof is similar to subcase (a). 

d. <e2, s>->error the proof is similar to suboase (b). 

Thus the lemma has been proved. p 

Corollary 1.1 

The transition relation is noetherian. 

Proof It follows directly from the above lemma. 

This corollary says that all computations from a configuration r 

are finite with length at most num(r). 

Leeraa 1.3 

If r$TQ then there must exist r'aý e such that r-ir'. 
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Proof The proof is by structural induction on the expression 

contained in r. Since r is not in T. it must be one of the form: 

<z, s>, <mlom2. s> and <e1oe2, s> where at least one of el or e2 is not 

an integer. Thus: 

case 1. r is <x, s>. 

According to the axioms for identifiers, if s(x) is defined then 

take r'=<s(z), s>, otherwise take r'-error. 

case 2. r is <mlom2. s>. 

According to the axioms for binary operations we take r' defined 

below: 

<m, s> mmSlom2 if o is + or * 

or o ii - and ml>m2 

r'= or o is div and m2#0 

error if o is - and ml<m2 

or o is div and m2=0 

aase 3. r is <eloe2, s>. Then 

-a. if e1 is not an integer, then by the induction hypothesis 

either <el, s»<ei, s> or <01, s>-terror 

By the binary operation rule 1 and 2 we have: 

<e1oe2, s> -4<eioe2, s> or, <e1oe2, s> -*error 

Thus take r'-<eioe2, s> or error the Suboase is done. 

b. if e2 is not an integer, the proof is similar to saocase (a). 

Thus the lemma has been proved. fl 

Corollary 1.2 

No configuration is deadlocked and no computation is stuck. 

proof It follows directly from the above lemma. a 

The corollary 1,1 and 1.2 mean that every complete computation is 

4 
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terminated and every expression has either a value or an error from 

every state. 

Finally, the transition relation has the confluence 

property. 

Lemma 1.4 

For any rar, if r-->r1 and r-+r2 then rl& r2. 

Proof By induction on n (r) again. 

For the case of nßm(r)=0 since r can only be <m, s> or error the 

result holds vacuously. For num(r)-1 r must be <x, s> or <mom', s>, 

only one transition rule applies in each case so rlar2 and hence 

rl1r2. 

Now we assume as our hypothesis that the lemma is true whenever 

num(r)Sk (k)1) and prove it then holds for num(r)-k+l. Let 

r=<e1oe2, s>. According to the transition rules defined above we need 

to examine the following cases: 

case 1. rl=error. Then 

<el, s>-terror or %, O-terror 

For example <el, s> -+error; then if rl=r2. there is nothing to prove, 

otherwise there are two suboases: 

a. r2=<eloe2, s> and <e2, s>-ý<e2, s>. 

By the binary operation rule 1 we have: 

rZ=<eloeZ, s> ->error 

b. r2=<eioe2, s> and <e1, s> -)<ei, s>. 

By the induction hypothesis we have: <ei, s> *>error. According to 

the binary operation rule 1 we have: 
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s»error r2a<eioe21 
'Thus in both subcases rl and r2 converge to error. 

case 2. r2=error. The proof is similar to Oase 1. 

case 3. <e1oe2, s> -irl and <e1oe2, s>->r2 and neither rl nor r2 is 

error. 

According to the binary operation rules 1 and 3 there are three 

subcases: 

a. r1=<eioe2, s>, r2=<eloei, s> and <el, s>-4<ei, s>, 

<e21s»<ej, s>. Take r3=<eioe2, s>. By rules 1 and 3 we have 

< eioe2, s>--4<eioe2, s> and <eloej, s»<eioe2, s> 

b. rl=<eioe2, s>, r2-<e1oe2, s> and <ei, s>-4<ei, s>, 

<e1, s>-4<e1, s>. Since nvm(el)Sk, by the induction hypothesis, there 

exists an r13 such that 

<ei, s> #)r13 and <e1, s> *)r13 

If r13=<013, s> then take r3=<e13oe2, s>; otherwise r13 must be-error 

and take r3-error. 

C. r2-<eloe2", s> and <02,3>-4(02', S>' 

(8213» -ý<eZ, s>. The proof is similar to subcase (b). 

Thus the theorem has been proved. 0 

In [Huet 801 the property established by the above lemma is 

called local confluence and the property 

if r- )r1 and r-')r2 then rl4r2 

is called the confluence property. It is proved that a noetherian 

relation is confluent iff it is locally confluent (see lemma 2.4 

in[Hnet 80]). This result guarantees that all complete computations 

in We and in the same configuration, i. e, given state s every 

expression e has unique value; thus as promised above, we have shown 

that IIe]1s is indeed well-defined. 
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In fact using the techniques given in (Plotkin 80] it can be 

proved that the operational semantics defined here is equivalent to 

the denotational semantics given in [Gordon 79] or [Stoy 771. 

Remarks As we have noticed the main feature of the proofs of the 

above lemmas is induction on the structure of terms in 

configurations. The reason is that all transitions in the transition 

-system Ire are given by generalised inductive definition; i. e, a 

transition in ae is either an axiom or the conclusion of a rule. 

Thus in order to prove that every transition in 7e has a property P, 

it suffices to prove 

1. every axiom has property P. 

2. if all of hypotheses of a rule have property p, then the 

conclusion of the rule has property P. 

In fact this approach will be used throughout the whole thesis. 

1.4 An operational semantics of CC3 

In a series. -of , papers(see [Hennessy and Milner 79], [Milner 80 

and 821, [Hennessy and Plotkin 801, etc) Milner and his colleagues 

have studied a model of parallelism in which concurrent systems 

communicate by sending and receiving values along lines. 

Communication is synchronized in that the exchange of values takes 

place only when the sender and receiver are both -ready and this 

exchange is considered as a single event. This kind of communication 

is also found in a large group of modern languages such as Hoare's 

CSP, and Ada. In (Milner. 80] a notation for expressing systems is 

introduced which can be considered as an applicative language, 

called CCS - Calculus of Communicating Systems. More precisely, 

there is a family of languages incorporating these ideas. In this 
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section we study one such language, which is close to the style 

given by Hennessy and Plotkin (see [Hennessy and Plotkin 80]) and is 

called asynchronous CCS. For the sake of convenience we just use the 

name CCS. 

1.4.1 The syntax of CCS 

The abstract syntax of CCS is parameterised on certain disjoint 

sets and functions: 

Vat -a given countably infinite set of variables, ranged over by 

(the metavariable) x. 

Exp -a given countable infinite set of expressions, ranged over 

by e and assumed to contain the set V which is a nonempty set of 

values (ranged over by v). 

Bexp -a given countably infinite set of boolean expressions, 

ranged over by b and assumed to contain the set {tt, ff} of truth 

values. 

Remarks: From now on the sets Var, Exp and Bexp will be used in 

every language which we will study. As we have already stated in the 

introduction, since the goal of this thesis is to investigate the 

nature of communication and concnrrency, in order to focus our 

attention on these subjects we gloss over the details of those 

aspects which are nearly standard and quote the results directly. 

Following-this principle, for the expressions we assume that 

1. All expressions e or b have finite sets FV(e), FV(b) of free 

variables, defined in the normal fashion. 

2. The substitution of an expression e' for a variable z in an 

expression e or b is defined as usual, giving expressions e[e'/z], 
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b[e'/z]. We assume that the following stanaard facts hold: 

(FV(e)\(x))v FV(e1) if xsFV(e) 

FV(e[e'/zl)m 

FV(e) if zfFV(e) 

and e[e'/zl[e"/zl - e[e'[e"/z]/z] 

and e [e' /zl [e"/yl e Ie"/y] Ie' [e"/y] /z] if z$FV(e") and zky. 

This will do if we are not thinking Of complicated expressions with 

bound variables where also a notion*of a-conversion should be taken 

into account (see [Hindley, Lercher, Seldin 72], [Curry, Feys, Craig 

681). 

3. All expressions can be evaluated without side-effects to give 

a result in V (in following chapters we assume that V contains a 

" distinguished value error). The evaluation may be defined using 

either a denotational or an operational approach which, for example, 

is referred to the previous example. We use [e] to denote the value 

of a closed expression a for an applicative language Ind Qe]I 
s 

(or 

Qe]ps) to denote the value of a in state s (or in environment p and 

store s) for an. imperative language. We should mention that in 

general, the evaluation of an expression may have side-effects(see 

[Gordon 79], [Tennant 81]) but here we just choose the simple case 

and assume evaluate expressions without side-effects in order to 

concentrate on communication. 

The following sets are also needed to define the syntax of CCS: 

d-a given. countably infinite set of line names, ranged over by 

a, ß, r. 

Proc -a given countable. infinite set of procedure names, ranged 

over by--P. -__ -- - --- 
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Given these five sets the two main syntactic categories of CCS 

can be specified as follows: 

Ren - the set of renamings, ranged over by f, which is a partial 

function from A to A. 

Terms - the set of terms, ranged over by t. u and defined by the 

BNF-like notation: 

t:: = Nil I t+u I tin I ax. t I a(e, t) I t. t I 

t[f] I if b then t also uI P(el, ". ", en) 

(µP(xl,..., zn). t)(el,..., en) 

The notations az. t and (iP(z1...., zn). t)(el,..., en) denote the 

binding of variables and procedures respectively in t. The term t+u 

is called summation and can behave as either u or t. The term On is 

called composition and the components t and n may execute 

simultaneously and communicate with each other. The terms az. t. 

a(e, t) and v. t are actions, they can perform an input, output or 

internal action respectively and then become t. It should be 

mentioned that the forms of actions used here are sometimes written 

in the forms a? z. t, ale. t and-s. t (see [Milner 80]). The term t[f] 

is a renaming; the function + renames or restricts the line names 

contained in t. Finally. (µP(zl,... zn). t)(el,.... en) is a recursive 

procedure with parameters zl,... za. We can understand that the 

-behaviour of (LP(zl...., za). t)(el,.,., en) is the same as its body t 

with pP(zl,.... XL). t substituted for P and with the free occurrences 

of the formal parameters z1,..., za set to [e1D,.. ", 
Qe. M. For 

convenience we will use the following notations: 

Let {tit 1<i<n } be a finite set of terms; then T-ti denotes the 

term (t1+(t 2+(... +tn)... )) and Iti denotes the term 
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t1I(t2I(... Itn)... ). Let % be a subset, of line names; then t\X 

denotes the term t[+=], where +z is a renaming defined by: 

a ifafl 
+1(a)= 

undefined otherwise 

Finally, the term t[ai/ßi], lSisn denotes t[+] where 

ai if 7=ßi 

T otherwise 

y 

We also extend FV(t) (free variables of a term t), and define FP(t) 

(free procedure names of t) and FL(t) (free line names of t) by the 

following tables: N 

Nil t+u tIa ax. t a(e, t) 

FV 0 FV(t)u FV(u) FV(t)uFV(u) FV(t)\(x) FV(e)u FV(t) 

FP 0 - FP(t)u PP (U) FP(t) u FP(u) FP(t) FP(t) 

_ 
0 FL(t) uFL(u) FL(t) tFL(a) (a) uFL(t) (a) uFL(t) 

ti. t t(4] if b then t also u 

FV FV(t) F9(t) FV(b) UFV(t) uFV(u) 

FP FP(t) FP(t) FP(t) u FP(n) 

FL FL(t) $(FL(t)) FL(t)u FL(u) 



P(el..... en) (µP(zl,.... x). t)(el,.... en) 

FV FV(el)u... u FV(ea) FV(t)\{zl,.... zn} 

PP (P) FP(t)\(P) 

FL 0 FL(t) 

where +(FL(t)) denotes the image under + of FL(t)SA. 
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Remarks We Also assume the substitution e'[e/xl of expressions for 

variables in expressions is extended in the usual way to allow the 

substitution t[e/x] of expressions for variables in terms. We also 

assume the substitution t[t"/Pl of terms for procedure names in 

terms is defined in the usual way. ( Of course in both cases such 

substitutions may require change of bound variables such as in ax. t, 

or bound procedure names such as in µP. t to avoid clashes). 

Finally, a program is defined as follows: 

Definition 1.7 CCS program 

A term t is a program iff FV(t)- and FP(t)=0. 

That is there are no undefined procedures or variables in a program. 

1.4.2 The operational semantics of CCS 

To give the operational semantics of CCS we def ins a labelled 

transition system ac=< r 
c, 

T,, Ac, --> where 

r', =Terms 

T0={Nil} 

A, ={a? vl -acA veV} u {alvI aeA, vaV} u {t} 

For any transition label W. the complementary label is 

defined by: 
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alv if X=a? v 

3ý= a? v if X-a 1v 

t if Xmt 

The transition relation > will be defined by rules of the 

following forms: - 

1. ta° t' means informally that t can receive an input value v 

along line a and thereby be transformed into t'. 

2. t all t' means that t can output value v along line a ana be 

transformed into t'. 

3. t--I-->t' means that t can transform itself tor, t' by some 

internal communication. 

The transition relation is defined as follows: 

Action 

1. az. t a° t[v/z] 

2. a(e, t)c" 
ff 0 It 

3. t tit 

Su ination 

1. t tt 
t+n t 

2. II ßI 
t+n u' 

These two rules mean that the behaviour of the term t+n is that of 

its-components t and u, with commitment to whichever is executed. 
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Composition 

t ý' ' 
1' 

tin t-'Iu 

'a L4U f 
Zý 

tea tIi'" 

t9134t', na v n, 3. 
tin ---vw l u, 

tx°at', nI-V4n, 4' tlu t'lu' 
0 

1. 

Bales 1 and 2 above mean that an action of t or of n in the 

composition tin yields an action of this composition in which the 

other component is not affected. In other words, parallelism is 

achieved by interleaving the execution of its components (t and n). 

Rules 3 and 4 mean that communicition between terms consists of the 

simultaneous occurrence of certain specified complementary actions 

of these ` terms. This kind. of commnnicrtion mechanism is often 

referred to in, the literature as hanashaking. Since in this thesis, 

we mainly deal with parallelism by interleaving and handshake 

communication, these four transition rules express the essence of 

our approach to parallelism and communication. 

Reneging 

1. 
t(}]- /t'ýýý 

tov t. 

if f(a) is defined. 

if -+(a) is defined. 

t -at 
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These roles mean that renaming either relabels the transition action 

(when + is defined) or removes the transition action (when + is 

undefined). 

Conditional 

t )t' 
, QbD=tt 

1ý 
if b then t else u -it' 

non', Qb]=ff 
Zý 

if b then t'else u' 

These rules mean that the behaviour of a conditional term is that of 

t or u, depending on the value of the boolean expression b (tt or 

ff). 

Procedure 

t[µP(zi.... zn) . t/Pl [l[al]l/xll ... 1 Qenl! /zn] 

(µP(xi,... za). t)(el,..., en) --->t' 

This means that the behaviour of ( pp(zl,... xn). t)(el,..., en) is the 

same as its body t substituted for P in t by µP(xl,... zn). t and with 

the formal parameters xl,..., x set to Eel' 
,..., 

'Qen]. 

It should be mentioned that CCS is an applicative language and 

therefore all these rules fail to describe the meaning of terms with 

free variables. For example, the action rule 2 gives. no meaning to 

the term: 

a(z2+1, Nil) 

and the conditional rules do not make sense for 

if y)0 then a(y, Nil) else ß(y+1, Ni1) 

since all rules involve values, not variables. 

J_ fi 'ý ý.. .. 
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1.4.3 Properties and examples 

One may wonder whether the operational semantics given above is 

well defined. The following results may convince us: 

Leaaa 1.5 

If tit' than FV(t')! FV(t), FP(t')SFP(t) and FL(t')! FL(t). 

Proof Let us just prove the result for FV leaving FP and FL to the 

interested reader. The proof is by induction on inferences t-1->t'. 

For the case that the inference rules are axioms we need only 

examine the following three cases: 

case 1. t-a(e, tl) and a(e, tl)-C' 1So t'=tl therefore 

FV(t')-FV(tl) S (FV(e)u FV(tl))=FV(t) 

case 2. t=az. t1 and ax. tl )t[v/a]. Then t'=tl[v/z]. Noticing the 

second remarks given in subsection 1.4.1 we have: 

FV(t")-FV(tlly/zl)-(FV(tl)\tx))uFV(v)=FV(tl)\(z}=FV(t) 

case 3. t=t. tl and Then the result is obvious. 

For the induction step we must examine all rules defined in the 

previous section. Let us check the following interesting cases: 

case 4. t=tl+t2. There are two possibilities: 

a. t'=tj and tj )ti; then 

FV(t')-FV(ti)! FV(tl) by the induction hypothesis 

! FV(t1+t2) by the definition of FV 

b. t'-t2 and t2 )t2. Then the proof is similar to (a). 

Cass S. t=tllt2. There are three subcases to check: 

a. t'=tgIt2 and tl % )ti. We have, by. the induction hypothesis 

that FV(ti) EFV(tl) so 

Fv(t')=FV(tilt2)=(FV(ti)erFV(t2)) ! (FV(t1)u FV(t2))=FV(t) 
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b. t'=t1Itä and t2 >t2. The proof is similar to (a). 

c. t'=ti t2, ý. =r and t1-L4ti and t2--e-ýt2 some peAs. By for 

the induction hypothesis FV(ti) SFV(tl) and FV(t2) =FV(t2), so 

FV(t')-(FV(ti) uFV(t2)) 5 (FV(tl) uFV(t2))'FV(t) 

case 6. t is a recursive procedure. For simplicity we just consider 

the parameterless case t=pP. tl. Then by the procedure rule 

t'=ti and tl[µP. tl/P]-L4ti. 

By the induction hypothesis we have: 

FV(ti)! FV(tl[µP. tl/P]) 

Since 

FV(tl)uFV(µP. tl) if PeFP(tl) 

FV(t1ljP. t1/P])= 

FV(tl) if PtFP(tl) 

by the definition of FV we have: 

FV(t)=FV(µP. tl)-FV(tl)=FV(t1[pP. t1/P]) 
o" Thus the result has been proved. 0 

The next theorem follows directly from this lemma. 

Theorem 1.2 
a 

If t is a CCS program and t -L-)t' kgA then t' is a program. 

Let us now study some CCS examples. 

Example 1.3 

Consider a term t=a(5, Nil)laz. NilIaz. (a(z, Nil)). According to the 

operational semantics there are -many computations from t. Here we 

examine two of them. 

computation 1. 

t 1---)Ni1Iax. NilIa(5, Ni1) 

>Nil iNil INil 

If 
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The transition step 1 is obtained by the composition rule 3, since 

a. 2114Nil and 

b. ax. I (a(z, Nil)) 254az. Nil Ia(S. Nil) by the composition 

rule 2 since 

ax. (a(z, Nil) ) 15>a(S, Nil) by the action rule 1. 

Similarly we have: 

computation 2. 

t-1---)Nil INil lax. (a(r, Nil)) since 

a(S, Nil)a>Nil by the action rule 2 aua 

(Lx. Nil 2134NU by the action rule 1 

then apply rule 3 followed by rule 1. 

These two computations tell us that CCS unlike the transition 

system for evaluating expressions (using binary relations) or the 

lambda calculus. is not confluent. 0 

Example 1.4 Hoare-Zhon protocol 

A simple example is given to show how to specify the kind of 

protocol- given by Hoare and Zhou (see [thou and Hoare 81] and 

[Hennessy 811 for a general discussion). 

A communication protocol may be composed of a_ sender and a 

receiver connected by a medium which may corrupt the message (see 

figure 1.5). It accepts a value at the transmitting and (the line 

IC) and accurately reproduces this value at the receiving end (the 

line OC). 



so 

i 

line IM 
medium M 

line IC 

line OM' 
medium M' 

Figure 1.5 

The protocol can be specified in CCS as follows, 

corrupt(x) is a given function 'Which models the degradation of 

value x daring transmission. We assume corrupt (arror)-error and that 

error can be transmitted along lines as a normal value. 

correct(z) is another function which renews the value x, 

producing an error if renewing is impossible. 

A uni-directional communication medium M can be specified by 

M=iM. IMx. OM(corrnpt(x), M) 

This means that M receives information from the line IM and oatpui. s 

it through the line ON. The information map be corrupted when it 

passes through the medium. 

line OM 

1 ins OC 
0 

0 
line IM' a 

w 

The sender can be specified by: 

S« tS. ICz. S' 

where S. is µS'". IM(z, OM'y. [if yser_r t_ S' else s ]) 

This means that the sender S receives a value z from outside 

(through line IC) and sends- it tö the receiver through medium M (the 

line IM), then receives information 7 from the secona medium M' (the 
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line OM'). If it receives an error (a fail transmission), it senas 

the value x again until the received information indicates 

successful transmission (y#error), then whereupon it accepts a new 

value from outside. Similarly, the receiver is defined by: 

R=µR. Obit. R' where R' is: 

IM'(correct(z), if correct(x)=error then Rlelse OC(correct(z), R)) 

Finally, the protocol is defined by 

(SIMIM'IR)\{OM, IM, OM', IM') 

where M'=M[OM'/OM, IM'/IM]. a 

Example 1.5 A sorting algorithm 

Given two sets of numbers SO ana TO, the problem is to design an 

algorithm which produces sets S', T' such that 

souTO S' wT', Is' I "Isoi, IT' I=ITOI 
and 

dneS', meT'. n &m 

where IHI denotes the number of elements in any given set H. 

Suppose Var, Exp defined in section 1.4.1 contains the usual set 

operations and let max(S), min(S) denote the maximum and minimum 

elements of S respectively. Then the algorithm can be described as 

follows: 

(P(S4) I Q(TO))\{a. ß) 

where P(S) and Q(T) are defined by 

"tD'peG 

m 
ýý8 

X 
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P(S) =jP(S). ß(maz(S)ºP'(S)) 

P'(S)-az. Iif max(S)>x then P([z]v S\maz(S)) also y(S, Nil)J 

Q(T) " Q(T). ßy. (a(min(T), Q'CT)) 

Q'(T)sif min(T)<y then Q({y)u S\min(T)) else 8(S, Nil) 

where y and 8 are line names communicating with outside of the 

algorithm. 

line 

P(S) Q(T) 
.s 

1 ine a 

Figure 1.6' 

Informally. P(S) means 

a. send max(S) to T through line ß (see Figure 1.6) 

b. receive min(T) from T through line a 

c. if max(S)>min(T) then exchange these two elements 

d. repeat a. b and c until maz(S)<min(S). 

' e. 'output result and finish. 

The meaning of Q(T) is similar. U 

0 
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Z. An operational seaantics for CSP 

Hoare proposed in [Hoare 78] a language called Communicating 

Sequential Processes which has exerted a profound influence on both 

theoretical and practical research in computer science. The design 

of CSP is based. on the following basic ideas: 

1. Parallelism is obtained by concurrently executing a number of 

sequential processes, where the sequential structures are 

straight-forwardly adapted from Dijkstra's guarded command language 

((Dijkstra 761). All processes start simultaneously,. and a parallel 

structure reaches completion when and only when all its component 

processes have finished. 

2. Input and output commands are basic components of the language 

and are the sole means for communication between concurrent 

processes. Communication between two concurrent processes occurs 

only when one process - the sender -, names another as target for 

output and the other - the receiver - names the first as source for 

input and both processes are ready to communicate simultaneously. 

Communication between processes via global variables is not allowed 

and there is no automatic buffering. Handshaking, is the only method 

of communication and synchronization. 

In this chapter an operational semantics of CSP is given. The 

idea of defining a semantics for CSP using labelled transition 

systems is due to Plotkin (see [Hennessy, Li and Plotkin 81], 

[Plotkin 82]). In section 1 an abstract syntax of CSP is given which 

is slightly different from Hoare's notation. In 
'section 

2 the 

concept of static semantics is introduced 
, then in section 3 we 

give the operational semantics for CSP. In section 4a number of 

facts are proved to show that this operational semantics is 

0 
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well-defined. Some simple examples are also given to show how this 

semantics works. In section 5 some further problems concerned with 

failure and termination are studied. 

It should be mentioned that the this chapter is an improved 

version of [Plotkin 82]. Both static and dynamic semantics are 

improved, and the interaction between static and dynamic semantics 

is given and proved. 

2.1 The syntax of CSP 

As we have already pointed out, CSP is obtained from Dijkstra's 

guarded command language (see [Dijkstra 761) by adding input, output 

and parallel commands which are introduced to express communication 

and parallelism. The syntax of CSP is parameterised on the following 

syntactic categories: 

Plab -a given countably infinite set of process labels, ranged 

over by P, Q, L 

Pten -a given countably infinite set of pattern symbols, ranged 

over by W. 

The categories of guarded commands. and commands of (SP are 

defined using a BNF-like notation. 

Gcm - the set of guarded commands, ranged over by GC 

GC :: = b4C I GC 8 GC 

Com - the set of commands, ranged over by C 
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I 

C :: = skip I abort I x: m eI C, C I if GC fi I do GC od 

P? W(z) I QlW(e) I ClIC I P:: C I process P; C 

where GC 0 GC is called an alternative (guarded command), if GC fi 

is called a conditional (command), do GC od is called a repetitive 

(command) and P? W(x), QIW(e) are called input and output commands 

respectively. Finally, P:: C denotes a process named P with body C 

and process P; C is the declaration of the label P. The main 

differences from Hoare's original proposal in [Hoare 781 are as 

follows: 

A. The form of guarded commands is different 

In [Hoare 781 a guarded command can take one of the following forms 

b-4C, b, P? x-4C or b, Ple. 4C 

where b, b, P? x and b, Ple are called guards (see 7.2 and 7.8 in 

(Hoare 78]). The motivation of guarded commands is that the command 

C may be executed if and only if the guard does not fail. For 

example, in b--)C the command C may be executed iff the boolean 

expression b is true, and in b, P? z-4C the command C may be executed( 

-iff b is true and the input command in the guard is executed; for 

the latter both conditions are necessary. Instead of the single 

arrow -4 we use here the double arrow -0 introduced by Plotkin (it 

is also introduced in Ada in a restricted form -- see section 9.7 

in [DoD 80]) and employ the strong form of guarded command b-#C. The 

motivation is that C is executed if and only if b is true and the 

command C can be executed (for at least one step), i. e, ' the first 

transition of b=OC is the first transition of C if b is true. For 

example, in the guarded commands 

b4P? z; C, b=P1e; C or b-4(do true -ýOP? x od); C 

the guarded command is executed if and only when b is true and 
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respectively P? z or PIG or do true -+P? x od is executed. It is 

obvious that b -+C can be written as b-skip; C and b, Ple-+C can be 

written as b4PIe; C and so on. The merit of this form is that it is 

simpler and märe general than the original form. The following 

example clarifies the difference between these two forms of guards. 

Example 2.1 

Three commands are given below 

Cl (Hoare's form) 

[ R:: if true, P? z->skipptrue, Q? y-+PI1 fi 

Q:: 810 

ýý P:: R? z] 

The Process R must choose the second alternative of the guarded 

command since the guard does not fail (Q? y can be executed), thus 

process R cömmunicites with process Q first and then communicates 

with process P and terminates normally. 

CZ (Hoare's form) 

K:: if true -iP? zDtrue--3Q? y3P10 fi 

II Q:: R 1 
I II P:: R? z 

Since both guards in, process 8 do not fail, either alternative can 

be chosen; - if the first is chosen then the program will deadlock. 

0 
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C3 (Plotkin's form) 

[ R:: if true"*P? zttrue4Q? 7; P10 fi 

() Q:: R! O 

u P:: R? z 

The first alternative trne4P? z cannot be chosen since P? x can never 

be executed, ' therefore the situation is the same as that of Cl. 

B. The parallel structure is different. 

In [Hoare 781 a normal parallel command may be written as 

I P: : Cl 11 C 11 P2:: C2 ] 

In fact this'form combines three different language features: 

1. A parallel structure is constructed from its constituent 

structures -using the symbol 11. 

2. These constituent structures may be specified as- named 

processes here P1:: C1 and P2:: C2. 

3. Square brackets delimit the scope of process labels. 

Our syntax specifies this parallel structure in the traditional 

way that separates these three features and uses three different 

syntactic forms: 

C ýý C and P:: C and" process P; C 

The first specifies parallel execution, the second (sometimes called 

process body) defines a constituent sequential process (which may be 

named) and the third declares the scope Of the given process label. 

Thus the command [P1:: C1IICIIP2:: C2] can be written as 
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process P1; (process P2; (P1:: Cill(CIIP2:: C2))) 

And nested parallel commands such as 

EP:: QISIIQ:: (P:: R! OIIQ:: P? z]] 

can be written as 

process P; process Q; (P:: QlS 

IIQ:: (process P; process Q; (P:: R! OIIQ:: P? z))) 

We will see later in the next chapter that this feature makes it 

easier to treat the various $coping-situations. 

C. The pattern-matching mechanism is introduced explicitly. 

For example, in the commands PIW(e) and Q? W(x) the letter W 

indicates a pattern-matching mechanism, the command PIW(e) says to 

send the value of e with pattern named W to the process P. The 

command Q? W(x) says that variable x receives a value from process Q 

matching the pattern W. Different W's preclude communication from 

taking place. 

D. Miscellaneous matters 

-Finally, it should be mentioned that variable declarations, 

process arrays and guarded. commands with ranges are omitted in the 

syntax, but communication and parallel 'commands are carefully 

treated, permitting nested parallel structures and even parallel 

commands inside repetitive commands. 
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2.2 Static semantics 

Before giving a formal operational semantics for CSP, it is 

necessary to guarantee that all syntactic clauses are valid (or 

well-formed) . By valid we mean that a program could be successfully 

compiled, i. e, there is no error in the program according to the 

requirements of the language manual. 'For example, the following 

commands (programs) 

P:: C1 11 P:: C2 and P1:: z: =S+y 11 P2:: Q? x 

are invalid because the first violates Hoare's requirement "Each 

process label in a parallel command must occur only on.. e" and the 

second violates "Each process of a parallel command must be disjoint 

from every other process of the command, in the sense that it does 

not mention any variable which occurs as a target variable in any 

other process" (see 2.1 [Hoare 781). But the command 
a 

P1:: z: =S+y ýý P2:: z: =2+y 

is valid since it satisfies these requirements and these are the 

only such requirements in CSP. The above fact tells us that a formal 

description of static semantics is needed' to specify such 

requirements before giving the operational semantics . The method 

used here is due to Plotkin. in [Plotkin 81,821. To this ena, let 

Spa denote the unt n. GcomuCom and Q be a metavariable of Syn, i"e, 

a can be a guarded command or a command. We define the following 

sets: 

RV(a) - the set of variables in 11 that may be read. 

WV(fl) - the set of variables in n that may be written to. 

w 

FPL(Q) - the set of free (agent) process labels contained in Q. 
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For a guarded command GC we need the following predicate: 

Bool(GC) - the disjunction of guards occurring in GC. We call the 

guarded command GC open in state s if QBool(GC)33-tt, otherwise it 

is called closed. 

All these sets and the the predicate Bool(GC) are defined by 

induction on the structure of (guarded) commands a in the tables 

below: 

' bpiC GC1DGC2 

8Y FV(b) uRV(C) RV(GC1) uRV(GC2) 

WP WV(C) WV(GC1) uWV(GC2) 

FPL FPL(C) FPL(GC1) uFPL(GC2) 

Boot b Boo1(GC1)VBool(GC2) 

0 

'skip abort z: -e C1rC2 if GC fi do GC od 

RV 0 FV(e) RV(C1) uRV(C2) RV(GC) RV(GC) 

WV 0 0 (x) AV(Ci) uWV(C2) WV(GC) WV(GC) 

FPL 0 0 0 FPL(C1) u FPL(C2) FPL((; C) FPL(GC) 

P? W(z) QIW(s) ' C111C2 R:: C process 8; C 

RV 0 FV(e) RV(C1)v RV (C2) RV(C) RV(C) 

Wp (_) 0 WV(C1)uWV(C2) WV(C) WV(C) 

FPL 0 0 FPL(C1)u FPL(C2) (R) FPL(C)\(R) 

It is intended . to be evident from these tables that 

RV(C1; C2)-RV(Cl) URV(C2) and WV(ClIIC2)=wv(C1) uWV(C2) and' 

FPL(GC10GC2)-FPL(GC1) uFPL(GC2) and so on. Finally, the, set of = free 

variables contained in a command or a gnarded'command is defined by 

i 
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FV(C)=RV(C)UWV(C) and FV(GC)-RV(GC)u WV (GC) 

The property of being valid or well-formed is written as- i- and 

{-Sc GC means that the guarded command GC is valid. 

cC means that the command C is valid. 

0 

These are also defined by structural induction but they are 

presented in a more illuminating way by rules similar to but simpler 

than those for transition relations. 

Guarded commands 

I- C 1. 
gc 

b-OC 

Commands 

1. i-Q skip 

3. ýC X: -e 

gc 
GC 

s" if GC fi 

7.1-ý P? W(x) 

{- C, FPL(C)ý 
9. 

Q 
R:: C 

Cl. lc C2 
11" cl ca 

gý 
GC1, 

gc 
GC2 

2. 
gc 

GCl 2 

2. ýo abort 

10 Cl, ýc C2 
4' 

.C 
Cl , C2 

i-gc GC 
6. 

c do GC od 

8. i-o Qlw(e) 

l- C 10. Q 
Q process R, C 

(if FV(C1)4%WV(C2)-FV(C2) . WV(C1)=0 

FPL(C1) r%FPL(C2) O 

The requirements of non-interference and disjoint process names 
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are imposed in rule 11. The condition FPL(C)"0 in rule 9 requests 

that a process declaration and the corresponding process body must 

occur in the same innermost process body containing them and 

declaration first. Let us check the following example: 

Example 2.2 

Consider the command: 

Cl - process P; ( 

process R; (P:: R! W(6) 

II8:: (process A; (process P; (A:: P? W(x)IIP:: A! W(S)))) 

The corresponding Hoare's form of the command is 

[P:: 81W(6)UR:: [A:: P? W(x)IIP:: AIW(S)II 

This command consists of two levels of processes: the processes R 

and (outer) P construct the first level, the processes A and (inner) 

P construct the second level. The command is valid because: 

1. By rule 7 and 8 commands P? W(x) and AMW(S) are valid. 

2. Noticing FPL(P? W(z))-FPL(A! W(S))=0 by rule 9 the commands 

A:: P? W(z) and P:: A! W(S) are valid. 

3. According to rule 11 the parallel command A:: P? W(x)IIP:: AlW(S) is 

valid. m- 

4. Let C11 denote the command: 

process A; ( rop cess P; (A:: P? W(z)liP:: A! W(S))). 

Using rule 10 twice C11 is valid. 

S. By the definition of FPL we have FPL(Cil)=0, so according to 

rule 9 the command R:: C11 is valid. 

6. By rule 11 the command P:: RIW(6) R:: C is valid. 
7. Finally, using rule 10 twice we know the command Cl is valid. 

Let us consider the command: 
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C2 - process P; ( 

process R; ( P:: RIW(6) 11 R:: (A:: P? W(z)IiP:: A! W(S)))) 

The Hoare's form of C2 is: 

[P:: RIW(6)Ilk:: (A:: P? W(z)IIP:: A! W(S))1 

It is obviously invalid since the command 

R:: (A:: P? W(x)UP:: A1(5)) 

is invalid, as FPL(A:: P? W(z)IIP:: A! W(S))-(A, P). 0 

It is hoped the above illustrates the beginnings of a method for 

specifying the static semantics of programming languages(it is also 

called the context-sensitive aspects). 

2.3 Operational semantics 

In this section an operational semantics for CSP is given using a 

labelled transition system. In contrast with the static semantics 

defined in the previous section, the operational semantics is 

sometimes called dynamic semantics. The idea of defining operational 

semantics is similar to that in evaluating expressions (see 

section 1.3). The execution of a command C should contain the 

following steps: 

1. Since the execution of C must start with an initial state, say 

s, putting these together we obtain a configuration <C, s>. 

2. The execution may be infinite (a Loop occurs) or finite. If it 

is finite then it may deadlock or terminate; and for the termination 

case it may terminate normally or abnormally. Thus, naturally, the 

terminal configurations should be s (for a normal termination) and 

abortion (for an abnormal termination). 

3. We use a transition to model one step of execution and a 

transition sequence to model an execution. All transitions are 
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defined using a generalised inductive definition. For example, 

consider the execution of the output command P! W(x) in a state s 

where s(z)=2. Intuitively, this execution is to evaluate x (in this 

case Qz]Is=2), output the value of x with pattern W to the process P 

and then transform to a new configuration, say <C', new(s)>. Let us 

choose C'=skip, and obviously the state s is not changed. Using a 

transition to describe this working process we have: 

<P! W(z), 3>(*, 
P)111% 

ßs_3_, s> 

The transition label (*, P) 1W(2) is called an output action and 

denotes interaction with the outside world, meaning that the value 2 

with pattern W is output to process P. The symbol * denotes the name 

of the process where in the output command occurs. Since at this 

stage the process containing the output command is unknown the 

symbol * is called the unknown process name. Similarly, for input 

command Q? W(y) with state s, the transition is: 

<Q? W(y), s> 
(*, Q)? W 

(skip, s [v/y] > 

This means. that the value v with a matched pattern W is received 

from process Q and the transformed configuration is <skip, s[v/yl>. 

The notation s[v/y] indicates that the value of y is changed to V 

(the received value)- The transition label (*, Q)? W(v) is called an 

input action and denotes that a value v is received from process Q 

with a matched pattern W. Again * is the name of unknown' process in 

which the input command occurs. 

When the commands P! W(z) and Q? W(y) appear in the processes Q and 

P respectively, for example, we have the commands Q:: P! W(e) and 

P:: Q? W(z). Then the transitions must be: 
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<Q:: PIW(x), s>(Q, 
P)! W(2 <Q:: siip, s> 

and 

<P:: Q? W(y), s>(P, 
Q)? W(2 

<P:: skip, sl2/yl> 

The transition label (Q, P)IW(2) is obtained from (+, P)W1(2) by 

substituting Q for +; it means that the agent (process) Q sends the 

value 2 with pattern W to the object (process) P. The transition 

label (P, Q)? W(2) is obtained from (+, Q)? W(2) by substituting P for 

+j it means that the agent process P receives the value 2 with 

matched pattern W from the object process Q. This embodies the 

proposition that a process name-"serves as a name for the command 

list to which it is, prefixed" (see 2.1 [bare 781). In fact, 

transition labels (Q, P)IW(2) and (P, Q)? W(2) are complementary labels 

(actions) which "fuse together" in handshake communication. Thus for 

the parallel command Q:: PIW(x)IIP:: Q? W(y) the expected transition is: 

<Q:: PIW(z)IIP:: Q? W(y), s> 8 3<Q:: skipIIP:: skip, sl2/y]> 

The transition label a means that no interaction occurs with the 

outside of the parallel command; that is, the interaction is 

internal to the command during its execution. 

We are now* ready to give the formal operational semantics using 
i labelled transition systems. It is clear that different syntactic 

categories need different labelled- transition systems, here 

<r'Tc'nc' for 'commands and <rgc, Tgc1Agc, g4> for guarded 

commands. The configuration sets are defined by 

0 
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('c {(C, s>i CaCom, seStates)uStates u{abortion} 

ý'gc {<GC, s>I GCeGcm, seStates}U('c 

and the terminal configurations are defined by: 

Tc = States u{abortion} 

Tg a=rc 

As we have already . explained above, in the configuration <C, s>, C 

and s stand for. the current statement to be executed and state 

respectively. A state s alone denotes normal termination and 

abortion stands for abnormal termination corresponding to Hoare's 

failure execution. 

The sets of transition labels are defined by: 

Ac=Agc'{a}u((N, P)? Wfv)l NaPlabu{+), PePlab, WePten, veV) 

u{(N, P)IW(v)l NePlabu(sl, PePlab, WePten, veV) 

The meaning of these labels is given by the following table: 

label 7. agent action object pattern 

g internal action 

(N, P)IW(v) N outputs v to P with W 

(N, P)? W(v) N inputs v from P matching W 

where PsPlab, 'N a Plab u(*) and * denotes a unknown process name. We 

use I to denote the complement of the label ) defined by: 

(P, Q)? W(v) if %-(Q. P)lW(v) ! 

(P, Q)! W(v) if )-=(Q, P)? W(v) 
I 

& 
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where P, QeP1ab, WePten, vsV. 

Finally, we introduce the following notations to describe the 

transition roles: 

Notation 2.1 

1. r -1-4 r1 1 r2 1 
... 

I rn means that r -1-)ri for 1=1,..., n. 

r2 I ... I ru 
is an abbreviation for 

r' --k4 rl r? I ... 
I rä 

where n 
r'-14ri 

The transition rules are given below (note all the subscripts 

under the arrows are left off and both > and -gt are written as 

-i when the intended transition can be derived from the context). 

Guarded commands. 

guards 

<C, s> -L-)r, l[b] 
s-tt 

A. <b4C, s>->r 

Qb]I3=error 
2 

<b4C, s> g >abortion 

Alternative 
(GCl, s>- -><Cl, s'>Is'Iabortion 

1' 
(GC, UGC2, s> <C1, s'>Is'Iabortion 

<GC2, s>-'-><C2, s'>Is'Iabortion 
2. 

<GC10 GC2, s> -><C2, s'>1s'ýabortion 

i 

The guard rules mean that if boolean expression b is true then the 

behaviour of b+C is the same as the behaviour of C; . it will result 
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in abortion If the value of b is an error. 

The alternative rules are in keeping with the requirement "if all 

guards fail, the alternative command fails. Otherwise an arbitrary 

one with successfully executable guard is selected and executed" 

(see 2.4 [Hoare 78]). 

Commands 

1033 =v 
assign I. <z: =e, s>S><skip, s[vfx]> 

E03 
s- error 

Z', <x: =e, s> a- abortion 

skip <skip, s> I-+ s 

abort . <abort, s>-f--)-abortion 
I 

input <P? W(x), s> <skip, sEv/=]> 

Qe]I s= V 
output 1. (s, P)1W(v 
"-"-' <P! W(e), s> <siip, s> 

To]I 
s= error 

2' <P! W(e), s> --! --)abortion 

<Cl, s>ý--><Ci, s'>Is' I abortion 
composition <clj c2, s> - <qj C2, s' I'>j abortion 

. The first three rules are obvious and we have already seen the input 

and output. rules. The composition rule means that the execution of 

C1; C2 consists of the ezecntlon of C1 followed by the execution of 

C2, " i. e, if Cl aborts so does the composition C1; C2, If CI 
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terminates normally then the subsequent behaviour of Cl; C2 is 

identical to, that of C2 otherwise the execution of C1; C2 is the 

same (initially) as the execution of Cl. 

<GC, s>-1-><C, s'>js'Iabortion 
conditional 1. 

(if GC fi, s> 
><C, 

s'>Is'Iabortion 

QBoo1(GC) D 
s=f f 

2' <if GC fi, s> -! --)abortion 

<GC, s> 1 ><C, s'> 
repetition 1. 

(do GC od, s> (C; do GC od, s'> 

(0.0-143' ( abortion 
(do GC od, s> --)<do GC od, s'>Jabortion 

JIBoo1(GC) D 
s-f 

f 
3' (do GC od, s>-=? s 

The conditional rules mean that the behaviour of the conditional 

command is 'the same as the guarded command it contains, if this 

guarded command is open; otherwise it will result in abortion. The 

repetition rules say that if the guarded command is closed (rule 3) 

-W 

than the repetitive command terminates with no effect; if the 

guarded command aborts so does the repetitive command (rule 2); 

otherwise execute, the guarded command followed by the repetitive 

command. 
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<Cl, s>-') <Ci, s'>Is'Iabortion 
parallel 1ý 

<Cl11C2, s> -i<CiUUC2, s'>I<C2, s'>Iabortion 

<CZ, s>-1-i<CZ, s'>Is'Iabortion 
Zý 

<Cl1IC2, s>-)<C1I1C2, s'>I<C1, s'>Iabortion 

<C,, s>- -><Cj, s'>, <CZ, s> ><CZ, s> 

<C111C2, s»<CiIIC2, s'>, <C2IICl1s> ><CjIICZ, s'> 

Rules 1 and 2 mean that the execution of a parallel command C111C2 is 

achieved by interleaving its constituents and the parallel command 

terminates normally only if and when all its constituents have 

terminated normally; if one of the constituents aborts the parallel 

command aborts. 

Bale 3 means that communication between the constituents of the 

parallel command is similar to CCS and is achieved by the 

simultaneous occurrence of complementary input and output actions. 

Irprocess 
<C, s> 

') <C', s'>ts'Iabortion, tR(%)' 
}R(") 

<R:: C. s> ><R:: C', s'>Is'labortioä 

whera +R: Ac-*Rc is 

a 

f (. )- (8, P)? W(v) 

(8, Q) ! W(v) 

the partial function defined by 

if ). =e 

if )=(*, P)? W(v) RAP. 

if )-'(*, Q) IW(v) R#Q 

where 4 (). g- me aas f) is "def iced. 

The Ir-process rule defines the transitions for process bodies. 

The function +R(k) models the requirement that a process label 
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serves as a name for the process body; the case X-a means that if a 

transition action is internal (without any interaction with outside 

world) when viewed from within the body, then it is internal when 

viewed from outside the body as well. The case X=(*, P)? W(v) 

indicates that if a unknown agent N receives value v with pattern W 

from an object P. when viewed from within the body, then when viewed 

from outside the body (R:: C) this action is that the agent R 

receives value v with pattern W from object (to object) P; the 

condition B#P means that a process which tries to communicates with 

itself will deadlock. The case l%s(*, Q) ! W(v) is similar. 

(C, s> -) <C' , s' >I s' I abortion, i180 bpL(C) ()') j 
D-process T1g, gpL(C) 

<process R; C, s> ` <process R, C', s'>Is'Iabortion 

where 'I$, L'Ac-Mc is the partial function defined by 

if X-C 

if X-(N. P)? W(v) and RAN, OP 

11R, LW ' 7l if X=(N, Q) ! W(v) and ON, R#Q 

(e, P)? W(v) if X=(R, P)? W(v) and PpL 

(a, Q) ! W(v) if ). -(R, Q ! W(v) and QIL 

L(X) 4 where NsPlab u() and 'IR means L(X) is defined. 'IR 
, , 

The D-process rule defines the transitions for process 

declarations and the intention of 11g. L(., ) is to implement the scope 

rules. To see the meaning of the rule we analyse the case 

X-(N, p)? W(v). There are two possibilities. for the name N: 

1. NO*. Then according to the L-process rule we 'know that there is a 

process body immediately occurring in process R. There are three 

snboases to analyse: 
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a. N=R. Then 7. =(R, P)? W(v) and this means that agent R receives 

value v with pattern W from object P. ' Since the command process R; C 

defines the scope of R. from outside of the command process R; C this 

action must be (*, P)? W(v), i. e, a unknown agent receives the value v 

with pattern W from object P if P is not a free agent of C 

(P$FPL(C)). That is the fourth case of the definition: 

'qR, (C)((R, P)? W(v))=(e, P)? W(v) if P$FPL(C) 

b. N#R and R=P. Then X-(N, R)? W(v), it means that agent N receives 

the value v from object R. Noticing process R; C defines the scope of 

R so the R in the action (N. R)? W(v) must refers the R declared in 

process R; C, thus IR. FPL(C)()6) must be undefined in this case. 

c. N#$ and P#R. Then ) (N, P)? W(v) means that agent N receives the 

value v with pattern W from object P. Since process R; C only 

concerns with the scope of R and is nothing to do with N and P. 

Therefore in this case 

nR((N, P)? W(v))s(N, P)? W(v) 

This is the second case of the definition. 

2. N. Then there can exist only two subcases: 

a. An input command P? W(x)"occurs immediately in process R; C (see 

the input rule). 

b. A command process R; C occurs immediately in process R; C (see 

the fourth case of the definition). 

In both subcases if P -R then the situation is similar to the above 

subcase (b) and then ' R, FPL(C) must be undefined, otherwise the 

actions are nothing to do with R, so '1R, (C)(. %)=. %. These two 

subcases are contained in the second case of the definition. For'the 

case ). -(N, Q) IW(v) the analysis is similar. 
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In the next section we will study some examples and see how these 

L-process and D-process rules work. 

2.4 Properties and examples 

When looking at the rules given in the previous section, we might 

be concerned about the possibility that certain clauses had been 

overlooked or that some of them may be contradictory. The following 

results may help to convince us that this is not the case: 

Laaaa 2.1 

Suppose r, r'arcurgc, Jlanc and sa States. 

1. if r-1-4s then 1=e and s equals the state in r. 

2. if rte-)abortion then )=s. 

3. if r r' and X has the form (N, Q) IW(v) where Na Plabw (*) 

then r and r' have the forms «2. s> and <C', s> respectively, and 

<ß, s> 
(N. W! W(v <C,, s>. 

4. if r )r' and ). has the form (N, Q)? W(v) then r and r' have 

the forms <Q, s> and <C', s[v/z]> respectively, and for any value v' 

<Q, s> 
(N-'! )<C', 

s[v'/z]>. 

proof. All of these assertions. can be easily proved by structural 

induction on r. Let us prove the fourth one. Since r cannot be in 

To, let ra<a, s> where OsSyn. The proof is by structural induction on 

Q. It is obvious that Q cannot be one of the form: skip, abort, 

z: =e, PIW(e). We' consider the other cases one by one. 

case 1.0 is Q? W(x). Take C'-s_ p, sºzsly'/z] the result is 

immediate. 

case 2. ß is b=C. Then according to the guards rule Qb] 
satt and 

for any v' 
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(N. Q)? W(v) (N, 4)? W(v ) 

<C, s> r' and <b4C, s> 

By the induction hypothesis we have r'-<C', s[v'/zl> for some C'eCom 

and x. 

case 3.0 is GC1UGC2. Then according to the alternative rule we 

have for some 1 1-1,2 

<GCL, s> 
(N, Q)? W(v') 

r, 

By the induction hypothesis r' has the form <C', [v'/z]>. 

case 4. Q is C1; C2. Then according to the composition rule r' can 

be s', abortion, C2 and, C1; C2. By clause 1 to 3 of this lemma r' 

only can be last and: 

<C1 iC2, s> 
A-) <C1 I C213'> and <C1, s> -L-> <Cj , s' > 

By the induction hypothesis on C1 we have s'as[v'/z] 

for some x and and any v' <C1, s>(N'Q)? 
W(v') 

<Ci, s[v'/z]> 

SO <Cl; C2, s> 
(N. Q)? W(v<Cl=C2, 

s'>. 

case a is do GC od. Then according to the repetition rule r' 

can be s', abortion or <C, s'>. Then by clause 1 to 3 of this lemma 

we have QBool(GC) D 
sstt and 

<do GC od. s>--k-><C; do GC od, s'> and <GC, s> 
k ? <C, s'> 

By the induction on GC we have for some r and any v' 

<GC, s>(N"Q)? 
W(v')><Cls[v'/z]> 

so 

<do GC od, s>(N, 
Q)? W(v')><C; do GC od, s[v'/x]> 

case 6.0 is if GC fi. The proof is similar to case S. 

case 7.13 is C111C2. The by the parallel rule we have <Ci, s> ' >r' 

i-1 or 2. For example, let i=l. then by the induction hypothesis 

<C1, s> 
(N, (ý? W(v')_4<Ci, 

s[v'/z]> 

for some x and any v'. Thus take r'a<CiIIC2, s[v'/z]> the result is 

proved. 

case 8. a is R:: C. Then by L-process rule we have N=R and for'same 

N' 

(C, s> <C', s'> and 4g((N', Q)? W(v))-(R. 0)? W(v) 
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By the induction hypothesis we have for some x and any v' 

<C, s> 
(N"Q)? N(v, )<C', 

$[v'/z]> 

then take r'=<B:: C'. s[v'/zl> the result is proved. 

case 9.0 is process R; C. The proof is similar to case 8.0 

Cases 1 and 2 of this lemma mean that only an internal action can 

lead a command (or guarded command) to a normal or abnormal 

termination directly in one transition. Case 3 means that an output 

action cannot change the state and case '4 means an input action can 

change only one variable of the state and any change of that 

variable is possible. The following result is derived immediately 

from the above lemma: 

Corollary 1 

If C is Cl u C2 and 

<Cl, s>-- -><Cj, s'>, <C2,3> )<C2, 
s"> 

then one of a' and a" must equals s. 

This indicates that the parallel rule 3 is properly defined. The 

following fact will show some of the interaction between the static 

and dynamic semantics: 

Lena 2.2 

Vat 0a Spa be a guarded command or a command. If <0, s> <ü' , s' > 

then O'eCom and 

RV(Q')! 8V(ß), WV(Q') EWV(U), 

FV(D') SFV(t2) and FPL(Q') CFPL(ß) 

Proof. The proof is still by structural induction. -Let us prove the 

result for RV only examining a few interesting- 
cases: 

case 1.2 is P? W(x). Then a" must be skip and the result is 

immediate. 

case 2.0 is b4C. Then as only can be C' eCom and 
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<C, s>--%-+<C", s">. By the induction hypothesis RV(C")SRV(C) , 

therefore 

RV(CI) SRV(C); FV(b) uRV(C)-RV(D) 

case 3. ß is C1; C2. Then according to the composition rule fl' can 

be Ci; C2 or C2. For the first case by the induction hypothesis 

RV(Cj) CRV(Cl) therefore 

RV(Ci; CZ)=RV(Cl)uRV(C2) S RV(C1)uRV(C2)=RV(C1; C2) 

For the second case the proof is similar. 

case 4. Q is do GC od. Then a' only can be 

C; do GC od and <GC, s> -&-+ (C, s'> 

or do GC od and <GC, s> --k-), s' 

For. the first case by the induction hypothesis RV(C)CRV(GC) thus 

RV(C; do GC od)"RV(C)u RV(do GC od) RV(GC)-RV(do GC od) 

The proof of the second case is similar. U 

Using this lemma we-can easily prove the following major result 

which is that no static error can arise 'during computation 

(execution). 

Theorem 2.1 

If <B, s>-24r and I- 0 then either ra<C, s'> and j-o C or r is one of 

the forms abortion, s'aStates. 

Proof The proof is by structural induction on ß. 

case 1. a is of one of the forms: skip, abort, x: -e, P? W(x) and 

QIW(e). According to the corresponding axioms the result is 

immediate. 

case 2. St is b4C. As i 
gc 

GC we have ýcC. Then if IIb] 
s=error 

then 

r' is abortion; otherwise r' can be s', abortion or <C', s'> and 

<C, s> ><C", s'>. For the' last case by the induction hypothesis we 

have ýc C' , since I C. 

case 3.0 is GC10GC2. Then by the guards rule the transition of 
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<GC1OGC2, s> is the same as Miss> i-1 or 2. By the induction 

hypothesis the result is true since ýgc GC10GC2 implies '-go GCi. 

case 4. a is C1: C2. Then J C1, ýc C2 and r' can only be 

<Ci; C2, s'>, <C2, s> or abortion. Consider the first case. By the 

induction hypothesis I-c Cj then according to the static rules we 

have ýc C1; C2. The proof of the second case is similar. 

case S. 0 is if GC fi. Then ýgc GC and if (IBool(GC)1Isaff r' is 

abortion and if QBool(GC) D 
satt then r' can be <C, s'>, s' or 

abortion. For the first case by the induction hypothesis we have 

I-c C. 

case 6.0 is do GC od. The proof is similar to case S. 

case 7.0 is Cl H C2. Then I- Cl, }- C2 and 

FV (C1)'%WV (C2) -FV (C2) 3%WV (C1)' 0 and FPL (C1) - FPL (C2) mo 

According to the parallel rules r can be of one of the forms: 

<C1IIC2, s'>, <C1IIC2, s'>. <C299C2, s'>, <C1, s>, <C2, s> or abortion. For 

the last three cases the result is immediate. Let us check the first 

three cases: 

a. r' is <CjIIC2, s'>. Then by the parallel rule 

<C1, s> -><Ci, s'>. By the induction hypothesis I-c Cj and by the 

lemma 2.2 we have: 

Rv(Ci)SRv(C1), WV(C1)SWV(C1) and FPL(Cj)SFPL(C1) 

Therefore 

Fv(Cj) r%WV(C2) r FV(C1)zWV(C2)=0 

FV(C2) nWV(Cl) 9 Fv(C2) nwv(cl)=e 

FPL(Ci) l%FPL(C2)' FPL(C1) riFPL(C2)=" 

Thus by the static rule 11 i-c Ci; C2, 

49 

b. r is <C1IICZ, s">. The proof is similar to subcase (a). 
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c. r' is <CiUUCi, s'>, Then for i, j=1,2 and i#j 

<Ci, s>-I-><Ci, s> and <Cj, s>-l-><Cj, s'> 

By the induction hypothesis I-c Ci i=1,2. By lemma 2.2 we have: 

FV(Ci) CFV(Ci), WV(Ci) LWV(Ci) and FPL(Ci) CFPL(Ci) 

where i-1 or 2. Thus 

FV(Ci) aWV(Cj) S FV(Ci) r&1PV(Cj)-O 

FPL(Cj)AFPL(CZ) S FPL(C1)i%FPL(C2)'0 

where i, j=1,2 and tij. By the static rule 11 we have ý-o Cii1C2. 

case S. 12 is R:: C. Then r' can only be s' , abortion or <R:: C', s'> 

and <C, s>-k-><C', s'> where ¢ß(l. ')-l.. By the induction hypothesis on 

C we have ýc C'; according to lemma 2.2 

FPL(C')! FPL(C)- 

therefore ýo R:: C". 

case 9. Q is process R; C. The proof is similar to case 8. 

The theorem has been proved. 

Similarly to FPL(C) given in section 2.2, we can define FPO(Q) 

the set of possible objects with which the syntactic entity 0 can 

communicate. The definition of FPO(Q) is just the same as FPL(a) 

except that 

FPO(P? W(x))-FPO(PIW(e))=(P} 

FPO(P:: C)-FPO(C) 

FPO(pro cess P: C)-FPO(C)\{P) 

Then the following result can be proved: 

Less 2.3 

Let P. Re Plab and Na Plabu {s} 
. 

1. If . is one of (R, P)? W(v) or (R, P)1W(v) then ReFPL(a). 
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2. if . is one of (N, R)? W(v) or (N, R)! W(v) then RsFPO(O). 

3. if r is <C'. s'> than FPO(C')C FPO(C). 

Proof. By structural induction on Q. Let us check the case of the 

second assertion where . =(N, R)? W(v). Then 0 cannot be skip, abort, 

z: ie, or P! W(e). For the rest of the cases we, only examine the 

following interesting ones: 

case 1. B is R? W(x). Then the result is immediate since 

FPO(R? W(z))=(R). 

case 2.0 is C1; C2. Then by the composition rule and lemma 2.2 we 

only have one transition: 
" <Cl, s>(N, 

R)? W(v <Cl, s"> 

By the induction hypothesis RsFPO(C1) thus 

ReFPO(C1); FPO(C1)u F'PO (C2) 'FPO (Cl; C2) 

case 3. U is do GC od. Then according to the repetition rule and 

lemma 2.2 fBool(GC)]I3=tt and 

<dö GC od, s »<C; do GC'od, s'> and <GC, s> <C, s'> 

By the induction hypothesis ReFPO(GC) so RgFPO(GC)-FPO(do GC od). 

case 4. a is P:: C. Then according to the L-process rule and lemma 

2.1 and 2.2 

<C, s>(NIX 
! )<C', 

s'> and PAR and (N', 

By the induction hypothesis RsFPO(C). so 

ReFPO(C)=FPO(P:: C). 

case. S. a is process P: C. Then according. to the D-process rule and 

lemma 2.2 

<C, s>(N', 
R)? W(v)><C', 

s"> and P#R 

By the induction hypothesis BsFPO(C) so 

ReFPO(C)\(P)=FPO(B). 9 

The meaning of the lemma is, obvious, for example, the case 

ki(R, P)? N(v) means that if «La> can be derived to r by an input 
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action (R, P)? N(v) then the name of the source P must occur in 0 as a 

possible process with which U can communicate (i. e, the command 

P? W(z) occurs in 0), and the label 8 must also occur in a as a free 

process label (i. e, the process body R:: C' occurs in 0). In other 

words any actual process which is the object or agent of a 

communication in the execution of C must also be a possible one in 

that it is in FPL(Q) or FPO(J2). 

The rest of this section is devoted to the study of some examples 

in order to demonstrate how the semantics works. 

Example 2.3 One character buffer 

Let BUFF be the command B:: C, where C is 

do (b-SIN? CH(z) i0IJTICH(z) 0 b4IN? STOP( ); b: sfalse) od 

C acts as. a one character buffer between processes IN and OUT until 

sent a stop signal by IN. Let the initial state be (b-tt, zmm) 

denoted by s, and lot the number i under an arrow -i-4 indicate 

ith-transition step in a transition sequence. According to the 

semantics liven in the last section there are many ways to -execute 

this program. Let us consider one of them : 

<B:: C, s> 
(BºIN) WU(n) )<B: : sk1ptOUTtCH(z) =C, (b-tt, z-n)> 

2 
`<B:: OUTlCS(z)sC, (b-tt, z-n)> 

(B. OQT)! CS(n))<B:: 
skipiC, (b-tt, z= )> 

(BºIN)1STOP( . 
4 

<B:: b: =false: C, (b=tt, z=n)> 
S `<B:: C, (b=ff, z=n)> 
6 `(b-ff, z=n) 

It is not difficult to determine the correctness of these transition 

steps. For example, step 1 is obtained by the L-process rule since 
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the following transition: 

<C, s>(ýýIN)1CH(n) ><OUTICH(z); C, (b-tt, z=n)> 

is true by the repetition rule since 

<b4IN? CH(z); O T! CH(z) 0 b4IN? STOP( ); b: -false, s> 

(+, IN)? CH(a) )<OUTICH(z), (b-tt, x-a)> 

by the guard alternative rule since Qb]sstt and 

<IN? CH(z); (QTICH(z), s>(s'IlV)? 
CH(n) ><skip; OUTICH(z), (b-tt, x"n)> 

by the composition rule since 

<IN? (a(z), s> 
(*, IN) ? CH(n) > <skip, (batt, x n) > 

by the input rule. 0 

The following series of examples shows how the L-process and 

D-process rules manage communication between processes (possibly 

nested). 

Example 2.4 Communication 

Consider the following CSP programs: 

process P; (process Q; (P:: Q! W(x) 11 Q:: P? W(y))) ". 

The scopes of both P and Q are the whole parallel command. According 

to the parallel rule 3, they can communicate with each other and a 

computation sequence of the parallel command in the state (z=n, y=m) 

is: 

<P:: QlW(x)IIQ:: P? W(y), (z=n, y-m)> 

-L><P:: skip IIQ:: skip, (z=n. y=n)) 
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-ý-)<P:: skip. (x-n, III)> 

-1-4(X=n, y-n) 

The first transition step is obtained by parallel 2 since the 

following two transition relations hold: 

a. <P:: QlW(z), (z-n, ram) > 
(P, Q)! W(a 

P:: siiQ, (z-u. y-in)> 

b. <Q:: P? W(y), (x-n, y-m)> 
( (I, P) ? W(n 

<Q:: skip, (z=n, ysn)> 

Transition (a) is derived from the L-process rule since 

<Qlw(z), (z=n, y-M)>(*'Q)IW(n <skip, (x=n, y=m)> 

by the output rule 1. Transition (b) is derived using the 

L-process and input rules. 

We sometimes use the notation C to indicate that the 

command C (in some state s) can evolve under transit ion, action ) and 

dotted line ---'- to, indicate no further transition action. Thus the 

communication situation of command Cl can be written as 

P:: QI W(z) II Q:: P? W( 

(Q, *)! W(v) (*, P)? W(v) 

(Q, P) IW(v) (Q, P)? W(v) 

Example 2.5 Communication of a process with itself leads to 

deadlock 

Consider the following two commands 
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command Cl command C2 

P:: P? W(z) P:: P! W( y) 
. (+, P)? W(v) (+, P)IW(v) 

6't. 

According to the L-process rule (note the conditions) neither 

P:: P? W(z) nor P:: P! W(y) can move further (from any state). 

Similarly, for the following commands: 

command C3 

process P; R:: P? W(x) 
, 
(8, P)? W(v) 

command C4 

process P; &:: PIW(y) 
I(R. 

P)IW(v) 

L_ 1_ 

According to the D-process rule (note the conditions in the second 

and the third cases) no further evolution is possible in either 

case. 

The next three examples concern 
, communication between nested 

processes with or without overlapping, and let Qz]Is=v. 

Example 2.6 Nested communication between nested processes 

Consider the following command 

(process P; (P:: Clll B:: Q ? W( p ))) Iý Q:: R I W( z) 
(*, Q)? W(v) (*, R) IW(v) 

(R, Q)? W(v) 

(R, Q)? W(v) 

(8. Q)? W(v) (Q, R)IW(v) 

R and Q are in the same declaration area and each is visible to the 
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other, and the above example shows that our semantics does allow 

communication between them. 0 

Example 2.7 Local process labels 

Consider the following command: 

(process P; (P:: CIIR:: P ! W( x ))) 11 P:: R ? W( y) 

(*, P)! W(v) (*, R)7W(v) 

(R, P)! W(v) 

(R, P)IW(v) 

(P, R)? W(v) 

-IP 

The scope of the outer P (the rightmost p) has a hole in the inner 

parallel command. According to D-process rule 'IP, L((8. P)1W(v)) 

(L FPL(P:: CIIR:: P! W(z)) is undefined , so it cannot get out of the 

inner parallel command, LO, the reference to P by a transition 

action of R:: PIW(x) refers to the innermost P. 

Example 2.8 Communication between nested processes 

Consider the following command: 

R:: (process P;. (P:: Q ? W( y )IIT:: C)) II Q:: R I W( x) 

(P, Q)? W(v) 

(P, Q) ? W(v) 

Q) ?w (V) 

(R, Q)? W(v) (Q, R)IW(v) 

s 

The body of process P is in the scope of label Q, therefore Q is 

visible to the command Q? W(x). The label P is not visible to the 

body of process Q but the process R is. In this case communication 
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between processes P and Q is still possible but in an indirect 

manner. Even when R is replaced everywhere by P communication 

between P and Q still works. 

2.5 Further discussion 

The previous sections demonstrate that our approach of defining 

the operational semantics is structural: we construct the semantics 

in the following three steps: 
I 

1. Carefully select the set of configurations i' and the set of 

transition actions A, in order to describe all phenomena of 

computation in which we are interested. Here they are intermediates,. 

states and abortion. 

2. Define the semantics (transitions) for non-structured commands 

using axioms. Here they are skip, abort, assignment, the input 'and, 

output commands. 

3. Construct the rules for every structured command by 

enumerating and combining as needed all the possibilities of the 

transitions of their constituents. For example, let us check the 

composition commands C1; C2. Its transitions depend only on the 

transitions of Cl, and for the ' given '' rc and Jac . either the 

configuration <Cl, s> cannot move any more (deadlock) or can move by 

a transition action into one of the following three configurations: 

<Ci, s'>, s' (normal termination) or abortion (abnormal termination). 

Thus the successors of C1; C2 are naturally <Ci; C2, s'>, <C2, s'> or 

abortion. Examining the transition rules for composition, we see 

that all these possibilities have been taken into account. 

The command C111C2 can be transformed only in the following two 

ways: . 
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a. It is transformed by interleaving one of its constituents -Ci 

i=1 or 2. Consider the case i=1. Since Cl can only be transformed to 

Cj. s' or abortion. C111C2 can only be transformed to Ci IJ C21 C2 or 

abortion. This analysis gives the parallel rule 1. Similarly, for 

1-2 we obtain the parallel rule 2. 

b. It is transformed by handshake communication. Then the 

transitions of C1 and C2 should be: 

<Ci, s 
) <Cj, s'> and <Cj, s> 

1 ><Ci, , s> 

where i, j=1,2 and i#j, then the transition of C111C2 naturally is: 

«11102, s> -L-'<Ci 11 Ci's'> 
These give the parallel rule 3. Therefore the parallel rules have 

taken all possibilities of transitions of 011102 into account. 

In fact, given r and A the above step (2) and (3) provide an 

systematic approach to the construction of an operational semantics. 

It should be stressed that the choice of the "world of 

computation" 
rT 

and A (the- sets of the configurations and' 

transition actions) plays-an important role. Changing. these sets 

will lead to changes of semantics. For instance, introduce a set L 

of labels of living process into the configurations and define 

f 

rgc={<GC, s, L>I GC&Gcm, L3_FPL(GC), seStates)urc 

rc =(<C, s, L>I CeCom, L2FPL(C), seStatesluTo 
" 

Tgc'rc 

Tc : (<s, L> I seStates, LePlab ) u(abortion) ;s {failure) 

Here the configuration failure is introduced to model the 

requirement that input and output commands should fail if the target 

process has already terminated (see 2.4 [Hoare 78]). Then the 

corresponding transition relations should be modified as follows: 
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Guarded commands 

guards 
<C, s. L>-&->r, QbD -tt 

1. 
<b4C, s, L>--fir 

[b] 
saerror 2. <b4C, s, L> e >abortion 

Alternative 

<GC1, s, L> - <C1, s', L'>I<s', L'>Iabortion 

" 
1' <GC1OGCZ, s, L>--)<Cl, s', L'>I<s', L'> I abortion 

<GC2, s, L>-3-4<C2, s', L'>I<s', L'>Iabortion 
2. 

<GC10GC2, s, L> -><C2, s', L'>J<s', L'>Iabortion 

(GC1, s, L>--k-)failure, i=1,2 
3ý <GC10GC2, s, L>')failure 

Commands 

assign, skip and abort are similar to the previous rules but 

adding L to the configurations. 

input 
Ps 

1. s, P)? 11 v <P? W(z), s, L> <sYip, sly/zl, L> 

Pp L 
2" (P? W(z), s, L>-6 4fai_lure 

output 
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QeD wv. PaL 

1. 
<Plll(e), s, L> v <sii 

_ 
s, L> 

Eel s-error 2. 
(Pllf(e), s, L> --i-)abortion 

QeD 
s#e rror. PfL 

3' 
<P111(e), s. L»failure 

The condition PpL in the input and output rules means that the 

process P has already terminated. 

composition 

I<s', L">Iabortionlfailnre 

<C11C2, s, L> <CjIC2. s', L'>I<C2, s', L'>Iabortionlfailure 

conditional 
<GC, s, L>---><C, s', L'>I<s, L'>IfailureIabortion 

1' (if GC fi, s, L>-- <C, s', L'>I<s, L'>IabortionIabortion 

QBool (GC)Bs-f f 
2. (if GC fi, s, L»abortion 

repetition 
<GC, s, L> -4 <C, s' L'> 

1ý 
(do GC od, s, L> -><Cldo GC od, s', L'> 

<GC, s, L> k ><s', L'>IfailureIabortion 
Z' <do GC od, s, L> ><do GC od, s', L'>I<s, L>Iabortion 

ifBool (GC) I 
s=f f 3' (do GC od, s, L> g )'(s, L> 

The case of failure of the conditional rule 1 says that if the 

guarded command fails then the corresponding conditional statement 

aborts. The case failure of the repetition means that if the guarded 
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command fails then the repetitive command terminates with no effect. 

parallel rules are similar to the previous rules. 

Irprocess 

<C, s, L>-1-><C', s', L'>I<s', L'> 
1. 

<R:: C, s, L>4R > <R:: C', s', L'>I<s', L'\(R)> 

<C. s, L> -ý-+f a ilure I abortion 
2. +R(. ) 

<x... . C, s, L>R failnrelabortion 

The function +$(k) is defined the same as before, the second case 

of rule 1 means that the process can no longer be communicated with 

when execution reaches the end of its body. 

D-process 

<C, s, (L\(R))v(RIReK) > L- <C', s', L'> 
1. 

<process R, C, s, L>ýý'g > (Process R, C', s', Le> 

<C, s, (L\ {8)) u (RIRsg) >-l-><s' , L'> If ailure I abortion 2. 
<process R, C, s, L> 

'4R 
, 1(X ><s', L*>Ifailure(abortion 

Where L* (L'\(R))v(RIRsg)and K=FPL(C) and 'I$, g(l) is defined the 

same as before. The meaning of this rule can be best understood 

through the following two examples: 

Example 2.9 Communication between living processes 

Consider the simple program below: 

P1 = process R; (R:: PIW(z) II P:: B? W(y)) 

Let the initial s and L be (z=n, y=m) and (P) respectively. Then the 

computation is: 
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<P1, s, (P) »< rop cess R; (R:: skip IlP:: skip), (x=n, y=n), {P)> 

2-4<process Rt(R:: skip), (xan, y=n), O> 

<(z-n, y-n), > 

Transition step 1 is obtained by the D-process rule since the 

following transition relationship holds: 

<K:: PIW(z) UP:: R? K(y), s, (P) u (R)> 

- -) (R:: skip 0P:: skip, (x n, y'n) , (P, R) ) 

this is by the parallel rule 3 since 

(8:: PIW(z), s, (P)w(R)> (R. P)! W(n 
(R:: slip, (x n. p=m), (P, R)> 

(P:: B? W(y), s, (P)u(R)> (P, R)? W(a 
<p:: skip, (x=n, y-u), (P, R)> 

The first is by the L-process rule and output rule 1 since 

Pa(P, R), and the second 'is true by the L-process rule and input 

rule 1 since Re(P, R). Thus in the case of normal communication the 

D-process rule works properly. 0 

Let us study the following example: 

Example 2.10 Communication with a terminated process 

Consider the program P2 below: 

P2 - process R; (R:: P! W(x)) U P:: skip) 

Let the initial a and L be (x n), (P1 respectively. A computation of 
P2 is: 

(P2, s, {P}>ý<proaess R; (R:: PIW(z)), s, 9) 

-2 )failure 
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Step 1 is true by parallel rule 2 since the transition relation 

(P:: skips s, {P}>-ýý<s. 0> 

is true by the L-process rule. Step 2 follows from the D-process 

rule since 

(B:: PIW(z), s, {8}>-A->fsilure by the L-process rule since 

<Plw(x) , s, (g} >-g->failure since P p(R). 0 

Finally, in section 2.1 we analysed the original form of parallel 

command [ C1 11 
.. 

11 Ci 11.. 11 Cn I given by Hoare and divided it 

into three syntactic entities: process R; C (process declaration), 

P:: C (process body) and C111C2 (parallel command). In fact, the 

transition roles can be defined directly for the original form 

without any difficulties:. 

para11e1-B 

<Ci, s> -, ')<Ci, s'>Iabortion, i=1.. n 
1. <(.. ý CiII.. l, s>---)<[.. IICjU.. l, s'>Iabortion 

<Ci, s>-ý->s' , i=l.. a 
2' <[.. Ilcill.. l. s>--<[.. ci_llici+lll.. ], s'> 

<CL, s>_? )<Ci', s'>, <Cj, s>)<Ci, s>, i#j 

<[. IICLII.. IICJ II. IlCill IICj 11 .. ]. sý> 

The 'meaning of the above rules is the 'same as that of the 

parallel rules with the exception of the form. From the aesthetic 

point of view the separated formt given in section 2.3 seems better 

than this. 
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3. An operational semantics for Ada multitasking 

and exception handling 

Considerable interest has been generated within the computer 

science community by the problem of giving a semantics for the 

language Ada. especially that part of the semantics which is 

concerned with multitasking and exception handling (see [Bjdrner and 

Oest 80], [Luckham and Polak 80], [Hennessy and Li 82], [Li 82]). 

The purpose of this chapter is to give an operational semantics for 

multitasking and exception handling in Ada using labelled transition 

systems. To focus our attention on these features, we first 

carefully select a small subset of Ada called Ada. 1; this is 

essentially Dijkstra's guarded command. language ([Dijkstra 76] ) 

enriched by constructs concerned with multitasking. We then study 

how an operational semantics can be given for this language using 

transition systems. For exception handling we first study exceptions 

for the sequential case and then join this with multitasking and 

study the interaction between them. 

It should be mentioned that an early version of the semantics of 

the rendezvous mechanism is published in [Hennessy and Li 82], and 

the remaining content of this chapter is' an improved version of [Li 

82]. 

In section 3.1 we review the multitasking and communication 

mechanisms and exception handling as given in the Ada manual (see 

[DoD 80]) and discuss some of the intuition behind the abstract 

syntax which we will use in later sections. In section 3.2 a static 

and dynamic semantics are given for Ada. 1 which is concerned only 

with- multitasking. Some properties are proved and some examples are 

studied to show that the semantics is consistent with the Ada 

manual. In section 3.3 we construct and study a small sequential 
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language Ada-2 which only contains exceptions for the sequential 

case. Finally, in section 3.4 putting Ada. 1 and Ada. 2 together we 

obtain a language Ada. 3 and give a semantics for the interaction 

between exceptions and multitasking. 

3.1 An outline of multitasking and exceptions in Ada 

Before giving a formal description of Ada, it may be helpful to 

give a brief overview of multitasking and exceptions in Ada. 

3.1.1 Xultitasking in Ada 

Tasks are the basic entities in Ada that may execute in parallel. 

A task must be declared before its execution; this declaration 

consists of a task specification and the corresponding task body. 

The specification gives the task name and entries. The task body 

contains the code which the task is to execute. A task (the calling 

task) wishing to -communicate with another. task (the called task) 

must issue an entry call statement. specifying an entry of the called 

task. The called task may use accept statements to respond to this 

entry call. Communication "and synchronization between tasks is in 

general achieved by non-instantaneous rendezvous. The working 

process of a rendezvous is shown in the following diagram: 

T1 (calling task) T2 (called task). W: entry 
1 

initialization 
T2. W(zl, yl) bind x2 to the- accept W(x2: in, y2: out) do S and, 

I value of X1 

(suspended) (executing S) 

na i' 
receive acknowledge b ermi tion 

bind yl to the send acknowledge 
value of y2 
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When -both the calling task Tl and the called task T2 reach the 

entry call and the corresponding accept statement respectively the 

rendezvous begins and the value of the appropriate parameter of the. 

caller, xl, is passed to the corresponding parameter, x2, of the 

called task. To call this the initialization phases Then the calling 

task is suspended and the called task executes S the body of the 

accept statement. This is the second phase of the rendezvous. When 

the execution of S is finished the called task sends an 

acknowledgement accompanied by the value of the out parameter y2 

back to the caller where this value is bound to yl and the 

rendezvous is completed. We call this the termination phase. After 

the rendezvous both tasks again execute independently of each other. 

It is easy to see that the rendezvous mechanism in Ada is a 

generalization of Hoare- and Milner's handshake communication 

mechanism. Handshake communication is instantaneous, but in general, 

a rendezvous is not. It consists of two separate instantaneous 

handshake communications (initialization and termination) and a 

non-instantaneous period of the execution of the accept statement 

body S. This allows other entry call statements and accept 

statements to occur in an accept statement body, even for the same 

entry. 

As with CSP. Ada also provides a select statement to cope with 

nondeterministic communication. The select statement has three 

different forms: select wait, conditional entry call and timed entry 

call. The forms and interpretation of the select statement are close 

to those of the guarded commands given in section 2.1 but with some 

elaborations such as termination, else and delay alternatives (see 

section 9.7 [DoD 80]). In this chapter we only deal with the simple 

cases as in CSP. 
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Finally, a task can call an entry of another task if the body of 

the first is in the scope of the second. Since the body of a task 

mast appear after its specification, but need not follow it 

immediately , the scope of a task name and its entries depends on 

where the task specification occurs in the text and the calling 

feature depends on where the body of the calling task occurs 

relative to the specification of the called task. Let us examine the 

following two examples of nested task structure. 

Example 3.1 

The task TO contains two subtaska: T1 and T2; and the task 71 

contains another subtask T11. The bodies of the tasks Ti and T2 do 

not follow their specifications immediately (see the next page). 

3 

(OL) cbý 
Figure 3.1 calling diagrams 



task TO is 

entry BO; 

and TO 

task body TO is 

I 

begin 

and TO; 

task Tl is 

entry Ei; 

end Ti; 
T 

task T2 is 

entry E2; 

and 72; 

task body Ti is 

task Tll is 

entry El; 

and T11; 

task body 711 is 

begin 

and T11; 

begin 

and Ti; 

task body 12 is 

begin 

and T2; 
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scope of TO, EO 

scope o 

8 of T2, E2 

r. 

scope of T11, E11 
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C 
According to the scope rules of Ada (see [DoD 80] section 8.2) 

the scopes of Ti, El and T2, EZ extend from their specification 

points to the and of TO's body, and the scope of T11, Ell extends 

from its specification point to the and of Tl's body. The calling 

diagram is shown in figure 3.1. a,, where 

T --ý T' 

means that the body of T is in the scope of the specification of T' - 

and so T can call any entry of T' . Thus in the body of Tu one can' 

call El, E2 and EO using corresponding entry call statements 

directly, but from the body of T2 and TO one cannot call Ell. 

According to the Ada manual tasks TO, Ti, T2 and Tll can be. 

executed in parallel, i. e, the activation of task TO consists of the 

activation of tasks T1 and 72 which are declared immediately within 

the body of Tat after activation the first statement of To is 

executed, and similarly the activation of task T1 contains the 

activation of task Til and so on. This tells us that the parallel 

structure in Ada is implicit, rather than being given explicitly by 

constructs such as 11 in CSP. 

Example 3.2 

The tasks are the same as the previous example, but the task bodies 

follow their specifications immediately. 



task TO is 

entry EO; 

end TO; 

task body TO is 

declarations 

task Ti is 

entry El ; 

end Ti; 

task body T1 is 

task T11 is . 

entry Eli; 

end T11; 

task body T11 is 

begin 

and T11; 

begin 

end 71; 

task T2 is 

entry FZ; 

end 72 ; 

task body 12 is 

declaration 

begin 

and T2; 

begin 

and TO ; 
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scope of TO, EO 

scope of T1. E1 

scope of T11, E11 

scope of T2. E2 

i 
i 
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The scopes of T11,. E11 and Ti, E1 are the same as before, but the 

scopes of T2. E2 are changed since their specification appears in a 

different place. The calling diagram is shown in figure 3.1. b. In 

this case one cannot now call E2 from the body of Tll. D 

. To describe these various scopes and to make the implicit 

parallel structure explicit by abstract syntax we introduce the 

following multitask statements: 

US :: - task T:: E; MS I T:: E; S I MSIIMS 

where S is a statement. The multitask statement task T:: E; MS is a 

binary specification structure, where task T:: E is the specification 

of task T and its entries having scope MS. In the multitask 

statement T:: E; S the statement S denotes-the body of the. task T. The 

multitask statement MSIIMS is a parallel structures it means that the 

constituents execute simultaneously. 

It should be pointed out that the multitask statements here are 

different from the commands process R; C, R:: C and CIIC given in CSP. 

The constituents of MSIIES must be multitask statements and the MS 

occurring in task T:: E; MS must also be "a multitask statement. For 

example, the following forms 

task T:: E; x: -e and T. W(e, z)11accept W(x2, y2) do S and 

are not multitask statements. 

Using these syntactic clauses example 3.1 can be rewritten as: 

S' 
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t 

task TO:: EO: ( 

task T1:: E1; ( 

task 12:: E2; ( 

task T11:: E11; (T11:: E11; SllllTl:: E1; S1) 

11 T2: : E2 : S2 

IITO:: EO; SO))) 

where Sil, Si, S2, SO are bodies of T11, T1. T2, TO respectively. 

Example 3.2 can be written as: 

task TO:: EO; ( 

task T1:: E1; ( 

task T11:: E11; (T11:: E11; S11IIT1:: E1; S1j 

HHtask T2:: E2, (T2:: E2, S2IITO:: EO SO))) 

This rewriting process makes both the scope of a task and its 

entries and parallel structure explicit. This map allow some 

redundant structures. For ' instance, example 3.1 can also be 

rewritten as A 

task TO:: EO; ( 

task T1:: E1; ( 

task T2:: E2; ( 

IITO:: EO; SO 

task T11:: E11; (T11:: E11; S11IJT1:: E1; S1) 

IT2:: E2; S2))) 

Even so we will still adopt the above abstract syntax. The reader is 

requested to take the correctness of the rewriting process as given. 
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3.1.2 Exceptions in Ada 

Exceptions in Ada are intended to provide a facility for dealing 

with errors or other exceptional situations that arise during the 

execution of programs. The main points of exceptions concerns their 

declaration, raising and hanaling: 

Every exception is associated with an identifier called its 

exception name which must be declared explicitly unless it is 

predefined. An exception can be raised explicitly by a raise 

statement: raise U (U is an exception name). When an exception is 

raised during execution, control jumps from the current point of 

execution to the exception handler, if any, which corresponds to 

this exception. An exception handler may appear at the and of a unit 

(a unit may be a procedure, function, package or task) -containing 

the raise statement and may consist of several exception choices 

which have the form: when U-4S (S is a sequence of statements and U 

is an exception name). 

If an exception is raised in a unit that does not contain a 

handler for. this exception or if a further exception is raised 

during the execution of the handler then the execution of the unit 

is abandoned and the same exception is raised again implicitly in 

'" the unit whose body immediately surrounas the previous one. In this 

case, the exception is said to be propagated. If the unit is itself 

the main program, then execution of the main program is aborted. 

Exceptions interact with communication and parailelism. That is: 

any task can raise a failure exception in another visible task (say 

T) using a statement raise T'FAILUtcn. The execution of this 

statement has no direct effect on the task performing it. When the 

task T receives this failure information an exception is raised 

immediately at the current point of its execution unless this task 

has issued an entry call and the corresponding rendezvous has 
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already started; in this case the rendezvous is allowed to finish. 

Failure is the only exception that can be raised explicitly by one 

task in another. If an exception is raised in an accept statement 

body during rendezvous, and it is not handled locally (by the body 

of the accept statement), then the exception is propagated to the 

unit immediately surrounding the accept statement, and the same 

exception is raised simultaneously in the calling task at the point 

of the entry call. Finally,: any attempt to propagate an exception 

beyond a task body results in an abnormal termination of the task 

and no further propagation of the exception. Two illustrative 

examples follow: 

Example 3.3 

Consider the following program. A raise statement (raise 

MINUS)occurs in the inner block which does not itself contain a 

handler, but the outer block does provide a handler. 
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begin 

MINUS: exception; 

begin 

ZZERO: exception; 

if x(O then raise MINUS; the f 

and: 

exception 

when ZERO-)S1= 

end; 

raise MINUS, 

the scope of MANUS 

the second raise 

end; -- 
ti 

exception 

when MINUS-4S2 

and; 

A MDIUS exception map be raised in two cases: 

1. It is raised in the outer block (the second raise statement); 

then control jumps to S2. 

" 2. It is raised in the inner block (the first raise statement) ; 

then it is propagated from the inner block and raised again in the 

outer block implicitly-, whereupon control jumps to S2. p 

Example 3.4 

Consider the following program in which a failure exception may be 

raised by, T2 in Tl and propagated during communication: ' 

the scope of ZERO 



begin 

task Ti is 

entry wl(xl: in. yl: out) 

and Ti; 

task T2 is 

entry W2(z2: in, y2: out); 

and 72; 

task body Ti is 

zi: integer; 

begin 

accept Q1(xi, yl) do 

T2. W2(zl-1, z1); 

yl: =z1+s1 

end; 

exception FAU URE-4nu11 

end ne, 

task body V. is 

begin, 

accept W2(z2, x2) do 

select when z2-0-+raise T1'FAILURE 

or 

when x2#0-+ S 

end; 

end; 

end T2; 

begin 

T1J1(1. Y)s 

end; 

exception 

. when FAILURE-ly: =3 

end; 

104 
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The communication starts when the main block calls entry W1 of 

task Ti. During the rendezvous Ti calls W2 of T2 and then T2 raises 
k 

a failure exception in T1. When this failure exception is raised in 

T1 the rendezvous with the main block has not pet finished, a 

FAILURE exception will be propagated to the main block. 0 

To model all these features by abstract syntax we introduce the 

following syntactic clauses: 

S:: _ ... 
I exception U; S IS except %C I raise UI traise T 

XC :: = U-4S I acilacz 

where S denotes a statement and XC denotes an exception handler. The 

statement exception U; S denotes the declaration of the exception U 

with scope S. The statement S except ZC models an exception handler 

XC following a statement S. Furthermore, we decompose the functions 

of a raise statement into raising an ordinary exception (raise U). 

and raising a failure exception in another task (traise T). Thus 

example 3.3 can be rewritten as: 

exception MINUS. ( ... I 

exception ZERO; (...; 

raise MINUS; 

.0.; 

)except ZERO -3S12 
0 .. 

t 

raise MINUS; 

)except MINUS-'>S2; 
T 
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Example 3.4 can be rewritten as: 

task T:: E; ( 

task T1:: E1; ( 

task T2:: E2; (T1:: E1; S1 except FAILURE -knall 
IIT2:: E2; S2 

IT:: E, S except FAILURE -)S4))) 

where Si, S2 and S are the bodies of tasks Ti, T2 and the main block 

respectively; the statement S4 is the outermost exception handler. 

After this brief informal explanation, we are now ready to give a 

formal description of multitasking and exception handling in Ada. 

3.2 An operational semantics for multitasking in Ada 

The purpose of this section is to give an operational semantics 

for multitasking in Ada. In subsection 3.2.1 an abstract syntax is 

given for a small subset of Ada which contains multitasking and 

communication mechanisms in Ada. We call it Ada. 1. A static and 

dynamic semantics of Ada. 1 are studied in subsections 3.2.2 and 

3.2.3 respectively. 

3.2.1 The syntax of Ada. 1 

The abstract syntax of Ada. 1 is parameterised on the following 

syntactic categories: 

The sets Var, Exp, Bexp, are those of CSP as given in 

section 2.1. 

Tnm -a given countab1y infinite set of task names, ranged over 

by T. 

I 
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win -a given countably infinite set of entry names, ranged over 

by W. 

The main syntactic categories of Ada. l are defined below using a 

BNF-like notation: 

Entr -a set of entries, ranged over by E and defined by: 

E :: - empty IWIE; E I. 

Gstm -a set of guarded statements, ranged over by GS and defined 

by: 

GS :: = b4S I GS or GS 

Stm -a set of statements, ranged over by S and defined by: 

S skip I abort I z: =e I S; S I select GS and 

loopselect GS end I accept W(x, e) do S 

T. W(e, x) I MS 

Mstm -, a set of multitask statements, ranged over by MS and 

defined by: 

HS :: - T:: E; 3 I task T:: E; MS I MSIIMS 

Many interesting aspects of Ada are omitted, such as types, 

declarations, and packages. However, by reducing the complexity of 

the language we can concentrate our attention on those aspects we 

wish to scrutinise. It should be mentioned that we do not understand 

how to specify the semantics of realtime control of multitasking in 

Ada. It also should be pointed out that from the semantic viewpoint 

Ada's if-statements, case-statements and loop-statements can all be 
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described using select and loopselect statements. For example, the 

statement if b then Si else S2 can be written as 

select b-PSi or not(b)4S2 end; the statement while b loop S can be 

written as loopselect b'S end. A block in Ada can be viewed either 

as a task with no entries if it contains snbtasks or a list of 

statements, and a program can be viewed as a special task: 

Pr :: - task P:: empty; 3MS. 

3.2.2 Static se=antics 

Just like CSP, Ada. 1 also requires a static semantics to 

guarantee that all program to be executed are valid, Le, they do 

not violate the requirements of the Ada manual and they contain no 

syntactic errors. 

The following sets are needed to define the static semantics: 

Syn - the union of the sets Gstn and 5th and Mstm, ranged over by 

i. e, -t2 can be a guarded statement or a statement or a multitask 

statement. 

DENTE) - the set of entry names contained in the entry 

declaration E. 

FTA(II) - the "set containing a pair for each free task agent 

occurrence in II, giving the task name together with the set of 

entries of the task. 

FTO(ß) - the set of pairs, where for each entrycall statement 

T. W(e, z) in as FTO(Q) contains the pair (T, W) consisting of the 

free task object name together with the entry. 

FEO(t3) - the set of free entry object names occurring in accept 

statements contained in 0. 
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For the guarded statements we define the following predicate: 

Bool(GS) - the disjunction of the guards occurring in GC. 

I 

All these sets and the above predicate are defined by structural 

induction in the following tables: 

empty w El; E2 
7bE-d --6W DEN(E1)uDEN(E2) 

b -0 S GS1 or GS2 

PTA PTA(S) FTA(GS1) u FTA(GS2) 

Fro FTO(S) FTO(GS1) u FTO(GS2) 

FEO FEO(S) FEO(GS1) is FEO(GS2) 

Bool b Bool(GS1)VBool(GS2) 

4 

skip abort z: =e accept W(x, e) do S T. W(e, x) 

PTA 0 0 0 FTA(S) 0 

Fro 0 0 0 FTO(S) ((T, W)) 

FEO 0 0 0' 1 (W) uFEO(S) 0 

select GS end loopselect GS end. S1, -S2 

PTA FTA(GS) FTA(GS) FTA(S1) U FTA(S2) 

Fro FTO(GS) FTO(GS) FTO(S1), U FTO(S2) 

FSO FEO(GS) FEO(GS) FEO(S1) U FEO(S2) 

task T:: B; M' T:: E; S MS1IIMS2 

FTA FTA(MS)k((T. DEN(E))). {(T, DEN(E))) FTA(MS1) uFTA(MS2) 

FTO FTO(MS)\((T, W) IWeDEN(E)} FTO(S) FTO(MS1) uFTO(MS2) 

FEO FEO(MS)\DEN(E) FEO(S) FEO(MS1) uFEO(MS2) 

Similar to CSP we use the following notations: 
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ýe E to mean that the entry declaration E is valid. 

cgs GS to mean that the guarded S statement is valid. 

sS 
to mean that the statement S is valid. 

ems MS to mean that the multitask statement MS is valid. 

All valid syntictic forms are given by structural induction below: 

Entries 

1. io empty 2. I. 
0 

w 

3. 
ý El, i- E2 

if DEN (F. 1) ADEN(E2)ý 
e 

El, E2 

Guarded statements 

ý- 3 
1" 

gsb-+S 

Statements 

1.1a skip 

3. i-s z: =e 

gs 
GS1,1 

gs 
GS2 

gs 
S1 or GS2 

2.1-s abort 

I-s Sl, I-s S2 
4' 

a 
Si=S2 
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as 
GS 

s" 
s select GS and 

7. ýs T. w(e, z) 

ým us 

3 
Multitask 

1. ' 
S. Ie E 

ms T:: E: S 

s 
GS 

6' 
s loopselect GS and 

8. 
S 

F. accept z, e do S 

if FTA(S)- and FEO(S) CDEN(E) 

'- HS. i- E 
2 

ms task T:: E, MS 

ý-m MSl, ý-m MS2 
3. 

ms 
MS1 11 MS2 if e11(FTA(MS1)) nell(FTA(M32) )=0 

I 

a 

The first condition of multitask rule 1 expresses the requirement 

that a task specification and corresponding task body "mast occur in 

the same declaration area, the specification first" (see [DoD 80] 

section 9.1). Thus a task without a specification is illegal, and a 

task of which the 
'entries declared in task specification are not 

same as the entries given in the head of the task body is still 

illegal. For example, 

T:: Et(T1:: ß1, S1 H T2:: E2, S2) and T':: E'=task T:: W1; (T:: W2tS) 

are invalid forms. The second condition of multitask rule 1 means 

that if an accept statement is in a task body then the entry used by 

the accept statement must be contained in the head of the task body. 

The condition of multitask rule 3 says that tseti names in a 

declaration area must be disjoint. For example, the form 

T:: E1; S1IIT:: E2; S2 is not a valid multitask statement. The static 

semantics of a program is given by: 

-1 
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ý-p task T:: empty; MS if FTA(task T:: empty; MS)'0 and FrO(MS)= 

The first condition means that all task bodies in M3 must be 

declared properly and the second condition means that all called 

tasks and entries must be declared properly. 

Remarks From now on we always use ý- 0 to replace ý- 0 if the 
Cr 

category E can be understood from the context. 

It should be pointed out that we did not consider the sets RV, WV 

and FV as we did for CSP. The reason is because the use of shared 

variables is allowed according to the Ada manual, it says "if shared 

variables are used, it is the programmer's responsibility to ensure 

that two tasks do not simultaneously modify the same shared 

variables" (see [DoD 80] section 9.11). This discipline provides 

great freedom for programmers to use P and V operations and 

monitor-like mechanisms. In chapter 7 we will discuss this further. 

3.2.3 Operational semantics 

In this subsection we-give an operational semantics for Ada. l. 

First of all, to describe the termination phase of a rendezvous, we 

need to add two extra syntactic clauses: 

wait(T. W, z) and ack(T, W, e) 

to the set Stm of statements. The wait statement means that calling 

task awaits an acknowledgement from the called task T through its 

entry W. The ack statement means that the called task sends the 

value of e through its entry V to the calling task T. The 

corresponding FTA, PTO and FEO are defined below: 

9 
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wait(T. N, z) ack(T, W, e) 

FTA 0. 0. 

Fro { (T, 11)) 0 

FEO d (W) 

and 
ýs wait(T. W, x) ýs ack(T, W, e) 

Let 7Ss-<j'8=, Tgs. Ass. gsi>, we<r., Ts, As, >, and 

ems'<rms, Tms. Amsi ms > be the transition systems for guarded 

statements, statements and multitask statements respectively. The 

sets of configurations are defined by: 

F 
,, -((GS, s>. (S, s>l GSeGstm, SsStm, seStates}uTs 

vs -{(S, s>I S aStm, seStates}uTs 

Vms={(O[S, s> I MSaMstm, saStates} uT8 

Tja=T. s 
Ts =Statesu (abortion} 

Tms=Ts 

The meanings of <D, s>, s, and abortion are all the same as in 

CSP. The set of transition actions is given by: 

Ass-As 

As - (s}u(i(N. T. W)! v, i(N. W, T)? v; f(N. W, T)lv, f(N, T. N)7v 

TaTnm, NsTnm: s(*}, Vey) 

Ams'A 
s 

where * denotes a unknown task name. The meaning of these 

transition actions is described by the following table: 
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label ) task entry action task entry 

i(N, T. W)! v N sends v to T through W 

(initialization) 

i(N. Y, T)? v N through W receives v from T 

(initialization) 

f(N. W, T)! v N through W sends v to T 

(termination) 

f(N, T. W)? v N receives v from T through W 

(termination) 

The symbols i and f indicate that the corresponding transition 

action are in the initialization phase and termination phase 

respectively. The action a means that a transition action is an 

internal one. 

Given a label a. the complementary label X is defined by: 

i(T, T' . W)! v if ). =i(T' . W, T)? v 

i(T. W, T')? v if )L=i(T' , T. W)! v 

f(T. W, T')! v if )L=f(T' , T. W)? v 

f(T, T' . W)? v if X=f(T' . W, T)ly 

where T, T'eTnm and T#T' . 

And we are finally in a position to give all the transitions: 

Guarded statements 

guards 

<9,0-1-)r, Qb] 
s=tt 1' <b43, > 
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Z' 
QbIs=error 

<b4S, s> e )abortion 

alternative 

<GS1, s>ý`-><S , s'>Ia, Iabortion 
1. 

<GS1 or GS2, s> <Sl, s'>Is'labortion 

<GS21s> -1-><S2, s'>Is'Iabortion 
2. 

<GS1 or GS2, s>-><S2, s'>ls'$abortion 

The guard rules mean that if the boolean expression b is true then 

the behaviour of b9S is " the same as the behaviour of S; if the 

value of b is an error then it will result in- abortion. 

Alternative rules say that an arbitrary constituent with 

successfully executable guard is selected and executed. 

Statements 

go] 
s-v. voorror 

assign 1" <x: -e, s> -1-4 (skip, s Ev/xl > 

90 D 
aseMOr 

2' <x: -e, s> a >abortion 

skip <skiP. s>ýis 

abort <abort, s>--a->abortion 

(S_, s> -><Sj, s'>Is'Iabortion 
composition <S11SVS>- (SQ S2, s'>I(S2, s'>Iabortion 

All these rules are similar to those in CSP. 
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<GS, s> --><S, s'>Is'Iabortion 
select 1" <select GS and, s>--><S, s'>Is'Iabortion 

QBool(GS) D 
s=ff 2. 

(select GS end, s> a >abortion 

<GS, s>-- --><S, s'> 
loopselect 1" 

<loopselectGS end, s> ><S=loopselect GS end, s'> 

(GS, s> --ý->s' 2. 
<loopselect GS end, s> -><loopselect GS end, s'> 

(GS, s> -k-)abortion 
3ý 

(loopselect GS end. s> -)abortion 

[Boot(GS)Is=ff 
4' <loopselect GS end. s> a >s 

The select rule means that the behaviour of the select statement is 

the same as its guarded statement, if this guarded statement does 

not fail. Otherwise it will result in abortion. The loopselect rule 

says that if the guarded statement aborts so does the repetitive 

statement, if the guarded statement fails then the repetitive 

statement terminates with no effect, otherwise the guarded statement 

is executed followed by the loopselect statement. 

(MSl, s>-Xk-'OtSj, s'>Is'Iabortion 
parallel 1- ( llMS , s>-A-><MS' IIMS ' 121 2's >1<MSZ, s'> I abortion 

«(SZ, s> <MSi, s'>Is'Iabortion 
2. 

<MSJ IIl[S2, s> --+<MS1(IMSZ, s! >I <MS1, s' >I abortion 
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(MS1, s>-&-+<MSi9s'>, <MS2. s> )<MS?, s 
3. 

<xsl 11 Ms2.: ý -1-> O(Si 11 MS i s' > 

<D[Sl, s> <MSi, s'>, <KS2,3> '><MS2, Z 
4. 

(S211MSl, s>--t-i(XSillMSi,: '> 

Bales 1 and 2 mean that the first step of a multitask statement 

l(S1JIMS2 can be that of any one of its constituents, and the parallel 

statement terminates normally only if, and when all its constituents 

have terminated normally: if one of the constituents aborts then the 

multitask statement aborts. 

Rules 3 and 4 mean that communication between the constituents of 

the multitask statement is similar to that of CSP and is achieved by 

the simultaneous occurrence of complementary sending and receiving 

" actions, which can be. either at the initialization or termination of 

a rendezvous. 

statements 

initialization: 

[a] = v, ' error 
entrycall 1. i(" T. W! v <T. W(e, z), s> (Wait (T. W. x) ,s> 

Qen 
s error 

Z' (T. N(e, x), s>-e. )abo rtion 

accept <accept W(z, e) do S, s> 
_ 

<Slaclý(T, W, e) , s[v/z]> 
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0 

termination: 

wait <wait(T. W, z), s> 
f(i, T. W)714(skip, 

sly/z]) 

[a]$ - V. v#error 
ack 1' 

<ack(T, W, e), s> 
i(*. W. T)ly ><skip, s> 

Qells error 
Z <ack(T, W, e) , s> -1-)abortion 

The entrycall and accept rules model the initialisation phase of a 

rendezvous between appropriate tasks; the entry call rule says that 

if the expression can be evaluated properly then send the value of 

the expression e to the task T through entry W and suspend (wait for 

acknowledgement), otherwise abort. The accept rule says receive a 

value v from task T. and then execute the- body of the accept 

statement followed-an acknowledgement statement which will terminate 

the rendezvous. 

Similarly, the wait and the ach rules model the termination phase 

of a rendezvous. The wait rule means receive a value v from the task 

T through its entry W and become <skip, s[v/=]>. The ack rule says 

that if the expression e can be evaluated properly then send this, 

value to the task T through entry W and become <skip, s>, otherwise 

abort. 

We have seen that these roles together with the parallel rule 

model the requirement of the Ada manual: 

f 
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". if a calling task issues an entry call before a corresponding 

accept statement is reached by the task owning the entry, the 

execution of the calling task is suspended. 

. if a task reaches an accept statement prior to any call of 

that entry, the execution of the task is suspended until such 

a call occurs. 

i 

When an entry has been called and a corresponding accept stateme- 

nt is reached, the sequence of statements, if any, of the accept 

statement is executed by the called task (while the calling task 

remains suspended). This interaction is called rendezvous. Ther- 

eafter, the calling task and the task owning the entry can cont- 

inne their execution in parallel" (see [DoD 80] section 9.5). 

(S, s>-l )(S', s'>Is'Iabortion, +T(1)4 
B-task fT B()') 

" (T:: E, S, s>$T. > (T:: E, S'. $l>ls'labortion 

where }T: Aa-'aha is the partial function defined by 

6- 

i (T. V. W) I 

fT(7ý)ý i(T. V. T')? v 

f(T. W, T')1v 

f(T, T'. W)? v 

if )=6 

if 7L=i(*, T'. W)ly T#T' 

if )=f(*. W, T')? v T#T' 

if )L-f(*. W, T') !v T#T' 

if )Laf(*, T'. W)? v T#T' 

4 

ft 

The B-task rule defines transitions for the task bodies and the 

meaning of the function fT is as follows: 

The case L-s" means that if a- transition action is internal (without 

any interaction with the environment) viewed from within the body, 

than, it remains so when viewed from outside the body. 

The second case 7. "i(*, T'. W)! v indicates that in the initialization 

of a rendezvous the action as viewed from within the body of sending 
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the value v to the task T' through its entry W, when viewed from 

outside of the body becomes the action of the tash. T sending v to T' 

through its entry W. 

The third case 7. _i. (*. W, T')? v indicates that the action as viewed 

from within the body of receiving the value v from the task T' 

through entry W, when viewed from outside of the body -becomes the 

action of tisk T receiving the value v through entry W from task T'. 

The condition TAT' means that a task whicl% tries to communicates 

with itself will deadlock. 

Similarly, the fcnrth and fifth cases deal with the actions in 

termination of a rendezvous. 

(S, s>-1.4(S's'>Is'Iabortion, gTo. )+ 
D-task ýý) 

<t ask T:: E; MS, s> 
ý)(task T:: E; S' 4 s' >I s' l abortion 

where 1 T: Aa-4A is the 

partial function defined by 

a def fined 

if =s 

if. ). -i(T', T". W) Iv and TAT" 

if 7. =i(T'. T, T")? v 

if 7l=f(T'. W, T") Iv 

if 1=f(T', T". W)? v 

otherwise 

and TAT', TOT" 

and TAT', TAT" 

and TAT" 

The D-task rule defines transitions for the task specifications. The 

intention of qT(7. ) is to implement the scope rules. To explain the 

meaning of 71T we analyse the two cases: consider the case 

Jl-i(T', T". W) !v then 71T deals with the action in initialization of a 

rendezvous. There two cases: 

1. T'#*. Then by the B-task rule there is a multitask statement 

T':: E; S immediately occurring in task T:: E; M3. There are still two 
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subcases to analyse: 

a. T -T". Then ). "i(T', T. W)ly. This means that T' sends v to task T 

through its entry W. Since task T:: E; MS defines the scope of T, the 

T in i(T', T. W)ly must refer to the T in task T:: E; MS and 'IT must be 

undefined and this is included in the last case of the definition. 

b. T#T" Then 7X-i(T', T". W)! v. It means thet T' sends v to task T" 

through its entry V. Since task T: : E=MS only deals with the scope of 

T. from the outside of task T:: E; MS the action should still be the 

same and this is the second. case of the definition. Note that here 

T' can be T and this says that T is a local task contained in the 

task T". 

2. T'-*. This means that there is a statement T. W(e, z) immediately 

occurring in task T:: E; M3. According to the definition of MS it is 

impossible. 

Let us analyse the case. 7. i(T' . W, T")? v. As in the above case we 

know that T'#" and that there is a multitask statement T':: E'sS 

immediately occurring in task T:: E; MS. There are three subcases to 

examine: 

a. T'=T. Then )"i(T. W. T")? v. This means that the task T receives v 

through entry W from the task T". Since task T:: E; MS defines the 

scope of T task T is not visible from the outside of task T:: E, "MS. 

So RT must be undefined in-this case. 

b. T#T' and T-T". Then 1. =i(T'. W, T)? v and this means that task T' 

receives v through entry W from the task T. Similarly, since 

task T:: E; MS defines the scope of T the T in i(T'. W, T)? v must refer 

to the T in task T:: E; MS. So the action i, is meaningless from the 

outside of task T:: E; MS and nT is still undefined in this case. 

C. TAT' and WT". Then 7l=i(T'. W, Tn)? v and it means that-task T' 

-receives v through entry W from task V . Again task T:: E; MS only 

deals with the scope of T. so and this is the third case of 
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the definition. 

Similarly. we can analyse the fourth and the fifth cases in the 

definition. 

3.2.4 Properties and eza: ples 

As with the semantics of CSP, a number of facts show that no 

cases have been overlooked and that the semantics contains no 

contradictions. 

Le: eza 3.1 

Suppose r. r'ar'gaur'surms, )aAs and aa States and m=i or f. Then 

1. If r--&4s then ). -a and s equals. the state in r. 

2. If rte--)abortion then )=$. 

3. If and 71. has the form m(N, T., W) !v where Na Tnmv (*) 

then r and r' have the forms <a, s> and <S', s> respectively, and 

m(N, T. W) !v 

` 4. If r-2L-4r' and ). has the form m(N. W, T)? v then r and r' have 

the forms <Q, s> and <S', s[v/z]> respectively, and for any value v' 

m(NT)? v' <tl, s>. 
W. . <S', s[v'/z]>. 

Proof. The proof is by structural induction. 

The meaning of this lemma is obvious and is similar to that of 

CSP (see lemma 2.1). 

Leas 3.2 

If <a. s>- -><D', S'> then 

FTA(n') C FTA(Q), FTO(a') S FTO(12) and FEO(0') 5 FEO(U) 

Proof. The proof is by structural induction and is similar to those 

of (SP. Let us prove the result for FTA just examining the following 
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interesting cases: 

case 1.11 is accept W(x, e) do S. Then n' must be S; ack(T, W, e) and 

noticing: 

FrA(ack(T, W, e))-O so 

FTA(Q')-FTA(S)uFrA(ack(T, W. e)). FrA(S)-FTA(accept W(x, e) do S) 

case 2. a is S1; S2. Then U must be Si ; S2 or S2. For the first case 

according to the composition rule we have <Sl, s> > <Si, s">. By the 

induction hypothesis FTA(Si)S FrA(S1)1 so 

FTA(0')-FTA(S'; S2)uFrA(Si)uFTA(S2 

FTA(S1)v FTA(S2)sFTA(Sl; S2) 

For the second case the proof is similar. 

case 3. B is loopselect GS and. Then 0' can only be 

S; loopselect GS and or loopselect GS end. 

For the first case by the loopselect rule we have: <GS, s> -. -4<S, s'>. 

By the induction hypothesis FTA(S)SETA(GS) therefore: 

FrA(at) - FTA(S)UFrA(loopselect"GS end) 

FrA(GS) 

= FTA(loopselect GS end) 

case 4. a is task T:: E; MS. Then Q must be task T:: E; MS' and 

(MS. s>? 
'> ', s'> where YIT(>. ')_>,. By the induction hypothesis 

FTA(M3") SFTA(MS). Thus 

FTA(O')-FTA(tssi T:: E: NS')=FTA(MS')\((T, DEN(E))) 

SFTA(MS)\((T, DEN(E))}=FrA(D) 0 
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This lemma shows the interaction between static semantics and the 

dynamic semantics and it enables us to prove the following theorem: 

Theorem 3.1 

Let aaSyn, )-SAS and I-U. If <U, s>---)r then either r-<Q', s'> and 

ý- Q' or r is one of abortion, s'sStates. 

Proof. The proof is by structural induction on 0 employing the above 

lemma. Let us examine the following cases: 

case 1. n is skip, abort, z: -e, wait(T. W, z) and ack(T, W. e). Then 

according to the corresponding rules the result is immediate. 

case 2. II is b-+S. Then if Qe]1s=error then r' must be abortion; 

otherwise r' is one of the forms: abortion, s' and <S', s'> where 

<S, s>--&-><S', s'>. For the last case by the induction hypothesis we 

have i- S' . 

case 3. a is S1; S2. The proof is similar to the corresponding case 

of theorem 2.1. 

case 4. a is accept W(x, e) do S. Then ýS and r' must be 

<S; ack(T, W, e), s[v/x]>. Since I- ack(T, W, e) we have I- S; ack(T, W, e). 

case S. tl is loopselect GS end. Then ý GS and if 1IBool(GS)D5°ff the 

r' mast be s'; otherwise r' can only be one(of the forms: abortion, 

<loopselect GS end, s> and <S; loopselect. GS and. s'>. For the t 

case we have (GS. s>-l-)<S, s'>. By the induction hypothesis I- S. 

thus 

I- Ssloopselect GS end. 

case 6.11 is MS1IIMS2. "Then MS1, MSZ and 

el1(FTA(MS1))A ell(FTA(MS2)), O. According to the parallel rule r' 

must be one of the following forms: 

abortion, <MS1, s'>, <MS2, s'>, <MSi11MS2,3'>, <MS1IIMSZ, s'> and 

<MSi IIMS?, s' >. For the first three cases the result is obvious, let 

us check the other cases: 
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a. r' is <MSO MS2, s'>. Then cMS1, s> ' )G1Si, s'>. By the 

induction hypothesis I- Mi. By the lemma 3.2 we have: 

e11(FTA(MSj)) te11(FTA(MSl)) 

thus 

e11(FTA(MSi) )jºe11(FTA(MS2)) Ce11(FTA(MSl)) Ae11(FTA(MS2) )- 

b. r' is <MS1IIMSZ, s'>. The proof is similar to subcase (a). 

c. r' is <MSiHHMS?, s'>. Then J. ae and <MS1, s> 
p i<MSi, s> and 

<lIS2, s> <XSZs' >. By the induction hypothesis and lemma 3.2 we 

have. 

I- Mai and e11(FTA(MSi)) Ce11(FTA(MSi)) . 

where i=1 or 2. Therefore 

ell(FTA(MSi)) ne11(FTA(MS2)) Sell(FTA(MSI)) n e11(FTA(MS2) )=o 

case 7. a is T:: E; S. Then I- S and I- E and FTA(S)=0 and 

FEO(S)E DEN(E), r' can be abortion, a' or <T:: E; S', s'>. For the last 

case we have (S, $>- '-> <S' , s' > where By the induction 

hypothesis E- S'. By lemma 3.2 FTA(S') SFTA(S) and FEO(S') SFEO(S), so 

FTA(S')o and FEO(S')EDEN(E) and F T:: E; S'. 0 

We now run the two examples given in section 3.1 using our 

semantics. 

Example 3.5 

Consider the program Pri given in example 3j1: 

task T1:: Eli( 

task T2:: E2; ((task T11:: E11; T11:: E11; T2. E2(1, z)IIT1:: E1; S1) 

11T2:: E2; accept E2(y, z-2) do (z: -y+1) 
IITO:: empty, SO)) 
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Let the initial state be a. To emphasize the interesting variables 

in the examples we will use x -n to replace the form s[n/z] and 

(x n, y-m, z=i) to mean s[n/z] [m/y] [k/z] and so on. 

A computation of Prl should be as follows: 

<Prl ,s> 

task TI:: E1; ( 

task T2:: E2; ((task T11:: E11; T11:: E11; wait (T2. E2, z)IlT1:: E1; S1) , y-1 
1IT2:: E2; z: -y+1; ack(T11, E2, z-2) 
11TO:: empty; SO)) 

--L4 2 
task T1:: E1; ( 

task T2:: E2s(*(task T1I:: E11; T11:: E11; wait (T2. E2, z)IIT1:: E1, S1) ys1 
1IT2:: E2;. skip: ack(T11, E2, z-2) z-2 
IITO:: empty; SO)) 

3-ý 

task T1:: E1; ( - z=0 

task T2:: E2; ((task T11:: E11; T11:: E11; skip IlT1:: E1IS1) , yal 
1112:: E2; skip z-2 

TITO :: em t; SO) ) 

s> 

task T1:: E1; ( "z=0 

task 12:: E2; ((tasi T11:: E11; T1:: E1; S1) , y=1 
IITO: empty; SO)) z-2 

It should be pointed out that every transition step is obtained 

from the transition rules given in section 3.2.2. For example, 

step 1 is obtained by applying the D-task rule twice since the 

following transition holds: 
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(task T11:: Ell; T11:: E11; T2. E2(1, x)IIT1:: E1; S1) 

IIT2:: E2 t accept EZ (y, z-2) do (z: -7+1) ,s --. 1-4 

lTO:: empt ; SO 

(task T11:: E11; T11:: E11; wait(T2. E2, z)I1T1:: E1; S1) 

11T2:: E2; z: -y+1; ack(T11, E2, z-2) 

TO:: empty; SO 

This is from the multitask rule 3 since the following two 

transitions hold: 

a. (task n l:: E11; (T11:: E11; T2. E2(1, z)IIT1:: E1; S1) s> 

i(T11.72. E1)14 

<task T11:: E11i(T11:: E11; wait(T2. E2, z)IHT1:: E1; S1) s> 

b. <T2:: E2; accept E2(y, z-2) do (z: -y+1)IITO:: emptysSo s> 

i(T2. E2, T11) 14 

<T2:: E2; z: 1; ac k(T1 1, E2, z-2)HITO:: empty, SO , y=1> 

Transition (a) is by the D-task rule ( where X'i(T11, T2. E2)11) since 

T11#T2 and 

<T11:: Ells T2. E2(1, z)IT1:: E1, S1 3>i(T11.72. E2)II 

<Ti1:: E11; wait(T2. E2. x)IITl:: E1; S1 s> 

This is true by the multitask rule 1 since 

<T11:: Ells 72"E2(1, x) , s> ><T11:: Ellj wait(T2. E2, x) s) 

where L=i(T11, T2. E2)11, which follows from the B-task rule since 

<T2. EZ(1, z) , s> <w_t(T2. E2, z) , s>. 

0 
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The transition (b) is obtained by multitask rule 1 since 

<T2:: E2; accept E2(y, z-2) do (z: -y+l) , s>i(T2. 
E2, T11)? ý 

<T2:: E2; z: l; aok(Tll. E2, z-2) , yal> 
1ý 

this follows from the B-task rule since T11#T2, E2c(E2) and 

<accept E2(y, z-2) do (z: -y+1) s> 
i(*. E2, T11)? 1ý 

<z: -y+l; ack(T11, E2, z-2) , y-l> 

The rest of the transition steps can be justified in the same 

fashion. 0 

Example 3.6 

Consider the following program Pr2 which is a special case of 

example 3.2: 

task T1:: E1; ((task T11:: E11; T11:: E11; T2. E2(1, x)IIT1:: E1; 31) 

Iltask T2:: E2; (T2:: E2; accept E2(y, z-2) do (z: =y+l) 
IITO:: empty; SO)) 

72 cannot be called by 711 this time, because T11 is outside the, 

scope of 72. The semantics shows, that 72 cannot evolve further since 

<T2:: E2j accept EZ(y, z-2) do (z: 1) , s)i(T2. 
E2, Ti1)? l 

<T2:: E2; z: -y+l; aci(T11, E2, z-2), y=1>- 

and n. (i(T2. E2, T11) ? 1) is undefined. 0 
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3.3 Exception handling in the sequential case of Ada 

To study the semantics of exception handling in the sequential , 

parts of Ada, we first consider a small subset of Ada which contains 

the sequential part of Ada. 1 and the syntactic clauses concerned 

with exceptions for the sequential case. We call this small language 

Ada. 2 and the abstract syntax of Ada. 2 is given as follows: 

The sets Var, Exp. Bezp are those of Ada. 1 given in section 

3.2.1. 

Ein -a given countably infinite set of exception names, ranged 

over by U. It is assumed to contain the predefined exception names 

FAILURE and T-ERROR (tasking error see [DoD 80] section 11.6 ). 

Gstm -a given countably infinite set of guarded statements, 

ranged over by GS and defined by: 

GS :: = b-VS I GS or GS 

Ehdl -a given countably infinite set of exception handlers, 

ranged over by IC and defined by: 

XC :: - U -4 SI aclac 

Stu- a given countably infinite set of statements, ranged over 

by S and defined by: 

S :: = skip f abort I z: =e I S; S Iselect GS and I 

loopselct GS and I. raise II I exception u; S-I 

S except XC 

For the guarded statements and the first, six statements we have 
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studied their static and dynamic semantics in the previous section. 

The exception handlers and the last three statements have been 

discussed informally in section 3.1.2. In this section we give a 

formal static and dynamic semantics for these statements. 

To define the static semantics we also need the set: 

XCH(ß) - the set of exception names as exception choice occurring 

freely in a (see [DoD 801 section 11.2). 

b4S GS1 or GS2 

ZCB XCH(S) XcH(GS1) uXCH(GS2) 

skip abort z: =e S1; S2 

ICH 0 0 0 XCH(S1) u XCH(S2) 

select GS and loopsel*ect GS and 

ICH XCH(GS) XCH(GS) 

raise II exception UsS S except XC 

acg 0 aca (S) \ (U} XCu (s) W ICIMc ) 

u -4 s aci I ace 
aCII (U) ICH(XCi) uXCR(xcz) 

We use ý- 
sS and xc 

IC to mean the statement S and the exception 

handler XC are valid respectively. Now the static semantics of 

exceptions is. given by the following rules: 

I-S 
1" 

zC 
U -' S 

I- aci, I-1 1c2 
2. 

zC aci acs if X (XC1)n %CS(%C2)=0 
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The rule 2 says that an exception name cannot have two different 

handlers in its declaration area. The static semantics of the 

exception statements is given by the following rules (the static 

semantics of the other clauses is the same as given in Ada. l: 

exception 

1.1-s raise U 

I- S. I- 
c ZC 

2" 
sS except IC 

S 
3" 

s exception u; s 

An operational semantics for Ada. 2 is given by the following 

transition systems: 

Tgs=<rgs, Tgs, Ags, -)> 

, jrzas< rza ýTzcAxe. --xc I> 

as -<rs, Ts, As, -- I> 

The sets of configurations are obtained by adding a new 

configuration j2Mp to the set of configurations given in Ada. 1. The 

configuration lung denotes a condition in which an exception has 

been raised and control is" about to jump to a corresponding 

exception handler (if any). It is assumed that abnormal termination 

is the worst case of execution and cannot be handled by exception 

handlers. 

Ts=States u (abortion] u {jump} 

s={<S, S>I SsStm, seStates}: Ts 
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Tss'r s 
r 

gsi(<GS, s>, <S, s>I GSaGstm, SeStm, seStates)U Ts 

Txc 
's 

r 
,, -tCZC. s>. (S. s>i ICeEhid, SaStm, s aStates) 

The sets of transition labels are given by: 

As={a} u{II, IIi usExn } 

Ag=-AzC-As 

Here the label U means that a signal is sent through channel U and 

the label II means that a signal is received through channel U. 

Finally, the transitions for Ada: 2 are given by the following 

rule:: 

Guarded statements 

guards 
<S, s> -1-)r, QbD =tt 

1. 
<b4S, s>-. )r ." 

Qb71s=error 
Z' <b-1S, s> -->abortion 

alternative 
<GS1, s>-1-><Sl, s'>Ia' IabonI p 

1' 
<GS1 or GS2, s> - <Sl, s'>IS'IabortionI jump 

<GS2, s>ý><S2, s">ýs'Iabortion I nmp 
2. 

<GS1 or GS2, s> -' ) <S2, s' YI s' I abo_lip 

Bales for the guarded statements are the same as before except that 

now X .U or ü is; a possibility and in the last case of alternative 

0 

t 
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rules is introduced to handle the jump conditions. 

Statements 

Qo]sav, v#error 
assign 1. <x: -o, s»<skip, aEv/z]> 

Eels=error 
ý' <z: -a. s>- -->abortion 

skip <skip, s> a is 

abort <abort, s> 8 >abortion 

<S , s>- )<Sj, s'>Is'(abortion( nmp 
composition <S1; S21s> <Si, s'>'(S2. s'>Iabortion I jump 

<GS, s> )<S. 
s'>Is'IabortionIjump 

select 1" 
<select GS end, s> <S, s'>Is'labortionl ump 

ifBool(GS)11s=ff 
2. <select GS end, s> 8-->abortion 

<GS. s>-& -><S. s'> loopsolect 1. 
<loopselect GS end s>---><S; loopselect GS end. s'> 

<GS, s> -1->s' 2. 
<loopselect GS and, s> -- <loopselect GS end. s'> 

<GS, s> >IabortionI nmp 
3' 

<loops elect GS end, s> abortionJ nmp 

QBool (GS) I 
S=ff 4. <loopselect GS end, s»s 
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Bales for the above statements are the same as given in Ada. 1 

except that for the composition, select and loopselect statements 

the case of jump is added to model propagation of exceptions raised 

in these statements. 

exception handlers 

1. (U-4s s> II ><S, s> 

<ZCJ, s>--L <S, s'> i-1 or 2 
2' 

<XC1IXC2, s'> -4 <S, s'> 

raise (raise U, s> 
U )jump 

<S, s> -V-)jump, <XC, s> -, <s, , s> 
S-except 1. <S except ZC, s> 8-><S', s> 

<S, s> U>jump, U; XCH(XC) 
2. »<S 

except ZC, s jump 

<S. s> --><S', s'> 3ý 
<S except XC, s> -><S' except XC. s'> 

<S. S> -&->S' I abortion 
4. 

<S except %C, s> ><skip, s'>Iabortion 

D-except 1. 
<ezceptioa U; S , s> -><exception U; S', s'> 

(S, S> -1-431 1 abortion 
2' <exception U; S, s> s'Iabortion 

<! 3> -R-> umP, u, #u 
3. 

(exception U; S, s> II' > jump 

As we know, the semantics of raising an exception is that of a 
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jump to the corresponding handler (if any). This provides a 

possibility to handle exceptions by handshake communication. That 

is: 

1. The raise rule means that raise U sends a signal through 

"channel U" and becomes a lump condition. 

2. Exception handler rule 1 means that the exception handler 

receives a signal from "channel U" and then executes the 

corresponding handler. 

3. S-except rule 1 says that the whole process of raising and 

handling an exception is modelled as an internal communication of an 

except statement. 

4. Propagation of an exception is modelled in -S-except rule 2, 

which says that if an exception cannot be handled within a except 

statement then the same jump condition will arise again in the 

context immediately surrounding that except statement. 

S. Finally, D-except rule 3 implies that an exception cannot be 

propagated outside its scope. 

Let us now examine a example concerned with exception 

propagation. 

Exaaple 3.7 

In the following program Pr3 an exception will occur during the 

execution. Suppose Si. S2 and S3 are valid statements. The Program 

Pr3 is given by: 
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exception ERROR; ( 

. z:: 0; 

exception U; 

(select x-04 raise ERROR 

or 

z#03º51 

end) except (U-4S2); 

S3)except (ERROR-4y: -x) 

Let the initial state be s. According to the semantics a 

computation of Pr3 in s is given below: 

<Pr3, s> 

exception ERROR; ( 

exception U; ( 

select z-O-! raise ERROR 

4 or z-0 

x#04 S1 

end)ezcept (U -4S2); 

S3)except (ERROR-4y: -x) 

<exception ERROR; y: -x , (z=O)> 

)(exceptio ERROR; skip . (x-O. y o)> 

4r-> 
(z-0.7-0 ) 

All the transitions are obtained by the semantics given above. 

For instance, transition 2 is derived from the S-except rule 1 since 

the following two transitions (a) and (b) are true: 
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a 

s. <ERROR -iy: "z s> <y: =z Is> 

exception U; ( 

(select x O4raise ERBOS 

b. or 

x#04 S1 

end) except (U-+S2)); S3 

MOR, 
i x=O ump 

The first is by the raise rule and the secona is by the 

composition rule since 

exception U; ( 

(select x O4raise ERROR 

or z=0 
ERRORjump 

z#0-0 Sl 

end) except (U -4S2) 

the above transition is by D-exception rule 3 since ERROR #U and 

(select z-O4raise ERROR 

x. 0 ERROR 

X#0-+S1 

end) except U-*S2 

and this is by S-except rule 2 since ERROR&U and 

select z-O4raise ERROR 

or 

z#0i4 Sl 

end 

X. 0 ERRO jump- 

The above transition relationship is by the select rule 'since x'O 

and 
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(raise ERROR , z=0)ERROR4jnmp 0 

3.4 Interaction between exceptions and task cosoannication 

In this section we study how exceptions interact with task 

communication. This interaction may happen in the following ways: 

a. An exception can be propagated in a task communication. 

b. A task can raise a FAILURE exception in another task white it 

is executing. 

We will also study the problem of, a task aborting another task 

while the latter is executing. 

We consider a small language which is a slight extension of the 

union of Ada. 1 and Ada. 2, we call it Ada. 3 and it is defined by: 

The sets Var. Exp. Bexp, Tmn, Win and E=n are defined as in Ada. 1 

or Ada. 2. 

Gstm - the guarded statements: 

GS :: - b9S I GS or GS 

Ehdl - the exception handlers: 

XC :: - U-49 1 ac1ac 

Stu - the statements: 

S:: - skip i abort I z: =e I. SiS I select GS and 

loopselect GS end I accept W(x, e) do S 

T. W(z. e) I MS I raise UI except XC I 

exception U; S I traise TtT 

Mstm - the multitask statements: 

MS:: ý task T:: E; MS I. T:: E: S I MSIIMS 

We have already seen all these syntactic clauses except the last 
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two statements, the traise and tabort statements mean that raising a 

FAILURE exception in or aborting another task as explained in 

section 3.1.2. 

To model the propagation of exceptions during renaezvoas we 

introduce the following statements: 

wait(T. W, x) and S rendz(T, W, e) and ack(T, W, e) 

4 

to the set Stu of statements, where SeStm and the renaz statement is 

new statement, which models the execution of the body of an accept 

statement. 

The sets FTA, FTO, FEO and ICH for the syntactic clauses of Ada. 3 

are given below: 

empt y W E1; E2 

DEN 0 (W) DEN(E1) u DEN(E2) 

b -º S GS1 or GS2 

FTA FTA(S) -FTA(GS1) u FTA(GS2) 

FTO FTO(S) F O(GS1) u FTO(GS2) 

FEO FEO(S) F80(GS1) u FEO(GS2) 

ZCH ZCH(S) ICB(GS1) u ZCH(GS2) 

Bool b Boo1(GS1) u Bool(GS2) 

U-4 S XC1 I %C2 

FrA FTA(S) FTA(ac1) u FTA(ZC2) 

Fro FTO(S) FTO(IC1) u FTO(ZC2) 

FEo FEO(S) FEo(XC1) u FEo(1C2) 
icu (U) IC31(IC1) u XCH(XC2) 
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skip abort z: -e accept W(x, e) do S T. W(e, x) 

FTA 0 0 0 FTA(S) 

Fro 0 0 0 FTO(S) ((T, W)) 

FEO 0 0 0 (W) vFEO(S) 0 

ace 0 0 0 aca(S) 0 

select GS and loopselect GS and S1=S2 

FA FTA(GS) FTA(GS) FTA(S1) u FTA(S2) 

no FO(GS) FTO(GS) FTO(S1) u FTO(S2) 

F80 FEO(GS) FEO(GS) FEO(S1) u FEO(S2) 

xcu XCS(GS) ICH(GS) ICH(S1) u ZCH(S2) 

raise U S except IC exception U: S 

FA 0 FTA(S)u FTA(IC) FTA(S) 

FT0 FTA(S)u FTA(ZC) FTO(S) 

FE0 FEo(S) uFEo(IC) FEO(S) 

acs 01 acs(S)u Xcs(ac) ' ICH(s)\(u} 

4 

task T:: E; MS T:: E; S MS1IIMS2 

FTA FTA(MS)\((T; DEN(E))} ((T, DEN(E))) FTA(MS1) uFTA(MS2) 

PTO FTO(MS)\((T. W) IWaL) FTO(S) " FTO(MS1) uFTO(MS2) 

FE0 FEO(KS) FEO(S) FEO(MS1) uFEO(MS2) 

xC8 XC31 (MS) iCS(S) XCH(MS1) u%CH(MS2) 

where L"DEN(E)v(#) and the symbol # denotes a unknown entry name. 

It is easy to see that for the clauses contained in Ada. 1 or 

Ada. 2 these sets are evident. The sets of FTA, Fro, FEO and ICS for 

the new statements are given below: 
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wait(T. W, x) ack(T, W, e) 

FTA 0 0 

FTo (T, V)) 0 

FEO 0 (W) 

x(m 0 L0 

traise T tabort T S renaz(T, W, e) 

FTA 0 0 FTA(S) 

FTO ((T, #)} {(T, #)} FTO(S) 

FEO 0 0 FEO(S) u (W) 

acs 0 0 ICH(S) 

where the symbol # denotes a unknown entry name. 

The static semantics for the clauses contained in Ada. 1 or Ada. 2 

is exactly the same as before. The static semantics for the new 

statements is given by: 

ý-s traise T 

F-s traise T 

I- S. 
sS rendz(T, W, e) 

The static semantics for the remained statements are the same as 

those given in Ada. 1 and Ada. 2. 

The dynamic semantics of Ada. 3 are given by the following 

transition systems: 
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Tg "<rgs, TBs*ASS , 

a: -<ra. Ts, Aa, si> 

and Tms-<rms"Tms. Ams' >' 

The sets of configurations are defined by: 

Ts=States u (abortion} u (jump) 

r 
s={(S. s>I SsStm, saStates}vTs 

i 

Tgsi('s 

r 
gs-«GS, s> I GSeGstm, s$States} urs 

Tzc s 
r1Cs{(ZC, s>I ZCeEhdl, seStates}ur s 

Tms=-Ts jump) 

rmsm((s, s>I MSeNstm, seStates) UTms 

Note: the sets of configurations for multitask statements do not 

contain jump because exceptions cannot be propagated beyond"a task. 

To will discuss this problem later. 

To define the transitions for these statements we now need the 

following transition labels: 

Aod ' ((N. T)ly, (N, T)? v I ve(er, fl, ab), TcTnm. Ne Tnm u{s)} 

To use d to denote an element of the- 'at Jod It is assumed that the 

set V contains the distinguished values er, ab and fl , which denote 

the signals "to raise a T-ERROR. exception" "to abort" and "to raise 

a FAILURE exception" respectively. We sometimes call the values er, 

fl and ab "orders", the meaning of these "order" transition actions 

are: 
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label d task action task 

(N, T)! v 

(N, T)? v 

N 

N 

sends the order v to 

receives the order v from 

T 

T 

where Ne Tnm u {e} and TeTnm and ve{ab, fl}. Given a label d its 

complement is defined by: 

(T, T')? v if da(T', T)ly 

a 

(T, T')Iv if da(T', T)? v 

where T, T'sTam, T#T' and-veffl, abi. 

Let Aal. A. 2 denote the sets As given in Ada. 1 ana Ada. 2 

respectively. The sets of transition labels of Ada. 3 are defined by: 

As=A&luAa2uAod and Ags=Axc=Ams=A$ 

To handle propagations in rendezvous we assume that the values 

which are sent or received by transition actions can be exception 

names. 
0 

When a task receives an order to abort or to raise a FAILURE 

exception, this order actually interrupts the the normal execution 

and forces an abortion or raises a FAILURE exception. To model these 

we need to introduce an interrupt rule for all syntactic clauses, 

and the concept of basic statement is introduced to mean that a 

statement whose execution cannot be interrupted. The set of basic 

statements Bsc is defined bp: 

Bsc { skip, abort, z: =e, raise U, traise T. 

tabort T. T. W(e, z), accept W(=, e) do S) 

We now give the transition rules: 
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For the syntactic clauses contained in Ada. 2 the transition rules 

are the same as those given in Ada. 2, and we list them below: 

Guarded statements 

guards 

<S, s> -L-)r, Qb]I =tt 
1. 

<b-OS, s> ->r 

Qb]ls=error 
Z' <b4S, s> 6 >abortion 

alternative 

(GS1, s> )<S , a'>Ia'Iabortionlj 
1ý 

<GS1 or GS2, s> <Sl, s'>Is'IabortionIjump 

<GS2, s>-1-4<S , s'>Is'IabortionliMp 

<GS1 or GSZ, s> <S2, s'>Is'Iabortionl jump 

u Statements 

[Eel s-v. v#error 
assign 1" <x: e, s> s ><skip. s[v/z]> 

90 ]I-error 

<z: =e, s»abortion 

skip <sk$p, s> >s 

abort <abort, s>-$-)abortion 

ý 
composition 

<S , s>- abortion 
<S1; S2, s> <SP S2, s'>l(S2, s'>labortion1 umP 

4 
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<GS, s>ý-><S, s'>Is'Iabortion I jump 
select 1" 

<select GS and. s> <S, s'>Is'labortionlj2M 

QBool(GS)IS=ff 
2' 

<select GS ends»abortion 

<GS, s>--k-><S. s0> 
loopselect 1. 

<loopselect GS end. s> <S; loopselect GS end. s'> 

2. 
<GS, s> -L->S 9 
<loopselect GS end, s> <loopselect GS end, s'> 

(GS. s> >Iabortion i jump 
30 

<loopselect GS end, s> abortions jump 

[[Boot (GS) ]I 
s=ff 4' <loopselect GSend, s> e-ýs 

exception handlers 

1. <U -+ S s»<S, s> 

<ZCi, s>-L><S, s'> i-1 or 2 
2. 

<ZC111C2. s'> <S, s'> 

raise <rate U, s>-U>jump 

<S. s>-V-ý ump, <XC, s>U><S', s> 
S-except I. (g except IC, s> 8-)<S', s> 

-LtLum M. Us X(mac) 
<S except IC. s> u 
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3' <S except IC, s> <S' except %C, s'> 

<S, s> 
)s'Iabortion 

4ý 
<S except IC, a> <skip, s'>Iabortion 

<S. s> J -><S', s'> 
D-except 1" 

<exception UsS , s> -><exception U; S', s'> 

(S. s )s'Iabortion 
2' 

<exception U; S, s> s'labortion 

<S, s> jmp, u #u 
3ý 

(exception U; S, s> -' Mp 

The forms of the above transition rules are the same as those 

given in Ada. 2. 

tabort <tabort T, s> 
)<skip, 

s> 
q# 

(+, T)If 
traise <tr se T, s>r<siip, s> 

The tabort rule means sending an abortion order to a visible task 

T. The traise rule models sending an order to" raise a FAILIIxE 

exception in a visible task T; the configuration <skip, s> means that 

"the execution of this statement has no direct effect on the task 

issuing the statement" (see [DoD] section 11.6). 

interrupt 
e Bsc 

1. (*, T)? a 
<S, s> (abort, a> 

ýS it Bsc 
2. (s. T)? f 

<3. s> <raise FA LURE. s> 

The interrupt rules mean that every basic statement has an 

0 
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alternative meaning: receive an order from a task and then abort or 

raise a FAILURE exception. The interrupt rules model the requirement 

"For the task receiving the FAILURE exception, this exception is 

raised at the current point of execution" (see [DoD 8u] 

section 11.6). 

The interaction between exception and mnltitasting is indicated 

by the following rules: 

initialization: 
ae]I v, v#error 

eatzycall 1. i( T W) 1 <T. W(e, z), s> 
e' '<wait(T. W, z), s> 

Eels = error 
2. <T. W(e, x), s>-e )abortion 

accept <accept W(x, e) do S, s>i(*. 
W, T)? Q<S renaz(T, W, e), s(v/z]>- 

rendezvous 
<S, s>ý-><S', s'> 

rendz 1. 
<S rendz(T, W, e), s> -><S'rendz(T, W, e), s'> 

<S, s>ý-is" 
Z' <S rendz(T, W, e), s>- -><acic(T, W, e), s'>, 

<S, s>-e )abortion 
3' <S rendz(T, W, e), s>-g-4<aci(T, W, er); abort, s> 

(S. s> -1-i jump 
4' (S rendz(T, W, e), s> 6-)<ack(T, W, U); raise U s> 

termination 

wait 1.. (wait(T. W. z), s) 
f(''T. W)? v <skip, s[v/z]> if v#er 

f(*, T. W)? er 2. <wait(T. W. x), s> 3<raise T-ERR08, s> 
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3. <wsit(T. W, x), s>f(*, 
T. W)? II (raise II, s> 

(*. T)? f1 
4. (wait(T. W, z), s> . <wait(T. W. z); saise FAILUiti s> 

S. <wait(T. W, z), s>('T)? 
sb <wait(T. W, z); sbort, s> 

QeD 
s-V. v#error 

ack f( <aoi(T, A, s), s> 
*. W, T)1Q <skip, s> 

[Eels - error 
2' (sck(T, W, e), s>-e )abortion 

6 
The accept rule says that an accept statement in the 

initialization phase of a readezvöas receives the value v from the 

task T through its entry W and then becomes 'a rendezvous statement 
"S 

rendzW(T, W, e). 

The rendz. rules model the execution of the body of accept 

statements. Rule 2 says that if the execution of the body of an 

accept statement terminates normally then execute a normal 

acknowledgement statement. Rule 3 means that if the execution of the 

body of an accept' statement terminates abnormally then the value er 

is sent to raise a T-ERROR exception in the calling task and the 

called task aborts. Rule 4 says that if an exception is raised 

inside an accept statement and not handled normally, then U is sent 

to the calling task to raise aU exception and the exception is 

propagated. 

The wait rules model the termination phase of a rendezvous for 

the calling task. Rule 1 is the same as that in Ada. 1 and models the 

normal termination of a rendezvous for the calling'task. Rule 2 says 
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that if a 'wait statement receives the value er then a T-ERROR 

exception arises in the calling task. Rule 3, says that if the 

received value is an exception name U then the, renaezvous is 

terminated and the exception U is raised. 

By now we have seenthat rendz rule 2 to 4, ack rule 1 ana wait 

rule 2 and 3 model the requirement of the manual: 

"A rendezvous can be terminated abnormally in two cases: 

(a) Then an exception is raised inside an accept statement ana 

not handled normally. In this case, the exception is pro- 

pagated both to the unit containing the accept statement, 

and to the calling task at the point of the entry call. 

(b) When-the task containing the accept statement is terminat- 

ed abnormally. In this case, the exception TASKING-ERROR 

is raised in the calling task at the point of the entry c- 

all. (see [DoD 801 section 11.5)" 

Finally, wait rule 4 and 5 mean that if a task receives the 

FAILURE exception or an abortion order during rendezvous then "the 

rendezvous is allowed to complete" and "the called task is 

unaffected" (see [DoD 801 section 11.6). v 

<MS , s> (XS', s'>Is'labortion 
parallel 1" 

<xS1IIMsZ's> 4[SiIIMS2, s'>I<MS2, s'>labortion 

<MS . s>I% <MS", s'>Is'Iabortion 
2" 

<NS1IIMS2, s> <MS1IIMS2, s l, s">Iabo rtion 

I 
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<MS1, s>-II-><MSi's'>, 2(S2,2 ><MS2, s> 
3. 

(MS1IIMS2, s>-'t--> <MSi1IMS2,: '> 

<MSl, s>--k-i<MSi, s'>, <MS2, s> -><MS2, s> 
4. 

<xs2llMsl, s>-¢-)<fSiIIMsi, s'> 

<S. s>- s'>Is'Iabortion, +T. E(X. )+ 
B-task 

<T:: E; S, s> ') <T:: E; S', s'>Is'Iabortion 

where +T"E: Aa-3Aa is the partial function defined by 

is if 7. =s 

+Ta'. )s 

i(T, T'. A)I if ). -i(*, T'. N)ly T#T' 

i(T. W, T')? v if ). =i(*. W, T')? v T#T' 

f(T. W, T')! v if ). =f(*. W, T')ly T#T' 

f(T, T'. W)? v if ). =f(*; T'. 'W)? v T#T' 

(T, T')! v if da(e, T')! v 

(T, T')? v if d=(*, T')? v 

where N&Tnm u(+), T. T'sTnm, vsVu Ezn. 

<S, s> _U ) jump 
Z' <T:: E, S, s» abortion 

T#T 

T#T 

Rule 1 is the same as that in Ada. 1 with the extension of 4T to 

cover the new labels. Rule 2 says that an attempt to propagate an 

exception beyond a task body results in abortion and no further 

propagation of the exception (see (DoD 801 section 11.4.1). Rule 2 

ensures that the transition rules for parallel structure and task 

specification are exactly as those in Ada. 1. 

D-task 
<S, s> -1 --- 1(S' , s'> I S' I abortion', 'IT(ý) 4 

(task T:: E; )LS, s>=i--><task"T:: E, S', s'>ls'iabortion 
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where 'RT: Aa-4Aa is the partial function defined by 

lý if 7ý=a 

if 1-i(T', T". W)lv and TAT" 

'ITW if 11=i(T'. W, T")? v and T#T', T#T" 

if X-f(T'. I, T")Iv and TAT', Tier" 

7l if 1=f (T' , T" . W) ?v and VT" 

d if d-(T'. T")Iv and TAT" 

d if d-(T', T")? v and TAV, TOT" 

undefined otherwise 

where T, T', T"sT=. vuVuEzn 

Thus a semantics for Ada. 3 has been given. In fact. we can prove 

that for the semantics of Ada. 3 all lemmas and the theorem given in 

section 3.2.2 still hold. 

Now let as examine the- example given in section 3.1 using the. 

semantics given in this subsection. 

Example 3.8 Raising and propagating an. exception during a 

rendezvous 

In the following program task T2 will raise a FAILUM exception in 

task T1, which is in the middle of a rendezvous with task T. This 

'FAILURE exception is not handled locally (by the accept statement 

body); therefore it is propagated in both Ti and T: 
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Pr is task T1:: W1; ( 

task T2:: W2; (T1:: W1; (accept W1(zl, yl) do 

T2. W2(zl-1, zl); 

yl: -xl+zl) except FALLUKE-)skip 

IITZ:: W2; accept W2(x2, x2) do 

select z2-04traise Ti 

or 

11 z2#04 skip 

and 

lT:: N; T1. W1(1, y) except FAILUxEmOy: =3)) 

A complete computation is: 

<Pr, s» 

task T1:: W1; ( 

task T2:: W2; (T1:: W1; (T2. W2(z1-1, z1); yl: ==l+zl)rendz(T, Wl, yl) 

except (FAILU E4skip) , x1 1 

IIT2:: 12; ( the body of T2) 

IIT:: W; wait(T1. W1, y) except FAILUKE4y: =3) ) 

task T1:: W1; ( 

task T2:: W2; (T1:: W1; (wait(T2. W2. z1); yl: =zl+zl)rendz(T, Wl, yl), zl=1 

ezcept (FAILURE4skip) z2-0 

1IT2:: W2; (select (z2-04traise Ti) or (z2#04skip) 

end)rendz (T1, W2, z2) 

UT:: W; wait(T1. Wl, y) except FAILURE-4y: =3)) 
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task T1:: W1; ( 

task T2:: W2; (T1:: W1; (vait(T2. W2, zl); raise FAILURE; yl: =x1+z1), z1=1 

renaz(T, Wl, yl) except FAILU1ti 4skip z2=0 

IIT2:: W2; (skip) renaz (T1, W2, z2) 

IIT:: W; wait(T1. Wl, y) except FAILIIHL-+y: =3) )" 

4" 
task T1:: W1; ( 

task 12:: W2; (Tl:: Wl; (wait (T2. W2, zl); raise FAILUxE; y1: x1+z1), z1=1' 

rendz(T, Wl, yl) except FAILIIKL=skip x2=0 

UT2:: W2; acic (T1, W2, x2) 

UT:: T; wait(T. Wl, y) except FAILUK 4y: =3) ) 

C 
5 
task T1:: W1; ( 

task TZ:: W2; (T1:: W1; (raise FAILURE; yl: =zl+zl)rendz(T, Wl, y1), xl=1 

except FAILURE skip z2=0 

HT2:: W2; skip zl=0 
QT:: W; wait(Tl. Wl, y) except FAILURE=)y: =3) ) 

1 

6 
task T1:: W1; ( 

task 72:: W2; (T1:: W1; (aci(T, Wl, FAILU E); raise FAILUiE) , z1=1 

except FAILURE skip x2-0 

IIT2:: W2; skip zl=0 
JIT:: W; watt(T1. Wl, y) except FAILURE= y: =3)) 

7. 
task T1:: W1; ( " 

task T2:: W2; (T1:: W1= (raise FAILURE) except FAThUitt: ==) skip zl=l 
Ll1 :: W2; skip , z2=0 
fIT:: W; raise FAILURE except FAILURE =)y: -3)) zl=0 
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-0) 

task T1:: W1; ( xl=1 

task T2:: W2; (T1:: W1; skip , z2=0 

1IT2:: W2; skip zl=0 
IIT:: Y; y: =3) ) 

task T1:: W1; zlal 

task T2::! 2; (T1:: Wl; skip , z2=0 
IIT2:: W2; skip zl=0 
IIT:: X; skip)) 7-3 

-¢ý(zl. 'l, z2=0, z1=O, y'3) 

Let us justify transition step 3. It is obtained by applying the 

D-task rule twice and by the multitask rule since the following two 

transition relations are valid: 

a. Tl:: wl; (wait (TZA2. z1); yl: 'x1+zl)renaz(T, Wl, yl) 
's 

except FAII. IIBF-#sK 

(T1. T2)? i4, 

T1:: T1; (wait (T2. V2, zl); raise FAILURE; yl: -xl+zl) 
,s 

rendz(T, Wl. yl) except FAILURE skip 

b. T2:: W2; (se 1_t x2-0-ºtraise Tl or x2#0' siip , z2=0 
end)rendz (T1, W2, z2) 

(T2. T1)1 

(72:: V2, (skip)re_ndz(T1. N2, z2) , (x2-O)> 

Transition (a) is by the B-task rule since 

(veit(T2. W2, z1); yl: -xl+zl)rendz(T, Wl, yl) 
.s 

except FAILVRE9ski$ 

1 

'¼ 
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(wait(T2. W2, zl); raise FAILÜRL; yl: -xl+z1) 
As 

rendz(T, W1, yl)except FAILIIz-skip 

and this is obtained from the S-except rule 3 since 

<(wait(T2. W2, zl); yl: =zl+zl)rendz(T, W1, yl) s> 

(*, T2)? f1 

(w_(T2.12, zl); raise FAILURE; yl: -xl+zl) s 

rendz(T, A1, yl) 

This follows from the readz rule 1 since 

(#, T2)? f1 
<ws it (T2 . A2 . zl) ; 71: "x1+zl , s) ----_) 

<w it(T2. W2, zl); raise FALLUKE; yl: -xl+zl s> 

which is by the composition rule since 

(wait(T2. W2, zi), 3> 
(*, T2) ? fi 

<wait(T2. W2, z1); raise FAILU1E s> 

by the wait rule 3. Similarly, we can justify step (b) and the 

other transition steps. Q 

A criticism of the semantics may be that the motivation of the 

language designers was to introduce an . asynchronous abortion and 

failure mechanism. Especially for the case *of abortion the Ada 

manual says "An abort statement causes "the unconaitional 

asynchronous termination of the named task" (see (DoD 8u1 

section 9.10). Our semantics given above is based on hanashaking and 

is synchronous. For example, a tabort statement can be executed ift 

the named task is ready to receive the order to abort and this is 

neither unconditional nor asynchronous. The techniques used in 

section 2.5 may solve this asynchronous problem. 
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4. An operational semantics for Edison 

The programming language Edison was invented by Brinch-Hansen 

([Brinch-Hansen 81a])' for use both in teaching the principles of 

concurrent programming and in constructing reliable programs for 

multiprocessor systems. Edison was born after deep consideration of 

both successful and ill-fated experiences in the use and- design of 

concurrent programming languages, especially Concurrent Pascal and 

Modula. The concepts of modularity, concurrency and synchronisation 

are separated in Edison by introducing (respectively) modules and 

procedures. concurrent statements, and when statements. This 

decision makes Edison simpler, more general and more flexible than 

Concurrent Pascal and Modula. 

In contrast to CSP and Ada, communication in Edison is based on 

management of mutually exclusive access to shared variables (common 

data). This idea was- developed independently. by Brinch-Hansen 

([Branch-Hansen 73,75]) and Hoare ([Hoare 74]) as the 'monitor 

mechanism. 

In general a system of communicating processes in Edison is 

obtained by properly' arranging 
. modales, procedures and, when 

statements. Thus far it is the highest level -design in this 

direction. To convince the reader of this let us consider a typical 

example --- a one-character buffer. In Concurrent Pascal (or Modula) 

this can be programmed as follows: 

0 
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Example 4.1 

type buffer 

monitor 

var x: char; b: boolean; 

s nd-q, receive-q: queue; 

procedure entry send (c: char); 

begin if b then delay(send-q); 

x: -c; b: -true; 

cont inne(receive-q) 

end; 

procedure entry receive(var c: char); 

begin if not b then delay(receive-q); 

c: -x; b: -false; 

continue(send-q) 

end; 

begin b: -false end; 

" The shared variable x is a slot to store a character for 

exchanging& where the boolean b indicates whether the buffer is full 

or not. Two typed -queue variables send-q and receive-q are used to 

delay the sending and receiving processes until the buffer is empty 

and full respectively. 

The procedure send delays the calling process (if necessary) 

until the buffer is empty then puts the character (actual parameter) 

into x and activates the first receiving process waiting in the 

receive queue. The receive procedure is similar to the send 

procedure. 

The body of the monitor sets the initial state of the buffer to 

empty. Since only one procedure must be performed at a time on the 

monitor variables the following rules apply to operations on queues: 
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When a procedure delays completion another operation can be 

performed by the other procedure. When a procedure activates "a 

delayed procedure, the activating procedure autcmatically returns 

immediately after execution of the continue operation. 

The above explanation shows that a monitor in Concurrent Pascal 

or Modula is an intricate combination of shared variables, 

procedures. process scheduling and modularity. Edison replaces this 

complicated scheduling by a simple statement for synchronization. 

the when statement. Thus, in Edison; a one-character buffer can be 

simply programmed as a module: 

Ezaaple 4.2 

module buffer 

var z: char; b: bool; 

eproc send(c: char) ." 
begin 

when not b do 

z: sc; b: -true 

and 

end 

soc receive(var, a: char) 

begin 

when b do 

c: -%; b: =false 

and 

." 

end 

begin b: -false-and 

Here z and b have the same meaning as in the previous example and 

the functions of the procedures send and receive are also the same. 
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The * preceding each proo declaration above indicates that the 

associated procedures are to be exported from the module. Note that 

Edison does not include the monitor concept and that there are no 

queues or queue operations here. The execution of all when 

statements will take place strictly one at a time. If several 

processes used to evaluate (re-evaluate) the guards simultaneously 

they will be able to do so one at a time. The when statement means: 

1. Wait until no other process is executing the "body" of. any 

other when statement. This is called the synchronisation phase. 

' 
2. Then evaluate the boolean expression b. If its value is true 

then execute the body of the when statement; otherwise execute this 

when statement again. This is called the critical phase. 

The purpose of this chapter is to study the semantics of Edison. 

Lm section 4.1 the abstract syntax of a subset of Edison is given. 

we call this subset Edison. l. Since the primitive means of 

communication in Edison is . by procedure call and modification of 

shared variables the declarations of variables, procedures and 

modules are introduced in. the abstract syntax of Edison. 1 as basic 

entities. In; section 4.2 we discuss the statics semantics of these 

declarations. And finally, in section 4.3 a structural operational 

semantics is given for Edison. l. 

4.1 The syntax of Bdisoa. 1 

The abstract syntax of Edison. 1 is. parameterised on the following 

disjoint sets: 

Var -a countably infinite set of variables, ranged over by X. 

Exp -a countably infinite set of expressions, ranged over by e. 
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Bezp -a countably infinite set of boolean expressions. ranged 

over by b. 

Pam -a countably infinite set of procedure names, ranged over by 

P. 

Mnm -a countably infinite set of module names, ranged over by M. 

The syntactic categories of guarded statements, statements and 

declarations are-defined using a BNF-like notation as follows: 

Gts -a set of Guarded statements, ranged over by GS and defined 

by: 

GS :: - b4S I GSOGS 

Stu -a set of statements; ranged over by S -and defined by: 

S :: - skip I abort I x: ee I S=S I if GS ft I do GS od 

P(AP) I M. P(AP) when GS and IS 11 S 

Dec -a set of declarations, ranged over by D and. defined by: 

D :: - empty I var xI pros P(FP) BS 
"I 

" module 3UEP) BS I D; D 

Bstm -a set of block statements, ranged over by BS and defined 

by: 

BS :: = Dis 

Fra - a" set of formal parameters, ranged over by FP and defined 

by: 

I 
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FP :: - empty I Val xI ref xI FP, FP 

Act -a set of actual parameters, ranged over by Al! and defined 

by: 

AP :: - empty IeI loc xI AP, AP 

Vis -a set of exported (visible) procedure heads, ranged over by 

EP and defined by: 

EP empty I P(FP) I EP; EP 

Finally, a program of Edison is just a block statement. 

Strictly speaking, the above' syntax tells us that Edison. 1 is 

only an "Edison-like" language. It differs from the original Edison, 

in the following. respects: 

1. Types play an important part in Edison, but they are omitted 

in Edison. 1 in order to focus our attention on parallelism and 

communication, as we did in previous chapters. Instead of using 

types we follow the traditional treatment of denotational semantics- 

and use disjoint sets of variables, procedure names, module names 

and so on. In fact, types can be introduced directly into the 

abstract syntax and studied in the operational way without. 

difficulties (see [Plotkin 81]). 

2. In the Edison manual (see [Branch-Hansen 81a]) the conditional 

statements are introduced as deterministic entities. Their abstract 

syntax should be: 

CS :: - b do SI (b do S) else cS 
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Their execution consists of first evaluating the boolean 

" conditions one at a time in the order written until one yielding the 

value true is found, whereupon the corresponding statement is 

executed, or until all the conditions have been found to be false. 

To simplify our later work of translating Ada to Edison see 

chapter 7) we use DLjkstra's guarded statements, as in CSP and 

Ada. 1, as a"replacement. 

3. In a module of the original Edison the form of an exported 

declaration is a normal declaration with a prefix "e". For the sake 

of convenience in expressing the transition relations, we adopt the 

method used in Ada to describe the entries, listing all the exported 

procedure heads (procedure name together with formal parameters) 

after the module name in the module declaration. Ti only allow 

procedures to be exported entities of a module. 

4. The original Edison allows (mutually) recursive procedures, 

but for simplicity in Edison. 1 we allow non-recursive procedures 

only. In the original manual a formal parameter can be a procedure 

heading, but in Edison-l- a'formal parameter can only be a value 

parameter (val x) or a variable parameter (ref x). 

S. Finally, parallelism in Edison is achieved by concurrent 

statements, with the following abstract syntax: 

PS :: - T do S1 PS also PS 

S :: = cobefin PS and 

where PS is called a process statement and T is system-dependent 

(specifying e. g. that the process must be performed on a-particular 

processor) In Edison a process is a dynamic concept and the use of 
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nested concurrent statements is forbidden. The manual says "if any 

of the concurrent processes reaches a concurrent statement the 

execution fails". Instead of this discipline we use a simple form 

SUS into Edison. 1 and allow the use of nested concurrent statements. 

4.2 Static sessntias 

Since several kinds of declarations are included in the syntax of 

Edison. 1 the study of its static semantics becomes more interesting 

than those in CSP and Ada. l. 

First of all we used for each formal or actual parameter 7t the 

sequence TY(a) containing the types occurring in it in the order 

written. TY(it) is defined by: 

Formal parameters 

empty val z ref z FP1, FP2 

Tf .O va' . -ref TY(FP1). TY(FP2) 

Actual parameters 

empty e loc x AP1, Ap2 

77 0 val ref TI(API) L 
. TY(AP2) 

For each syntactic entity 0 in Edison. l. We also used the 

following sets: 

FV(Q) is the set of free variables contained in ß. 

FPP(II) is a set of pairs. For each simple call statement P(AP) in 

Q. FPP contains the pair (P, TY(Ap)), consisting, of the free 
" 

procedure name together with the sequence of types occuring in AP. 

FMP(0) is a set of triples. For each exported procedure call 

statement M. P(AP) in fl. FMP contains the triple (M, P, TY(AP)). 
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For each declaration D we need the following sets: 

DV(D) is the set of variable names defined by D. 

DPP(D) is a set of pairs. For each procedure declaration 

proc P(FP) BS occurring in D, DPP contains the pair (P, TY(FP)). 

DMP(D) is a set of triples. For each exported procedure head 

P(FP) of module M occurring in D, DMP contains the triple 

(M, P, TY(FP)). 

We also need DV(FP). FV(AP) and DPP(EP) for each set FP of formal 

parameters, set AP of actual parameters and' set EP of exported 

procedure heads. Finally, for a guarded statement GS we need the 

predicate: 

Bool(GS) is the disjunction of guards occurring in GS. 

All these sets. and the predicate are defined inductively- by the 

following tables: 

Guarded statements 

b -0 3 GS1 0 GS2 

FV FV(b) uFV(S) FV(GSI) uFV(GS2) 

PPP FPP(S) FPP(GS1) uFPP(GS2) 

WP FMP(3) FMP(GS1) uFMP(GS2) 

Bool b Bool(GS1)VBool(GS2) 

Statements 

skip 'abort x: -e P(AP) X. P(AP) 

FV 0 0 FV(a)u(z) FV(AP) FV(AP) 

FPP 0 0 0 ((P, TY(AP))) 

F3[P 0 0 0 0 ((M, P, TT (AP)) ) 

I 
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Si. ; S2 if GS fi do GS od when GS end Si u S2 

FV FV(S1)w FV(S2) FV(GS) FV(GS) FV(GS) FV(SI)u FV(S1) 

FPP FPP(S1) uFPP(S2) FPP(GS) FPP(GS) FPP(GS) FPP(Si)"vFPP(S2) 

PP FMP(Sl) uFMP(S2) FMP(GS) FMP(GS) FMP(GS) FMP(Si) uFMP(S2) 

Declarations 

empty var x proo P(FP) BS - -module M(EP) BS 

DV 0 (_) 0 0 
FV 0 0 FV(BS)\DV(FP) FV(BS) 

DPP 0 0 ((P, TY(FP))) 

FPP 0 0 FPP(BS) FPP(BS) 

DMP 0 0 0 ((M, E IEsDPP(EP)} 

FLIP 0 0- 1 FMP(BS) FMP(BS) 

Dl; D2 

DV DV(Dl) uDV(D2) 

FV FV(D1)u (FV(D2)\DV(D1))', 

DPP DPP(D1)uDPP(D2) 

PPP FPP(D1) u(FPP(D2)\DPP(D1)) 

DMP DKP(Dl) uDMP(D2) 

Fi[P FMP(D1) u (FMP(D2) \DMP(D1)1 

Block stateasents 

ý" 

" D; S 

DV DV(D) 

FV FV(D)u(FD(S)\DV(D)) 

DPP DPP(D) 

FPP FPP(D)u(FPP(S)\DPP(D)) 

DMP DMP(D) 

FMP FMP(D) U (FKP(S) \DMP(D) ) 
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Formal parameters 

empty Val x ref z FPl. FP2 

DV 0 (z) (z) DV(FP1) s: DV(FP2) 

Actual parameters 

empty e loo x AP1, AP2 

FV 0 FV(e) {z) - FV(AP1) uFV(AP2) 

Eiported entries - 

empty P(FP) EP1; EP2 

DPP 4 ((P. Tr(FP))) DPP(EP1)U DPP(EP2) 

To define the static semantics of Edison. l the following 

notations are needed: 

Notation 4.1 

If Da Dee, then D(D) denotes the set of all variables, procedure 

names (associated with the types of their formal parameters) and 

exported procedure names (associated with the types of their formal 

parameters) defined by the declaration D: 

ID(D) - DV(D) + DPP(D) + DMP(D) 

where. denotes the disjoint union of sets (see [Gordon 79]). We 

define 

IDV: {I ý in1(I)aID} 

ID pý{I 
I in2(I)em] 

'm=(I in3 (I) SID) a 

The static semantics for a Syntactic entity a is represented as: 

ID ý- t3 or i- t2 
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The first form means that given a set ID, the syntactic entity 

a is valid; the second says that 0 is valid without any 

preconditions. Thus for guarded statements, statements, 

declarations, block statements and actual parameters we have: 

ID I-GS IDs-S 

DI- D ID I- BS 

])I-AP 

For formal parameters, exported entities and programs we have: 

(- FP I- EP. 

ý- Pros 

The static semantics of Edison. 1 is defined by the axioms and 

rules below: 

Guarded statements 

1" D b"S if FV(b) CIDv 

D I- GS1. ID 
. 
i- GS2 

2. D GS1 GS2 

Rule 1 means that sivea Da guarded statement b4S is valid if S 

is valid under D and all variables contained in the boolean 

expression b have already been declared. Rule 2 is similar to the 

corresponding rules in CSP and Ada. l. 

Statements 

1. ID i- skip 2, ID ý- abort 
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D l- Sl, D E- S2 ID 3" D S11S2 4' Dh 
OS 
if GS fi 

ID ID G. 
s' D do GS od 

6' ID when GS and 

ID I- S1. ID l- S2 
7' D Si 1H S2 

8. ID i- z: =e if FY(e) CIDo, zsIDo 

o 
9. D {- P(AP) if (P, TY(AP) )el%, FV(AP)SID 

10. D I- M. P(AP) if (M, P, TY(AP) )eID2, FV (AP) CID 
v 

Rules 1 to 7 are easy to understand and their forms are similar 

to those in CSP and Ada. l. Rule 8 says an assignment statement z: -e 

is valid if both- x and they free variables contained in the 

expression e have already been "declared. Let us explain rule 10. It 

says that a procedure call M. P(AP) is valid if and only if the 

procedure P has been declared as an exported procedure by a declared 

modale K. the free variables in the actual parameters AP have been 

declared, and the types and numbers of the actual parameters 

occurring in AP are exactly the same as the types and numbers of the 

formal parameters declared for P. 

Declarations 

' 1. D l- var z 

ý- FP, ID uDV(FP) I-"BS 
2" ID proc P(FP) BS 
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i- EP, ID i- BS 
3" ID module M(RP) BS if DPP(EP)C_DPP(BS) 

4" 
ID i- Dl. IDuD(Dl) i- D2 
ID D102 if ID (DU n]D(D2) =0 

Rule 2 says a procedure declaration proc P(FP) BS is valid if and 

only if FP is valid and all variables, procedure and module names 

contained in BS are declared. Rule 3 means that a module declaration 

module M(EP) BS is valid if EP and BS are valid and all exported 

entities are declared in D. The condition ID(Dl)r D(D2) in rule 4 

means that a variable, procedure name or module name cannot be 

declared more than once in the same declaration area. 

Block statements 

D I-D, ID 3D (D) I-S 
1"D DsS 

Formal parameters 

empty 2. I- val x 

3: i-ref x 

I- FP1. 
' if DV(FP1) nDV(FP2) 4" FPitFP2 

Actual parameters 

1. D i- empty 2.. ID i- e if FV(e) += IDo 
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3. ID I-locx if xs IDv 

1 I- AP1. ID I- AP2 
4. D 1, 

Exported procedure names 

1. I- empty 2.1- P (FP) 

ý- EP1, ý EP2 
3" EPI, EPZ 

Programs 

b ý- D, 11) (D) I- S 
1. D; S 

The final rule means that if the declaration D is valid under the 

empty set and S is valid under the declaration th en the program D; S 

is valid. 

Let ns now examine an example using this static semantics; 

Example 4.3 

Consider the typical communication mechanism in Edison. 1 below (from 

example '4.2) : 

Tar x; 

module M(send(val c), receive(ref c)), 

var x; Tar b: . 

pros send(val c) when not b do 
. 
z: =c; b: = true ends 

proc receive(ref c) when b do c: =z; b: =false end; 

b: -false; 

M. send(s) U M. receive(loc :) S 
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We are going to prove this program is valid. To do so let BSm9 

BSs and BSr denote the bodies of the module It and the procedures 

send, and receive respectively, and let m and D denote the 

declaration part of the module body and of the entire program 

respectively. According. to the program rule we need to prove that 

the following two clauses are true: 

a. 0 1- D 

b. D(D) I- M. send(5) 9 M. receive(loc z) 

The first is true by declaration rule 4 since: 

0 1- var x by declaration rule 1 and 

0. {x)+p+O ý modele M(send. receive) BSm 

the second follows by block statement rule and declaration rule 3 

since 

1" { z} +0+ý ý' Dm 

2. {z)uD(Dm) b: -false 

3. "{(send. v 1), (receive, ref)}C DPP(Dm) 

Clause 1 is true since 

{z}+64 I- va rz 
{z}+64 V var b- 

are true (by declaration rule 1) and 

4. (z, b)+d+Q ý proc send(val c) BSS; proc receive(ref c) BSr 

by declaration rule 4since 

S. (z, b)40+o I- proc send(val c) BSS 

and 

6. {z. b}+((send. val)) +0 1- Proa receive(ref a) BSr 

Clause S is true by declaration rule 2 since 

7.1- val c 
by formal arameter rule 2 and 
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S. (x, b, c)+((send, val))+0 I- when not b do x: -c; b: -true and 

Clause 8 follows from statement rules 3,6 and 8 and guarded 

statement rule 1 since all free variables contained in the when 

statement are in (z, b, c). 

Similarly, clauses 2,3 and 6 can be justified. We now have: 

ID(Dm) - (x, b) + ((send, val), (receive, ref)) +0 

and 

I(D) _ {z} + 1) + ((M, send, val), (M, receive, ref)} 

Finally. clause (b) is true by statement rule" 7 since both 

M. send(5) and M. receive(loc x) are valid under" D(D), by states ant 

rule 10. Q 

4.3 Operational sesantios 

Successful research in the denotational approach tells us that to 

construct a semantics for a language including declarations of 

entities such as variables, procedures and. modules, it is necessary 

to: 

1. "Distinguish the denotable values. (locations, procedure and 

module abstractions) from the storable values (truth values, natural 

numbers and files). 

2.. Separate the concepts of store (mapping locations to storable 

values) and"enviroament (mapping identifiers to denotable values). 

For example, the elaboration of a declaration of variable x 

produces a new environment which maps z to a new location. The 

location can be thought of as an abstract address; note that we do 

' not really want to commit ourselves to any machine architecture, but 

r 
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only to the necessary logical properties. Similarly, a declaration 

of a procedure (or a module) maps the procedure name to a denotable 

procedure (or module) value. This is called a procedure abstraction 

(or respectively, a module abstraction). In general, the execution 

of a statement changes the store but not the environment, and the 

elaboration of a declaration changes the environment (and possibly 

the store). This approach provides a secure foundation for handling 

problems such as static binding (storage sharing), call-by-reference 

(aliasing problems), arrays (location expressions) and reference 

types. 

In this section an operational semantics of Edison. l is given 

using the above concepts. First of all, we introduce the following 

sets and functions: 

Ide - the set of variables. procedure and module names, i. e. . 

Ide=Varu Pam uMam. These sets are disjoint. Let I range. over Ids. 

V-a given countably infinite set of storable values, ranged 

over by v and assumed to contain integers, truth values and 

character strings. 

Loo -a set of locations, ranged Over by a. 

Pabs -a set of procedure abstractions (see (Tennent 81] 

defined by: 

Pabs -{ )PP" BS I BSeBstm, FPsFrm } 

Mabs -a set of module abstractions, defined' by: 

Nabs - Env 

Dual -a set of denotable values# ranged over by µ and defined by 
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Dval = Loo + Pabs + Mabs 

Env - the set of environments, ranged over by p ana defined by: 

Env ={ peIde ->Dval I p(Var)c Loc, p(Pnm)CPabs, p(Mnm)+=Mabs} 

Note this is a recursive definition of Env. However this does not 

lead any problems, for details see (Plotkin 81]. We use D(p) to 

denote the argument domain of an environment p. For later discussion 

on environments some standard notation is necessary (see (Gordon 

791): 

Notation 4.2 Store 

A store s is a function s: Loc --3Vs Stores is the set of all stores. 

A function new: Stores-4Loc is defined by: 

for any ssStores s(new s) is unused 0 

Notation 4.3 Environments 

If pl, p2 e Env and Ia Ide, then pl[p2] e Env is defined by: 

pl(I) 

p1(p2](I) 

P2(1) 

if P 2(I) is undefined 

if p2(I) is defined 

If pi e Dval, Ii e Ide, i=1,... . n, . then [µ1,... 
, µn/Il.... , In] e Env 

denotes the "little" environment p defined by: 

Pi if I= Ii, for some i=1,..., n 

PM- 

undefined otherwise 

For xcVar let fx=a) be the little environment defined by: 
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a ifI=z 

(z=a)(I) 

undefined otherwise 

In order to describe the behaviours of the syntactic entities of 

Edison. 1, we need to add the following extra syntactic clauses: 

D :: _ ... 
IpI FP-hP 

S :: s ... 
I crit S end 

BS :: _ ... 
I body:: BS 

Here FP=AP denotes the substitution of formal parameters by 

actual parameters; body:: BS is a procedure body and denotes the 

execution of a procedure; crit S and is called a critical statement 

and denotes the execution of the critical phase of a when statement. 

The static semantics of these new syntactic entities are given 

below: 

ID i-p 

FP. ID i-AP 
if TY(FP)=TY(AP) ID FP=AP 

ID S 
ID Grit S and 

ID IS 
ID bo j:: BS 

" 

Finally, the operational semantics of Edison. 1 is given by the 

following labelled transition systems: 
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ýgs. <rs. TSs&Ags. -,; -s->> 
Is -<r s. T3, As. 3> 

Td -<rd, Td. Ad, --V> 

lrb$-(rbs. Tbs. Abs " bs» 

where the sets of configurations are defined by: 

('ýs={<GS, p. s>ý (; SeGtä, psEnv, seStores}vr s 
TIs -r. 

"C(S, p, s> I SeStm, peEnv, ssStores)uTis s 
Ts "(<p, s>I peEnv, saStores}u{abortion} 

rd -{Mp, s>I DeDec, psEnv, seStores) UT3 

Tj -Ts 

. 

T'bs=((BS, p, s>l BScBstm, peEnv, *saStores)UTs 

Tb 
s=Ts 

In general, given a configuration <ß, p, s>, A denotes the current 

syntactic entity 
ato 

be executed and p and s denote the current 

environment and' store. A configuration <p, s> stands for a normal 

termination where p and a denote the enviroient and store at 

termination. As in CSP and Ada. l, abortion denotes an abnormal 

termination. 

The set of trinsition labels (actions) is 

" Ass-As=Ad7Aba'{a} " 
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This is much simpler than is CSP and Ada. 1 since communication in' 

Edison. 1 is not achieved by handshaking but by mutually exclusive 

access to shared variables. We will see this later. In fact we can 

omit the action a since it is the only action in the above 

transition systems, but here we prefer to have it because it may be 

useful for proving properties. of the semantics. 

Finally, we define the transition relations in the above systems. 

As usual, we will omit the gs, a, d, and bs under the arrows when 

there is no confusion in the context. 

In general, given a syntactic entity Q' a transition relation In 

the above transition systems takes one of the following three forms: 

a. 

meaning that given an environment p and a store s, the execution of 

12 produces a new configuration where 0 becomes 01, and p, s are . 

changed to p'-and-s' respectively. 

b. <Q, p, s>-A-4<p', s'> 

meaning that given an environment p and a store s the execution of 

a results in a normal termination <p', s'>. 

c. <Q, p, s> -g--) abortion 

" meaning that given an environment p and a store s the execution of 

2 leads to an abnormal termination. 

As usual we assume that any expression esExp (or boolean 

expression bcBexp) can be evaluated properly and results in either a 

value veV or an error. The form Qe]Ips denotes the value of a 

expression e under the environment p and the store s. A predefined 

boolean variable i (different from all other identifiers) is 

introduced to implement the control of mutually exclusive access to 

shared variables: the' initial value of i is assumed to be ff. 
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All the transition relations (rules) of are given below: 

Guarded statements 

Qb]ps = tt, <S, P, s>-¢->r 
Guards 1. 

<b4S, p. s>-e >r 

QbB 
ps error 

Z' <b-+ S, p, s>--l->abortion. 

Alternative 
<GS1, p, s>ý-)<S1, p', s'>I<p', s'>Iabortion 1ý <GS1U GS2, p, s>-f-><S1, p', s'>I<p', a'>Iabortion 

<0S2, p, s>-e )<S2, p', s'>I<p', s'}abortion 
2. <GS1 0 CS2. p, s>-1-><S2, p', s'> <p', s'> abortion 

The rules for the guarded statements are similar to those in CSP 

and Ada. I. 

Statements 

skip <skip. P. s>--I-+<P. s> 

abort (abort. 

EEO] 
ps 

assign 1" <z: -e, p, s>ý-><skip, p. s(v/p(z)J> 

Qelps - error 
2. (x: -e, p, s> ->abortion 

S-composition 

<S1, P, s>-e ><Si, P', s'>I'<p', s'>Iabortion 
<S1iS2, p, s>-¢-)'(Si iS2, p', s'>I<S2, P', s'>Iabortion 

1 
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<GS, p, s>- ->(S, p', s'>I<p', s'>Iabortion 
condition 1. 

(if GS fi, p, s> <S, p', s'>l' <p', s>Iabortion 

QBoo1(GS) D 
p3mff 2' <if GS fi, p, s>-->abortion, 

<GS, p, s> -¢-4<S, p', s'> 
repetitive 1. (do GS od, p', s>- -><S; do GS od, p', s'> 

<GS, p, s>-§-)<p', s'>Iabortion 
<do GS od, p, sa -1-><do GS od, p', s'>Iabortion 

QBoo1(GS) ] 
Ps =ff 

<do GS od, p, s>--¢-><p, s> 

Qiý 
ps= 

ff, <GS, p, s>-J-><S, p', s'> 
when 1" 

(when GS end, p, s> )<crit S end, p', s'(tt/p(i)]> 

Z' 
ips= ff, <GS, p, s> e ><. p', s'>Iabortion 

<when GS end, p, s> 'e )<p', s'>Iabortion 

<S, p, s> ><S', p', s0) 
grit 1. <arit S snd. p, s>- -ý<arit S' end. p', s') 

(S. p, s>-j-)<p', s'>Iabortion 
`. <crit S end, p, s>-l-><skip. 0 , s'(ff/p(i)]>Iabortion 

when rule 1 means that if-* no other process is executing the 

critical phase of a when statement (the value of 7 in the store s is 

ff) and, at least one guard of the guarded statement in this when 

statement is satisfied, then this when statement gains exclusive 

access (the value of 1 in the store` s is changed to tt) and enters 

its critical phase (the' corresponding crit statement).. When rule 2 

deals with skip or abort actions of guarded statements. The crit 

rules model the- execution of the critical phase of a when statement. 

For example, crit rule 2 says. that if the execution of the body of a 

v 

a 
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critical statement terminates normally then the execution of this 

critical statement is finished and exclusive access is given up (the 

value of i in the störe a 'is changed to ff) ; if the execution of 

the body. of the critical statement aborts then so does the critical 

statement. 

(Slop. s>--q><Sj, p', s'>I<p', s'>Iabortion 
concurrent 1. <S1QS2, P s>-8 ><SjIIS2"P" , s'>' <S21p' so> abortion 

<SZ. p, s>- -><S2, p', s'>I<p', s'>Iabortion 
Z' <S1HHS2, P, s>-I--><SjIISi, p', s'>I<Sl, p', so >Iabortion 

The concurrent rules are very much simpler than those in the 

semantics of CSP and Ada. 1 since there is no handshake communication 

between concurrent processes in Edison. The rules mean that a. 

concurrent statement is executed by interleaving the execution of 

its component processes. 

call 

.4 

1. <P(AP), p, s>><body:: FP-AP: BS, p, s> 

if p(P) = ). FP. BS 

2. <i[. P(AP) , p,. 3) -g-> (body:: FP=AP; BS, p, s> 

if p(hi) (P)-). FP. BS % 

We now give the transitions for declarations: 

Declaration 

empty. <empýty, p, s>--1! ><p, s> 

D-var <var z. P. s>-e><(z=new(s)), p, s[nndefined/new(s)]> 
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D-proc <proc P(FP) BS, p, s>-g-><[P=)PP. pp; BS), p, s> 

undefined if IsDV(FP) 

pp(I)- 

p(I) otherwise 

The D-proc rule means that the elaboration of a procedure 

declaration forms a little environment (P=I. FP. pp; BS). All free 

variables, procedure names and module names are bound to their 

values at procedure-declaration time, i. e. only static binding 

(where bindings of all free variables, procedure names and module 

names are determined by their textual occurrences) is considered in 

Edison. l. _ 

D-modale , <BS, P, s>ý-4<BSI'p,. $I> 
(module M(EP), BS, p, s> -j-. % <module M(EP) BS', p', s'> 

<BS, p, s>-e) s>--3-4(p I, a'> I abortion 
2. (module M(EP) BS, p, s»<(bi=p'}, p, s'>Iabortion 

Rule 1 says that all local and exported' entities declared in M 

are created one at a time in the order written and then the body of 

that module is executed. Rule 2 says that when the elaboration of a 

module declaration terminates normally a new module abstraction is 

created; otherwise- the elaboration of the module results in 

abortion. These two rules model the f ol lowing 'requirement from the 

Edison manual: 

S 

-S 
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"The initialization of a module M takes place in three steps: 

1. The local and exported entities declared in M are created 

and added to the current context. 

2. The modules declared in M are initialized one at a time 

in the order written. 

3. The initial operation of M is performed. " 

D-composition ' 

<D , p, s>-I-+<D', p, s>Iabortion 
1' <D1; D2, p, s>-2-4<Di; D2, P, s> abortion 

(D, p(p0], s)-L4<D', p[p ], s')Iabortion 
<p0; D, P, s)-t-'<p0; D', P, s') abortion 

3. <pl; P2, P, s)-A-><p1Ip2], P. s1 

4.. <pl, p, s>>- -><ptpll, s> 

Parameter bindings 

[sips .v 
1" (Val x e, p, s> ><{zýew(s)}, p, s[v/new(s)]> 

- Qel 
ps = error 

2' (Tal z=e, p. s> abortion 

0 

3. <ref x Ioa y, P, s>- ><Cz"p(y)}, p, s> 

<FP -AP , p, s>-e-> <p1, P, s'>Iabortion 
4. <(FP1, FPfAPl, APZ), p, s>--t4<pijFp2-Ap2, P, sI> abortion 

Parameter 'rule 1 models a call-by-value binding mechanism. It 

says that an actual parameter gives a new (little) enviroient 

(x-new(s)) and a new store where the (new) location new(s) is 
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assigned the value obtained by evaluating the actual expression e 

under the environment p and store s. Rule 3 models a 

call-by-reference binding mechanism, binding the formal parameter in 

the environment to the location in the store occupied by the actual 

parameter. Rule 4 says that the bindings of the parameters of a 

procedure are created one at a time in the order listed. 

Finally, we define transitions for block statements: 

Block statements 

<Dl, p, s> e )fD{, p, s>Iabortion 
1' <D1: 32, p, s>-1-><Dj; S2, p, s>Iabortion 

I 

<S. p(P0]. s> -)<S'. p(P0], s'>1<p[P0], s'>Iabortion 
<pO; S, P"s>-g--><p0=S', P, s'>l<pEp0l, s'>Iabortion 

procedure body 

<BS, p, s>-L-+<BS'P', s'>s'>1abortion 
<body:.: BS, p, s> 6-4<body:: BS' , p' , s' >I <p, s' > abortion 

Note that the* second case says that after a procedure call the 

environment is restored to what it was before the call. 

Now we have given as operational semantics for Edison. l. 

It should be mentioned. that the D-composition and'block statement 

rules are similar to those given in [Plotkin 81]. Let us work 

through two simple examples to see how these rules work. For 

simplicity, in the following examples we will use (x"az) to denote a 

little environment in which we assign an unused location a= to X, 

and will omit the action s. ' 

I 
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Example 4.4 

Given the initial envirotaent p and store s. Let' 

s'=s[nndefined/az] and s"-s'[nndefined/ab]. 

Consider the elaboration of a declaration as follows: 

I 
<var x; var b; proc P(FP) BS, p, s> 

1><(x-az)tvar bJProa P(FP) BS, p, s'> 

2<(x. 1a}s(b=ab), proc P(FP) BS, p, s"> 

3((x-az)[(b=ab)1hproc P(FP) BS, p, s"> 

4)<{z=a=, 
b-sb}j{PsIEP. BS), p, s"> 

({zraz, b=ab} C{Pr7. FP. BS}l, p, s"> 

6 (p[{raZ, b-%, P-AFP. B3}l, s"> 

It is easy to see that step 1 is by D-composition rule 1 'since 

(var z, p, s> -)<(x. s) , p, s"> 

Step 2 is by D-composition rules 1 and 2 since 

<var b, p[{raZ}l, s'> -)((bh'ab), P[{a=a=}], s"> 

and step 3 is by D-composition rule 2 since 

((x &) )({==az} [{buIab}], P, s"> 

by D-composition tale 3. Similarly we can examine transition steps 4 

to 6.0 

Then we understand the rules for declarations the block statement 

rules become very easy to comprehend. Let us consider the following 

example. 

. 
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Ezample 4.5 

Consider the computation of the block statement below: 

<i x; x: 1sp, s> 

1(fx aZ): x: =1, P, slnndefined/azl> 

Z><(x. a=}, skip, p, s(1/a1l> 
I 

3 <p[{z=az}], s[1/aZD 

Step 1 is by block rule 1 since 

(var z. P, s>)<(x * ), P"s[andefined/az]> 

Step 2 is by the first case of block statement rule 2 since 

<z: =1, P[(x. az)]. s[undefined/a=]> -><skip, P, s-[1/aZI>. 

Step 3 is by the second case of block rule 2 since 

(skip, p["{z-az]], s[l/a=]> )<p[{z=a=}], s[11az]>. I] ' 

As in the 'case of CSP and Ada, we can prove the following 

properties of this semantics: 

Leseas 4.1 

1. Let a, a' sGtsuStm. 

If or- <t], p, s>- -><p', s'> then p'=p. 

2. Let 0, a' sDea uBstm. 

If <tj, p. s>-t-><Q', p', s'> then p'=p. 

Lem 4.2 

a. If a*Gts_Stm and then ä2' cStm and 
FV( G') CFV(n) and FPP(il') CFPP(Q) and FMP(G' ) CFMP(a3) 
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b. If <D, p, s>- --><D', p, s'> then 

FV(D') SFV(D) and FPP(D'); FPP(D) and FMP(D') =FMP(D) 

DV(D')SDV(D) and DPP(D')CDPP(D) and DMP(D'); DMP(D) 

c. If <BS, p, s>- - <BS' , p, s'> then 

ff( BS')C FV(BS) and FPP(BS' )s_FPP(BS) and FMP(BS')CFMP(BS) 

DV( BS')SDV(BS) and DPP(BS I)SUP(BS) and DMP(BS')CDMP(BS) 

Theory 4.1 

a. Let asGtsuStm. If ]D(p)l- ( and 02, p, s> >r, then either 

ra<S, p, s'> SsStm and D(p)l- S or r is one of <p, s'> or abortion. 

b. If D(p) I- D and <D, p, s>-g->r, then either r_<D', p, s'> and 

D(p) I- D' or r is one'of (p'ss'> or abortion. 

If D(p)"i- BS and <BS, p, s>--L->r, then either rs<BS', p, s'> and 

ID(p) I- BS' or r is one of <p' *s'> or abortion. 

Let us examine the example given in section 4.1 using the above 

semantics. 

Eza=ple 4.6 

Lot (az-v) denote a little store which means assign a value v to ax. 

Firstly, the elaboration of the local declaration contained in 

the module body is: ` 

I, 

var x; var b; 

pros send(vsl c), BSa1 

proc receive(ref c), BSr; 
, {i=a=, z=aZ}, {aZ ff} 
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0 

I 

{Z=iz, b=ab}Z 

-i pros send(val c), BSsj , {z=a=, z=az}, {az ff} 

proc receive(ref c). BSr; 

(these transitions are by the D-composition rule and the D-var rule) 

(x-a=, b'ab, 

seid-L val C. (z=aZ, z-aZ, b-ab), BSs; , {i=a=, z=a=), (aZ ff) 

receive-). ref a. (z=az, z=az, b=ab, send=_) 9BSr)' 

pm 

This is by the D-proa and D-composition rules. Let pm denote the. 

elaboration of the declarations contained in the module M. The 

execution of the initial statement of the module is: 

(b: -false. (i=az, z=aZ)(p 1, (ii fff> 

<{i=sz, z=aZ)tpml, (a= ff, ab=ff)> 

This is. by the assign and skip rules. Thus according to the bloc]- 

statement rule the execution of the module body is: 

(Dm; b: -false. {i=a=, z=az}, (aZ ff)ý 

-'ý<pms b: =false, {z=a=, na=}, (az ff)> 

ýý<{i=az, raz}IPm7; (az ff, ab=ff)) 

Let Pm={i=az, z=aZ}IPmI Applying 

elaboration of the module gives: 

the D-modale rule the 

<module. M(send, receive) Bam {=: azýz,. aZ}, (az=ff)> 

-'ý<{M=pm}, {==ai, z=aZ}, (aZ ff, ab=ff)> 

Thus the elaboration of the declaration of this program is: 
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<D. O, s> 1><(i=sZ, z=sz, X-Pm), 0, (a ff, sb73ff)> 

Let p denote {i=a;. x ax, Dd=pm} . Applying the block statement rule 

the computation of the program becomes: 

<D; (L. send(5)9M. receive(loo z)) ý, (aZ ff)> 

-')(pt(M. send(5)i)i. receive(1oc z)) , 0, (a ff, ab-ff)> 

Consider a computation of the concurrent statement in which the 

execution of the procedure call M. send(S) is followed by the 

execution of the procedure call M. receive(loc x). If we notice that: 

yal a=Ss(i=a=, z=sZ, b=sb}s 

when not b-#(x: -cs b: -true) and 

=> (a=ao, i=az. z=ai, b=ab}i 

when not b4(x: c, b: =true) end 

, Pm'(a= ff, sbsff) 

'am" (a= ff, ab=ff. aý=S) 

(by the actual parameter and D-composition and block statement 

rules) 

{c=ac, i=aZ, rai, b=ab)t 
jcrit 

(skip; b: =true) end "Pm" (az tt, ab=ff, sc=S, aZ S) 

(by the the when ruleand and block statement rule) 

z=ai, Paz, b=ab }t s]ciP, pm. ( az f f, abt t, as=S , ai S) > 

Then we see the computation of the procedure call M. send(5) ist: 

<M. send(S), P', (aZ ff. ab=ff)> 
*><body:: (vsl c =S); Psend'BSs , P, (aloft, absff)> 

s (body:: (culac'Psend)' P' (az ff"ab=tt, a0=S. ss S)> 
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Therefore applying the concurrent statement rule the computation 

of the concurrent statement becomes: 

<p; (M. send(S)IIL. receive(loc z)) , 0, (aZ ff, ab=ff)> 
ýi<p; ý. receive(loa z) , 0, (a= ff. ab-tt. ac-S. a1 5» 

Similarly, the complete computation is: 

<p=M. receive(loo x) , 0, (aZ ff, ab=tt, sQ=S, a==S)> 
")<p, 

X, -5) 

It is easy to check that if the procedure call X. receive(loc x) 

is executed first then its computation will' be suspended when the 

execution reaches the corresponding when statement (the initial 

value of the guard b is false) until the execution of the'procedure 

-call M. send(S) Li complete. 0 

Finally, similar to Hoare (see (Hoare 741) we can introduce a 

more general form of when statement: 

with t when GS end 

where t is a boolean variable. The statement says to wait until 

no other process is executing a when statement with the same boolean 

t, then execute the body of the when statement. Similarly we need a 

new crit statement with t crit GS end to describe the execution of 

the when statement. The semantics of these statements are: 

I 

with-when 

11t] 
pss 

ff, <GS. p, s> e ><S, p', s'> 
1' (with t when GS end, p, s>-e ><w_ t_S end, p', s'[tt/p(t)]> 
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QtD 
ps- 

ff, <GS, p, s>-g-)<p, s'>Iabortion 
2. (with t when GS and. p. a> --I-+(P, a'> I abortion 

with-Grit 

1. <with t crit S end, p, s> -i<with t crit S' end, p', s'> 

(S, p, s)ý-JL-*(pI, sI >I abortion 
2. <with t crit S end, p, s> s-><skip, p, s'[ff/p(t)]>Iabortion 

The execution of all the new when statements with the same t: 'take 

place strictly one at a time. So in this -sense we, can say that the 

statement when GS end is a "global" when statement and the statement 

with t when GS end is a "local" when statement. 

r 
. 

46 
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S. An operational translation theory 

Between a high level programming language and the "bare" 

machines on which it runs there are normally several layers 

represented by intermediate languages. Between each pair of 

consecutive levels there is a translation of high-level objects into 

lower-level objects. In this sense the general subject of 

translation is a very pervasive and important part of computer 

science today. The examples are too numerous to mention, but it is 

worth noticing that, recently, several proposals for implementing 

tasking in Ada use this approach. In [Laotham et al 811, the 

implementation of multitasking facilities in Ada is by translation 

into a lower level intermediate language called Adam. In another 

ambitious project [Bjdrner and Oest 801, a semantics is given for 

Ada by translation into the language META+CSP. A similar approach is 

also taken in [Selz et al 801 where preliminary Ada has been 

translated into SEHMOL+3emaphores+Forking. 

In theory the translation problem may, be formalised in the 

following way: As 'ire know, a semantics for a language L can be given 

_ by 

1. a semantic domain SD(L) 

2. IL semantic mapping ML from the objects L 
, 
(Usually programs) to 

SD (L) 

A translation can then be viewed as a mapping Q D: L1 --)L2. and 

its correctness an be investigated-by considering the diagram 

. ,. _ ,_ 

r 
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Ir I 

SD(L1) tr )SD(LZ) 

Figure 5.1 

where tr is some predefined mapping between. the semantic domains. 

Thus by the correctness of a translation we mean that the diagram 

commutes, i. e 

Q D. K, M, . tr 

' Here [. I is a mapping between. syntactic categories and tr is, a 

mapping between semantic domains. In our later work semantic, domains 

will. be coistructed-from syntactic entities, so there will be little 
" 

distinction between the two and we will use the term "translation" 

to describe these two kinds of mapping, where the exact meaning will 

be-understood from the context. 

This kind of approach was announced first by McCarthy and Painter 

((McCarthy and Painter 671) and *then Barstall. and Landin ([Barstall 

and Landiä 701) 'with the goal of making compilers for high-level 

programming languages completely trustworthy by proving their 

correctness. Morris stated his belief that the compiler correctness 

problem is much less general and better structured than the 

unrestricted program correctness problem and gave the. above diagram 

([Morris 731) treating ID as a compiler. Using -a denotational 

approach he proved the correctness of a compiler - for a- -small 

sequential language. Later ADJ studied this problem using- an 
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algebraic approach IADJ 79]. 

It should be mentioned that-all these authors are concerned only 

with sequential programming languages and use either denotational 

semantics or algebraic semantics. A' problem arises when the 

languages include parallelism and communication as in Ads, CCS, CSP 

and Edison. The reason is that no satisfactory formal semantics of 

such a language in the denotational or algebraic style has so far 

been produced. though research is progressing in this area (see 

" [Hennessy and Plotkin 80], [Plotkin 82]). 

ºe study this problem using the structural operational approach. 

Roughly speaking, the basic idea of our approach is that: 

1. Any syntactic translation between languages L1 and L2 induces 

a semantic translation between the transition systems which define 

the operational semantics of I. 1 and I, 2. 

2. The execution of a program can be represented by a finite 

transition sequence ending in a terminal configuration (successful 

computation), by a finite transition sequence ending in a 

nonterminal configuration, (deadlock computation), or by an infinite 

transition sequence. Saying that a translatio; is correct amounts to 

saying that all these three kinds of computations for_ a program in 

the object system and in the target system correspond to each other. 

In particular, the possible final configurations of the translation 

of a program should be just the translations of the final 

configurations of the possible computations of the program. 

3. Once we have formalised the idea of the the correctness of a 

translation, the next problem is to set up some sufficient 

conditions which guarantee the correctness and which can be used to. 

prove a-particular translation is correct. We call. this the adequacy 
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problem. A first attempt at sufficient conditions for a correct 

translation may be expressed by 

r-2L-4r I if! tr(r) Olt, (,, ) 

where tr(7. ) may be a sequence. This means that if a translation is 

adequate then any program and its translation should have the "same 

behaviour" in the respective transition systems. Intuitively, the 

phrase "same behaviour" includes at least that any transition of a 

program in - the object transition system can be simulated by its 

translation in the target system, and any finite transition sequence 

from a translation of a program must be a simulation of a transition 

of that program. We will see later that this requirement is not 

enough. In fact, when a transition system describes a language with 

nondeterminism, parallelism and communication, the conditions which 

a correct . translation mast satisfy are very complicated. 

Investigating these properties is the goal- of this chapter. 

In- [Hennessy. Li and Plotkin 811 the correctness problem - in the 

operational approach was first studied - in a concrete manner, i. e. 

the correctness of a translation from a simple CSP (without nested 

parallel structures) to (CS was studied and proved. In [Hennessy and . 
Li 82] the adequacy problem was studied in a more general setting 

but the conditions found were not sufficient to prove correctness. 

It should also be mentioned that Jensen and Priese studied the 

problem of simulation between transition systems in a similar way 

but they only considered binary transition relations without 

transition labels and their conditions are too strong (see [Jensen 

80] and [Priese 80]). 

"r 

In section 5.1 the definition of a correct translation is given 

and the preservation of correctness under composition is proved. In' 
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section 5.2 we deal with congruence relations on transition systems. 

In section 5.3 the adequacy problem is studied and a set of 

sufficient conditions for the correctness is given. Some examples 

are studied and help us to show why these conditions were chosen. 

3.1 Translation and its correctness 

To formalise and prove the correctness of a translation we need 

the following definitions: 

Definition 5.1 

Given a transition system Tm<T', T, A, -4>, and recollecting that D is 

the set of deadlock configurations of a (see section 1.2), we 

define: - 

E(r)"{r'ý rar', r'sT } 

3(r)=(r' I r=fir', r'sD' ) 

Informally, R(r) is the set of reachable terminal configurations 

from r, and 1(r) is the set of reachable deadlock configurations 

fres r. 

Definition 5.2 Semi-D 

Given a transition system T"<i', T, A, )>, the set Semi-D is the 

least set such that: 

1. D! Semi-D 

2. For any rs r if 0(r) =Semi-D then rsSemi-D. 

A configuration r is semi-deadlocked if reSemi-D. 

* This definition means that if raSemi-D then. all complete 

computations from r are finite with final configurations in D; that 
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is, r misst eventually deadlock. A translation between two transition 

systems is defined as follows: 

Definition 5.3 Translation 

Given two labelled transition systems T1-(j'19T19Al, )> and 

T2'<r2"T2"A2,2>, a translation tr from T1 into a2 is any pair 

of mappings (we use the same name for both): 

tr : r1-4r2 and tr : Al- A2 

where the second is an injective mapping. The transition system Ir1 

is called the object system and a2 is called the target system. A 

configuration za r2 is called a translated configuration if for some 

rar1 tr(r)"z: a transition label psA2 is called a translated label 

if fqr some 1. sA1 tr(7L)"p. 0 

Having introduced the necessary notation, we can nor consider the 

correctnes!, "problem of a translation. Since any complete computation 

-from a configuration r is either finite or infinite and when the 

computation is finite then the final configuration can only be a 

terminal or deadlock configuration, there is a natural definition: 

Definition 3.4 Correct translation 

A translation tr as given above is correct iff for any rar1 

Al. tr(8(r))ý8(tr(r) ) 

A2. tr(][(r)) SSami-DZ.. and X(tr(]K(r))). B(tr(r) ) 

A3. rt- iff tr(r) ta 

Condition Al means that terminal configurations reachable from 

the translation of a configuration are just the translations of 

terminal configurations reachable from the original configuration. 

l 
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The first formula of condition A2 means that the translations of 

deadlocked configurations must eventually deadlock. If we omit the 

leftmost 1, then the second formula of condition A2 becomes 

tr(S(r))=$(tr(r) ) 

and this means that deadlocked configurations reachable from the 

translation of a configuration are just the translations of 

deadlocked configurations reachable from the 'riginal configuration. 

However since tr(Hä(r)) is in Semi-D2 and is Semi-deadlocked.. the 

X is added to the left part of the formuia. Condition A3 says that 

the infinite computations in T1 correspond with those in T2. The 

following theorem partly expresses this idea: 

Definition 5.5 Input-output function 

Given a transition system T-< i' , T, /\, -. >, the input-output function 

Q ý; ('-ýTu{a, 1} is defined-by: 

1Er3=8(r) u(8I 3r'sD, r=ir"} v(1I rt) 

where rep, and 8 and s are distinguished symbols to denote deadlock 

and divergence respectively. - 

In particular, if "(SynXStates) uStates where Syn denotes' the 

set of syntactic entities of a language and T-States, then the above 

. 
input-output function can be written as 

f 

Q D: Syn. X' States -ýStatesst{a, ý} 

and Qt2D 
sý{s'. 

ý <a, s> ýýs } 

" u{613<D', s'>SD, <a, s>- <s1ý, sý>} 

v{sl <11,3>t} 

sad this is the nsnsl form of the input-output function. The 

following general result holds for any correct translation: 

0 

4 
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Theores 5.1 

If the translation tr: 'r1-3 r2 is correct then patting tr(=)L and 

tr(b)"6, for any rep 1 

tr(Qrf)" fftr(r)1ý. 

Proof. Since tr is correct by condition Al we have 

tr(R(r))"R(tr(r)). TO only used to prove: 

1. Selr) iff asfftr(r)]I. 

2.1eQrI iff 1eQtr(r)) .- 

For the first clause, if 6e (rl. then by definition 5.5 VON. By 

condition A2, tr(I(r)) Ssemi-D2 so X(tr(r))=I(tr(]E(r)) )#$. That is 

aa(tr(r)D. Conversely, if 6e(tr(r)]) then I(tr(r))#0 so by A2 we 

have X(r)f$, and this means 6e1r). 

The second clause is immediate from A3.0 

We- can see that the converse of theorem 5.1 is mot true, i. e.. if 

theorem 3.1 holds then the translation need not be correct. This is 

because theorem 5.1 does not distinguish the deadlock computations 

but definition 5.4 does. Consider the example below: 

Example 5.1 

Consider the two transition systems assooiated"with the graphs: 

00 

sssss 

e1 e' e1 

(a) (b) 

r1: <r'1, T1, A1, i'ý> where ri={0, l, e), T1-(1), Al (t) and the 

transition relation i is given as graph (a) 
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T2-<r2, T2. A2,2 » where rrio. 1. e, e'}. TZ={1}, A2 (s) and the 

transition relation is shown as graph (b). 

Let the translation tr: Zr1 - M2 be the identity mapping. It is not 

difficult to see that: 

tr(QrI) fftr(r)1} _ {1,5} 

but tr(ýf0))={e} # {e, e'}=ý(tr(0) ) 

0 
In fact we can tare theorem 5.1 as a definition of the 

correctness of a translation. But in this thesis we prefer 

definition 5.4, because it is stronger, and sometimes distinguishing 

the different deadlock computations may be important to find 

run-time errors. in practice. ý-- 

one might ask why we do not use the set tr(]E(r)) to replace 

X(tr(](r))) in condition A2. The reason is that in most cases when 

we translate a high-level system into a low-level system, the 

equation - 

tr(X(r))=]K(tr(r) ) 

is not trau. Let us examine the following example: 

Example 5.2 

Consider the transition systems associated with the graphs: 

o. 
zt 

e1 

(a) 

i 
0 

1" .1 
(b) 

Figure 5.2 
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al=<r1, T1, A1, --1-4>, where rlm(o, e, l), Tl-(l), Als(-0, and the 

transition relation 1> is shown as graph (a). 

Let r2-co, 1, e, 1'), T2-(1}, A2-Cc, s') and ' 2> is defined by 

graph (b). 

Let the translation tr: T1-472 be the identity mapping. It is 

easy to see that: 

S(tr(0))={1') A (e)"tr(X(0) ) 

but X(tr(0))-(1')=S(tr(][(0)) ) 

Clearly however the translation is correct in an intuitive sense 

since e is a deadlocked configuration ' in T1 and the complete 

computation from tr(e) in T2 terminates with a deadlock 

configuration. U 

As we claimed. at the beginning of this chapter, between a high 

level programming language and a "bare" machine there are often 

several translations between consecutive layers. It is therefore 

natural to ask ' whether the composition of two consecutive 

translations is correct if both translation are correct. The answer 

is in the affirmative. 

Definition S. 6 

Given transition systems T1, F2, T3 and translations 

tr1: ZT1-4a2 and tr2: T2- T3 

The composite translation tr2e trl : a1 'ý3 is defined by: 

tr2. trl(r)"tr2(trl(r)) for rsý'1 

tr2. tr1(X)-tr2(tr1(J)) for X&A1 
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Lena 5.1 

If tr: T1--)'r2 is correct then tr(Semi-Dl) CSemi-D2. 

Proof. Let rsSemi-D1. We prove that tr(r)sSemi-D2. 

Firstly, there is no infinite computation from tr(r); ' otherwise 

by A3 there is an infinite- computation from r and this contradicts 

the assumption reSemi-D1. 

Secondly, 8(tr(r))'-0 otherwise by Al we have 

tr(8(r))-8(tr(r) )f$ so $(r)#0 

and this also contradicts the assumption reSemi-D1.0 ' 

For the composition of translations we have the following result:, 

Theorem 5.2 

Lot trl, tr2 and tr2otrl be given as above, If trl and tr2 are 

correct then so is tr2otrl. _ 

Proof We prove that tr2otrl satisfies Al to A3. 

For Al, take re(', and calculate: 

lt(tr2. trl(r)) = 8(tr2(trl(r))) 

= tr2(IR(trl(r))) 

= tr2(trl(Z(r))) 

= tr2. trl(]R(r)) 

(tr2 is correct) 

(trl is correct) 

Thus Al is proved. 

For A2, we first calculate that for any rarl, 

tr2(tr1(i (r))) Str2(Semi-D2) SSemi-D3 by lemma S. 1 
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and then that 

]C(tr2. trl(r)) ] (tr2(trl(r))) 

_ X(tr2(I(trl(r)))) (tr2 is correct) 

= S(tr2(] (trl(IS(r))))) (trl is correct) 

_ X(tr2(trl(]I(r)))) 

So tr2. trl satisfies A2. 

For A3, we. jnst note that tr2otrl(r)t iff trl(r)t iff rt. Thus 

the theorem is proved. 0 

5.2 Congruence relations OR labelled transition systems 

When we study the correctness problem we need to understand the 

notion of a congruence relation on labelled transition sys-toms. The 

reason is that usually the target language is more primitive than 

the object language; therefore one transition step of the object 

system will be modelled by a. number of steps of the target system. 

To organise this simulation properly some "housekeeping" must be 

done and this inevitably introduces some "debris"-into the target 

system. The following example will clarify this issue. 

Example 5.3 Translating into nets 

Consider a translation of a simple . -programming language into 

predicated nets. For example` the statement if b then 31 else SZ 

would be mapped into the net 

tr : it b then SI else 32 i----ýý 

0 

N1 

where Ni represents the net which results from the translation of Si 
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1-1,2. In the case when the predicate b is true, we would have the 

transition 

if true then S1 else S2 S1 

However in the target system, we would have 

true false. true falsq 

N1 
. 

N2 N1 r2 

Figure 5 .3 

and the right hand side is different from tr(S1)-N1. However net 

theorists would agre e that the nets 

tune alse. 

Nl and 

Nl N2 

" 
Figure 5.4 

are equivalent and therefore, the diagram is "almost" satisfied. -The 
degree to which the qualifier "almost" is used depends on which nets 

we agree to say ar e equivalent. For this reason we introduce the 

following concept. 

Definition 5.7 Congruence relations on labelled transition systems 

Let 7-(T' , T, A, -0 be a transition system. A relation "S rxr is 

called a congruence relation on a if f is a congruence relation 

/ 

. 
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and whenever p--q, .aA and p' sr 

a. if p-1-4p' then for some q'er q-k-)q' and p' -q'. 

b. if psT then qsT. 8 

From the definition we can see that the degree to which the 

qualifier "almost" is used depends on' the congruence relation 

i. e. which configurations we agree to sty are equivalent. ' For a 

congruence relation on labelled transition system, we have the 

following result. 

Theorem 5.3 

A relation . -trXr is a congruence relation on 1' iff - is a 

congruence relation and whenever p-q, weA0 and p'sr 

a. if then for sosse q' a (' q `! > q' and p'i'. 

b. if piT then qeT. 

Proof. We prove (a) only. The "if" part is trivial. We prove the 

"only if" part by induction on length(w). 

If length(w) 'O, then the result is obvious. If length(w)=1 then 

the result follows by definition 5.7. 

Suppose the case length(w)-k is proved. Consider the case 

length(w)-k+1. Then pdw t1 w thus for some q" we have 

q 
hd(w)4gn and p"-q". Since length(t1(w)). 

, by the induction 

hypothesis we have that there must exist q'a r such that q"4q' 

and p'-q'" . So q --y-4 q' and p! -q' . fi 

Ezasple 5.4 A congruence relation » on CCS 

Consider CC3 terms ax. NilIa(S, Ni1) and 7(5", ax. Nil)[ß/7]. According 

to the transition rules in section 1.3.3 we have 
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az. NilIa(S, Ni1)-1->Ni1INil 

y(S, ax. Ni1)[ß/7] 1114az. Nil[ß/7l 

I- 

In general, an execution of a CCS term produces a lot of redundant 

Nils and renamings, for example, Nil in the first transition and 

[ß/y] in the second; they are "'debris". The "housekeeping" which we 

should do is to let Ni1INi1 - Nil and az. Nil[ß/x] - az. Nil. To 

formalise this, we introduce the following relation -: 

Given a renaming $ let CD($) denote the set of line names which 

are really changed or restricted by f, that is 

CD($)-(a I $(. ) is undefined or f (a) #a} 

Then. - is defined by: 

1. t- tiNil 

2. t- t[¢] where FL(t) rtCD(f )-4 

3" t- t 

4. If tMathenu -- t- 

S. If t -uanda - vthet -v 

6. If t-a then C[t] - C[a] for any context C[ ] of CCS 

where a context is merely a term with "hole" in it in which any 

other term may be placed. 

The first two clauses do the housekeeping: the first means that 

we can always omit the term Nil and the second means that we can 

always remove the renaming $ from t($] if all lines contained in t 

cannot be changed or restricted by f. Clause 3 to S say that - is an 

equivalence relation. Together with clause 6 they say that is a 

congruence relation on T. This can be proved by structural induction 

on the syntax of the terms. Thus we have 'Ni1INil-Nil and 
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cax. NL1Iß/rF UX. Ni1.0 

Remarks If « is a congruence relation on the transition system T. 

we will simply use the transition r- 64r' to indicate that there is 

an r" in r such that r-L)r" and r'-r". This means that r can 

evolve to r' " via the transition action I to within the accuracy of 

the congruence relation -. Finally, in the remainder of this chapter 

we sometimes study transition systems without mentioning any 

congruence relation. In this case we mean that the congruence 

relation is the identity relation. 

5.3 Adequate translation 

In this section we invent some sufficient conditions for proving 

that a translation is correct. " The difficulties involved in 

languages with parallel and nondeterministic constructs make the 

right conditions hard to find. For example, the following properties 

may at the first seem to be. sufficient.: 

äl. rýr! implies tr(r) ? )tr(r'). 

Z2. tr(r)>tr(r') implies r i)r'. 

13. rsT1 implies"tr(r)aT2. 

Unfortunately, there are many instances of translations which 

satisfy' these properties and which are not correct. Let us consider 

a simple example: - 

Example 5.5 A bad translation 

Consider the following translation: 

11 

Z Z' 
Figure 5.5 
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Let 7T1: <('1, T1, A1,1» where r1={1,2}, Tl-(2). AjutC) and 

is defined by 

1-1-+2 

Let where r2-c1,2,2! i , T2-T1. is 

defined by 

1.1>2 -" 

2.1 ý-, 2, 

3.2' -'_>2' 

Let the translation tr be defined by 

tr(a)m and tr(t)"t a"1,2 

This trsnslatiost satisfies Zl, X2 and 13, but is clearly not a 

correct translation. Q" 

To eliminate such phenomena we could introduce a condition to the, 

effect that every infinite transition sequence starting with tr(r) 

must contain a configuration other than the initial one, of the form 

tr(r'). But it is easy to find an example to show that this 

requirement is too strong. In fact, in certain instances we need to 

allow infinite sequences in the target system which lie outside the 

range of tr. See the following example: 

Exa pie 5.6 

Let T1-<r1. T1. A1. ---I+> be defined by 

1. r 
1-NXN 

(where N denotes the natural numbers) 
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2. T1-O and Al-() 

3. is defined by 

<n, m> 1><n+l, m> for all n, meN' 

<n. m><n, m+l> oil 

The intuition is the interleaving of two parallel processes and 

we could draw a net: 

JOT% 

Figure 5.6 

'Let a2: <r,, T2, A2,2-')> be defined by 

1. ('2=NiXN1 (where Nl"NuN!; '=Nu(a' I nsN }) 

2. T2-0, AZ={s) 

3. let n, msN, a', m'eN' and zsN1. -2-4 is defined by 

<n, z>ýý<a'. z> 

" <z, m>-i><z, m'> 

The intuition is as before but we include some intermediate 
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configurations such as <n" m> and <n, m'> in a2. Thus each transition 

in T1 is split into two transitions in T2, i. e. 

<n, m> C1 <n+l, m> in al becomes <n, m> ý2 <n' , m> -2 ><n+l, m> in 72 

We could draw a net:. 

I 

(42. ^' 

0 

r- 

Figaro 5.7 

Let a translation tr be defined by 

tr(<n, m>)=<n, m> and tr(t)-r 

Theme tr is correct and it of course satisfies 11-, n' and 13. 'but 

it does not satisfy the suggested condition. A typical infinite 

sequence lying outside the range of'tr is: 

<13> <1', 1> <1', 1'>- Z2 j 
22 

Such a phenomenon' is called an "accident of interleaving" and 

oconrs naturally if we wish to translate a parallel language with 

assignment statements into 'an assembly language in which transfer of 

data can only be made between the memory and registers and not from 

memory to memory. In the next chapter when we translate CSP into CCS 

4 
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this phenomenon will occur. 0 

The above two examples demonstrate that for a language involving 

parallelism and nondeterminism and even for a very simple case the 

execution of a program is rather complicated and finding sufficient 

conditions for the correctness of a translation is quite difficult. 

In the rest of this section we focus our attention on discovering 

appropriate conditions. As a first step we introduce the following 

useful notations and concepts. 

For sequences of 'transition labels we need a partial function rt 

in the direction opposite to the translation tr. 

Definition 5.8* function rt 

The function rt: A -4Ai is defined recursively by 

if a-0 
rt(aiý .. rt(tl(a)) if ). sAI and tr(X)-hd(a) 

rt(tl(a)) if hd(a)ptr(A1) 

Note " that since tr: A1-4A2 is an injection the function rt is 

well-defined.. For the configurations in the target system reachable 

from a translated configuration we introduce the following notation: 

DefinLtioa 3.9 Ex-translated configurations 

The set of Ez-translated configurations Ex-tr(r i) is the least set 

such that 

if z8('2 and for same rsr1 naA tr(r)ýz then 

zsEz-tr(ri) . 

We are now ready to characterise adequate translations. 
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1 

Definition 5.10 Adequate translation 

Let M1. M2 be the two congruence relations on the transition systems 

111 and 7Z respectively. A translation tr: al - T2 is said to be 

M-adequate if it satisfies the following properties " where 

M! A2\tr(A1). 

PO. If raT1 then tr(r)aT2, and for xaT2 if tr(r) n-4x and 

rt(n)"$ then raTl. 

Pl. Whenever r, r' a 1' 1, %sA,, if then for. some usA2 

tr(r) IIZ >tr(r") and rt(a)=i,. 

P2. If tr(r) -3z, rt(u)=4 then there exist r'srl, z'sV2 and a1 

with rt(u1)-0 and u2eM= such that r ar', tr(r') 
2 

and z 
Z)x' (see Figure 5.8). 

tr(r) ýZ zr tr(r) uZýz 

rt(ul)=0. u2aM 

rt(ul-L tr(r') z' 

Figure S. 8 

P3. If tr(r)t then there exist r'sr1 and'l. sAl such that 

and tr(r')t. 

P4. is Ex-tr(('1) is X-commutative. 

YS. If r is active (r$D1uT1), 'tr(r) II }x and rt(II) then there 

exist is r1, z 'a r2. ). ant, and U"' n" sA2 such that 

tr(r) --ý rt(a")=lý 

rIrl. and a" and 

t 
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To now have two concepts to evaluate the quality of a 

translation: correctness and adequacy. The concept of correctness 

focuses on the result (especially the input-output relation) of a 

program and its translation. The concept of adequacy pays more 

attention to the detailed simulation of the behaviour of a program 

by its translation. Loosely, clause PO says that a terminal 

configuration of al must be. translated into a terminal configuration 

of T2 and conversely. Clause P1 ensures that any transition of the 

object system can be simulated by the target system; clauses P2 and 

p4 imply a weak version of the converse. Clauses P1 and P3 cover the 

simulation of infinite transition sequences. Finally, clause PS 

implies that deadlocked configurations in 1r1 and a2 correspond with 

each other. 

It should be pointed out that the set H mentioned, in the 

definition maT be. a proper subset of A2\tr(A1) . For some reasonable 

translations, the transition relations in Ex-tr( N are only 

commutative in proper subsets of A2\tr(Al). "' 

The condition P3, i. e. "if tr(r)t then there exist earl and 

XaAl such that r-1.1-->r' and tr(r')t" is necessary for a translation 

to be correct. See the following example: *- 

Bssaple 3.7 

Let Ir1: <('1, T1, A1, *> be defined by rl-NXN, T1- , AI-W, where 

is defined by 

<a. a> tl+1. m> if n#m 

<a. s> -ý Ca. m+l> if nit= 

Let a2: <r2. TZ. A2.2» be defined by 

TZ=Tl, AZ={s, 'c"}, and is defined by adding to 
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the pair 

<n, n>><n+l, n+1> 

Finally, let tr be defined by 

. 
tr(<n, a>)=<n, m> 

tr(t)-s 
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The translation tr satisfies all conditions of definition 5.10 

except P3. However it is easy to see that tr(<n, n>) has an infinite 

computation 

<n, n> <n+1, n+1> rZ 
... 

while in the object transition system <n, n> does not.. The 

translation tr is not correct because it introduces the ability to 

diverge. 0 

it--e%also should be mentioned that property PS is also necessary 

for a translation to be correct; otherwise the stuck computations 

may not be introduced, as in the following example: 

Example 5.8 

Let al: <r1, T1, A1, )> be defined by r1=NXN, 'Tl-O, A, -M, and 

is defined by 

<n, m> <n+l. a> 

(n. a>- <n. a+1> 

Let 72: (F'2, T2, A2, Z »> be defined by 

('Zý('1stl<1', 1'»" A2'{z. r I, and Z4 is defined by adding to 

the following relation 
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(n, m> 

Let the translation tr be"def ined by 

tr(r)"r 

tr(S)-'C 

It is easy to see that the translation tr satisfies PO to P4 but not 

PS since <11,1'> is a deadlock configuration. It is of course not 

adequate since <n, m> can deadlock in T2 but can never deadlock in 

T11 a 

To now prove that if a translation is adequate then it must be 

correct. In the following lemmas, theorems and their proofs we 

consider a fixed adequate translation tr: T1 -4T2, we use r, x (maybe 

with superscripts or subscripts) to range over elements Ln. ("1 and 

j'2 respectively, and - J. and "p (maybe with superscripts and 
% 

subscripts) to range over labels in Al and A2 respectively, and use 

w and u to range over sequences in Al and A2 respectively.. 

The first lemma is a. "many-step" general isation of Pi. 

Lama 3.2 

r-a1r' implies that there exists u such that tr(r) IIZýtr(r") and 

rt(n)-w. 

Proof. By induction on the length of w. 

If 1. ngth(w)-O, then choose n=0 and the result is trivial. 

Suppose the case of length(w)=h is proved, consider the case 

length(w)-i+l. Since rr'"t1-4r,, according to P1 there 

exists n1sA2 such that rt(nl)"hd(w) and tr(r) 
2 

)tr(r"). Since 
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1ength(tl(w))=1 we have by the induction hypothesis that there 

exists a2sA2 such that rt(n2)=t1(w) and 

tr(r")-)tr(r') 

Thus choose u-nl. n2 and the result has been proved. 0 

Corollary S. 1 

tr(8(r)) {8(tr(r)) 

Proof. We need to prove that if r'eR(r) then tr(r')sR(tr(r)). Since 

rar' by lemma 5.2 we have tr(r) ->tr(r') for some u and by PO 

we have tr(r')aT2, showing tr(r')e R(tr(r)). U 

The next lemma is a "many-step" generalisation of P2. 

JAwna 5.3 " 

tr(r)- Z'1z 
implies that there exist r'sr1, z'sf'2. rt(ai)'O and 

U28**'snch that 

C- r' and tr(r') x 

nl n2 

Figure 5.9 

Proof. HT induction on Iength(rt(u)). 

If length(rt(u))"$. then there is nothing to prove as we can take 

r"-r. x'-z. u1-n and u2-0. If length(rt(u))., 1 then the result is 

just P2. 

Now suppose the case 1ength(rt(a) )u is proved and consider the 

case 1ength(rt(u))-n+1. 

0 
Let -t. v with length(rt(t))-1 and length(rt(v))sn. Now we have, 

for some y, tr(r)- >Tý>z" By in we have that there exist to, T', 
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tl with rt(t1)-O and t2sM' such that 

"y 

r W# and t2 

Now consider the diagram: 

yý)z 

t2 t3 with t2sM 

By theores 1.1 this fills in as indicated with t3eM' and 

rt(v")"rt(v) since filx(v')=filM(v) and MCA2\tr(A2). Then we have 

tr(r")- tl 'T" -)x with rtttl. v')=rt(tl). rt(v")=rt(v')=rt(v), ' 

and so the induction hypothesis applies-and we 'got earl, such that 

_1 r" and* z", ni and u2 such that 

tr(r') z" 

nI u2 with rt(ul)-O and n2aMý 

But now we have: , 

A. r- rt(tlr'* rt(ti . -" and so r O-ýr" 
and so r rt(utr* 

b. tr(r') - x' with rt(ul) 0. 

t z"- -i=' a* z and so z-- 4z, with t3. u2aM«. 

as required. 0 

This le: ma together with PO now enables us to prove that for any 

ter inating, computation from tr(r) in a2 there must exist a 
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terminating computation from r in T1 with corresponding initial and 

terminal configurations. 

Leimaa 5.4 

tr(r) UX. - zsT2 implies that there exists r'sTl such that 

rt a rl r' and tr(r')-x. 

Proof. Applying the above lemma and noticing that xsT2, we have that 

there exist r'sr1, rt(ul)"9 such that r 
dir' 

and tr(r') 
Z-)z 

By PO we have r' ST, and so tr(r')eT2, thus nl=0 and tr(r')=z. Q 

Corollary 5.2 

]R(tr(r)) Str(B(r)) . 

Proof. To need to prove that if tr(r) -'4z, zsT2 then there must be 

an r'sT1 such that r )r' and tr(r')-x, and this is immediate from 

lemma 5.4. 

We have proved that if tr is adequate then condition Al given in 

the definition: of correct translation holds. Now we can show that 

condition A3 holds. 

LOMa s .s 
There exists an infinite computation from tr(r) iff there exists an 

infinite computation from r. 

Proof. For the "if" part: Suppose 

r 
L4rl ,-2 =)... 

is an infinite computation from r. According to P1 we have 

tr(r) tr(rl) tr(r2) -->... 2 -2 

viere rt(ai)-Li 1-1.2.... . Since the first computation is inf inite, 
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For the "only if" part: Suppose there exists an infinite 

computation from tr(r). According to P3 there exist 7.1sA1' r16r1 

such that r 
)r1 

and tr(r') t. Similarly for tr(r') we get 7.2sA1, 

r2er1 and rl >-r2, tr(r2)t, By repeating this procedure an 

infinite computation from r can be constructed. p 

Finally, we turn to proving A2. 

Lam 5.6 

If raD1 then tr(r)sSem i-DZ. 

i 

Proof. It is easy to see that all computations from tr(r) are 

finite, otherwise according to condition P3. we could find r'ar1, 

). sA1 such that r--&-)r' and this contradicts raDl. 

We prove that if tr(r)ý>z is a complete computation then zpTZ. 

Suppose that, this is not true; since tr' is adequate, either . 

rt(u)"9 then rsT1 by PO or rt(u)#$ and there must exist r'eT1 such 

that r1-)r" by lemma 5.3. Both of these contradict the condition 

reD1, so therefore zeD2 and tr(r)sSemi-D2. p 

Lama 5.7 

tr(1(r)) ! Semi-D2 and X(tr(a(r))) ti(tr(r) ) 

Proof. The first is obvious from lemma 5.6 since S(r)! Dl. For the 

second assure zs]i(tr(S(r)) )., that is there is r'sD1 such that 

r-'4r and tr(r') --4x and zsD2. By lemma S. 1 we have 

tr(r) =>tr(r') =ýz, and this means zsI(tr(r)). Q 

Lesmss S. 8 

If tr(r)sSemi-DZ then reSemi-D1. 

Proof. Suppose tr(r)sSemi-D2. First, there is ao infinite 

/ 
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computation from r; otherwise by lemma 5.5 there would be an 

infinite computation from tr(r). 

Second, we prove that there is no complete computation ri 

where r'sT1. Suppose this is not true; by lemma 5.2 tr(r)- 2->tr(r') 

for some usAZ and by PO tr(r')eT2. Thus there is at least one 

computation where tr(r) does not deadlock, and this contradiction 

assures that rsSemi-D1. p 

Losaa 5.9 

X(tr(r)) S](tr(](r)) ) 

Proof. Suppose tr(r)-g2z where zsD2. To need to prove that there 

exist r'sD1 such that r =and tr(r') ")x. According to 

lemma 5.3 there exist is r1 and rt(uj) . 9 such that r-rt(uI r' and 

tr(r' ) Z4z. 

" By P0, r' is not in Ti since otherwise tr(r') is in T2 and so 

ul-0 and x is in T2 contradicting the fact that x is in D2. 

By PS, r' cannot be active, otherwise for some x' and u" we have 

z_°=4 zand rt(n")iL0 again contradicting xsD2. So r' is in D1 and 

the proof is finished. Q' 

Having proved these lemmas and corollaries we prove our main, 

theorem: 

Theorem 5.4 

If the translation tr is-adequate, then it is correct. 

Proof. The 'proof follows directly from corollaries 5.1,5.2 and 

lemmas S. S. 5.7 and 5.9.0 

Sometimes the following lemma can be very helpful for proving a 

a 
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translation satisfies condition P3. 

Le: iaa 5.10 

If a translation tr satisfies P0, P2 and P4 and every infinite 

computation from tr(r) contains at least one translated label, then 

tr satisfies P3. 

Proof. To need to prove for any tr(r) such that tr(r)t there exist 

r' and i such that r-1-4r' and tr(r')t. Let 

tr(r)-z0 
)x1 )x2 

->... 

be an infinite compntatibn from tr(r), and lat ph be a translated 

label, "S' phnr(7. ) for some 7. sA1. Applying P2 we find r', x j' n1 

(with rt(u1)"9) and q &X* (see figure 5.10), such that r-' )r' and 

tr (r -! 
4x 0 and 

Uff 
k Xk-: 44 

tr (r) -x6--uk --ýzý-pY+l-ýzý+1'Ai+2-ýzk+2 ... 
I 
S 

ui+1 I u; +2... 

tr (r') nl-ý: ý a1+1ýzk+I 
k+'--)'ii+2 ... 

Figure 5.10 
Now for 

and s' 

by P4 and lemma 1.1 'we can find x1 and uY. ý 1 and ahtl auch that 

Mi-Zi+l 

and Xk+i 
+ 

=Y z +1 

where f i13t(pk+l) mf LJl[(bk+, 1) and bk+100 and- +1 is a subsequence of 

uz $o n; +lsDit 
(see figure 5 . 10) . By repeating this procedure we have 
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an infinite computation from tr(r') and so the lemma is proved. 0 

Finally, we might expect that an adequate translation would 

satisfy'the following property: 

P6. If tr(r)ý>tr(r") for nsA2 where rt(u)#0 then rr 

Unfortunately, this is not the case as the following example 

shows: 

Example S. 9 

Let al: (ri, T1, A1,1)> where r'1-{1,2,3), T1-O, Al-Cc) and 1> 
is defined by 

2 1---T- 1 

Let T2: <r2, T2, A2,2» be defined by 

r2"{1,2,3,41, T2w0, A2-('C-T'), and 2> is defined by 

t sý 1- z _2 

12), 3 

2 2M T 

3. 

Let ts: 1Ti- T2 be defined by 

S0 

tr(i)=1 

tr(2) 2 

tr(3)-3 

tr(s)EPIC 

*Lot l! '(s"). It is easy to see that tr is an bf-adequate 

translation but the following transition in a2 
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2 

shows that it does not satisfy P6 since the corresponding transition 

is not true in T1. However we have already seen that P6 is not an 

important condition for a translation to be correct. D 

Now we have set up the beginnings of the operational translation 

theory which will be used in the next two chapters. The theory tells 

us that if we want to prove that a translation is correct we only 

need to prove that it is adequate, i. e. that the translation 

satisfies the conditions PO to M. In the next chapter we will study 

a important translation from CSP to CC3 and use our theory to prove 

that it is correct. 

1 
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6. Translating CSP to CCS 

The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate some techniques for 

proving that a translation algorithm is correct. To do so, we study 

a useful example a syntax directed translation algorithm from 

CSP to CCS and prove it is correct. More precisely. we will consider 

a restricted subset of the CSP studied in chapter 2 (but still 

including all the essential features of Hoare's original proposal) 

and a slightly amended CCS with transition system 

Tow<('Q1Tc. A0,0 ----4> where To will be subset of ('c " chosen to 

correspond to the possible final CSP computations and A. remains to 

be specified. 

Our strategy used here is that we first introduce an intermediate 

CCS called CCSk. then give a translation from CSP to CCSÄ and a 

translation from CCSÄ to CCS, and composing the two translations we 

obtain a translation from CSP to CCS; furthermore we prove the first 

translation is correct indirectly by proving its adequacy and prove 

the second is correct directly. * Then the composition theorem of 

chapter 5 ensures the composition is correct. 

Generally speaking, our proof process consists of the following 

four steps: 

1. Given two languages L1 and L2 define a (syntactic) translation 

I B: L, -4L2 

2. Define two transition systems (operational semantics) 7T1 and 

T2 for L1 and L2 respectively. 

g, From ff 3 generate a (semantic) translation between two 

transition systems: 

tr: al '4T2 
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4. Prove the translation tr is adequate. 4 

In section 6.1 an intermediate CCS called CCSÄ is introduced and 

a translation from CCSj to CCS is given and proved to be correct. In 

section 6.2 we deal with both the syntactic and semantic translation 

from CSP to CCSÄ. In section 6.3 we prove this translation is 

adequate. 

Finally it should be mentioned that in [Hennessy. Li and Plotkin 

81] a translation from a simple CSP (without nested parallel 

structure) is given and is proved correct. In this chapter we study 

a more general case. e. g. nested parallel structure is allowed. 

6.1 An intermediate CCS 

Rather than translate directly to CCS we consider a language CCSÄ 

called intermediate CCS, where A! A(for our purposes A will be the 

set of translated labels). The syntax of CCSÄ is just the same as 

CCS but with a new kind of term s'. t. 

The transition system Wt for CCSÄ is defined by: 

Tt=<rt. Tt. nt. -rt---ý> 

where ('t 'is the set of C(SÄ terms and Tt=To and AtmAow {t' }. 

The transition relation --V is the same as c-> with the 

following changes (see section 1.4): 

action 3. s. t -3t 

4. s'. t t1 t 

0 
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composition 

3. 
tlu C->t'fu'. ult-" )u'lt' 

if ;. k and the line name of 7. is in A 

t --)t' 
, n-9-ßn' 

otherwise. 4' 
t nom-> t' n' ,n tom-? n' I t' 

Rule 3 means that a composition is transformed by a marked t' if 

the line name of the transition label ( therefore its complement) of 

its component is in A. Rule 4 is the same as rule 3 in 

section 1.4.3. The motivation for introducing these rules is to 

distinguish translated actions from actions which denote 

interaction with simulated memory. We will see this point later. 

The only difference between ac and Tt is that ----t4 involves a 

marked transition label sº. Define the obvious translation 

trº: fit -47Tc, which just removes the dashes. We assume that for any 
t 

in rt trº(t)5T0 implies taTt and will check this later. We have the 

following result: 

Les=a 6.1 

1. If tl -"t2 then tr'(tl) *) Itr'(t2). 

2. If tr'(tl) -P--)X then there exist ). and t2 such that 

t1 --l-4t2 and z=tr'(t2) and tr'(J)=p. 

3. tart iff tr'(t)*T*q and t-tr'(t). 

Proof. The proof is by structural induction on tl. a 
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Leas 6.2 
" Let ns A:. 

1. If tl ß-)t2 then tr' (tl) tr' ( )) tr' (tZ) . 

2. If tr'(tl) '_)x then there are u and t2 such that 

tl-3-4t2 and x-tr' (t2) and tr' (u)-v. 

3. t is deadlocked iff tr'(t) is deadlocked. 

Proof. Clauses 1 and 2 are from lemma 6.1 by induction on the 

lengths of n and v respectively. Clause 3 is clear. 0 

Theor. a 6.1 

The translation tr' is correct. 

Proof. Al. Suppose zstr'(]R(t)). Then t----! 4t, and t'sTt and 

tr'(t')'z. By lemma 6.2 we have tr(t) -'>tr'(t')"uTa and so 

xs]R(tr"(t)). Therefore tr"(fi(t)) ý(tr'(t)). 

Conversely, suppose zsIR(tr'(t)). Then tr'(t) -- -ýxaTQ. By 

lemma 6.2 t---? 4t' and zwtr'(t') for some t'. But t'_tr'(t') xsTt so 

t'aTQ. So xstr'(]R(t)). Thus I(tr'(t))! tr'(I (t)). 

A2. As anything in 3(t) is deadlocked so is anything in 

tr'(X(t)) by lemma 6.2. So indeed tr'(1(t))Csemi-Dt and indeed 

a((tr' (a(t)))-tr' WO). 

A3. This is straightforward using lemma 6.2. U 

This theorem tells us that given a language if we want to find a 

correct translation from L to CCS we only need to give a translation 

tr from L to CCSÄ for some A and prove it is correct. For then the 

composition tr'. tr defines a translation from L to CCS and the 

composition theorem ensures it is correct. This is the strategy we 

shall adopt in this chapter. 
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6.2 Translation from CSP to CCS 

6.2.1 Useful notation 

First we introduce some useful terms which are used to describe a 

translation algorithm, tr. As we go along we shall introduce various 

constraints on the set A. of the line names needed to fix exactly 

which CCSÄ is intended as the range of our translation. It will be 

convenient to assume that all the CSP programs under consideration 

use variables in Z={zi...., zn) (by making n large enough we can 

include any finite set of programs). 

A. A store 

For each variable zieVar a term Beg, is defined to model a 

register which is used to hold the (current) value of x. Such 

registers are defined in (Milner 80], using parameterised recursive 

definitions. Begs contains two lines: ai for writing a new value 

into the register and ßi for reading this value. Thus if Regi(v) 

represents the register which contains the value v then we should 

have: 

ß iP 
Regi(v) )Begi(v) 

Tv' 
Regi(v) --i-)Regi(v' ) 

and these are the only transitions. To obtain this effect let 

8egi(e) be the term: 

[µR(v). (ßi(v. R(v))+aiv'. R(v'))](e) 

We may assume that Stores-(X.. V] and for any store s in Stores 

let Ms denote the term 
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I Regi(s(zi)) 

i-l.. a 

The term Ks simulates the store s; from now on we assume that aip 

ßi imi..... n are distinguished line names. 

Let Zj=(zj1. zjZl""""%Jk) a and taTerms. The notation 

831 [t ] is used to denote ßj1: 3 1"cß32z32"(""" (ßji=jk't) " ')) 

The use of the form Rh 
3 

is for reading the set_Xi from the 

simulated store Ms. 

B. Anzilliar7 terms 

Let Q. 5 be distinguished line names in A. The following terms and 

constructs will prove useful 

doss - Q(O. Nil) 

where 

fail s 8(O. Nil) 

t before as (tIff}lY1Z"a +7 ýZ"failýý{Y1ýY 
2} (z is not in a1 

t Mar U. s (t[a] 1 n[n] 1 pan M1º1.72) 

pari = rlx. (yLx. t'done +y Zx. fail) 

+y 2z. (yjx. s'. fail + y2x. fail) 

and 

n {71/Q. 72/b} 

and Y1' YZ (71 Z) do not occur freely in t and u. Strictly 

speaking. we should insist on a particular choice of 11 and 72 and 

0 
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as we discussed in section 3.1 they are the same as 

b--'IC or b. P? W(z) -4C or b. P! W(e) -4C or GCOGC. 

Given a guarded command GC, the set GV(GC) of free guard 

variables contained in the guard of GC is defined by: 

b=1BC; C GC19GC2 

G`/ FV(b) u8V(BC) GV(GC1) uGV(GC2) 

The static semantics of these guarded commands are given below: 

ý- Bc, i-c C 

gý 
b+BC: C 

ý- 
c 

GCl, t-gc GC2 

8o 
GC1 GC2 

if GV(b4BC; C)= 

Note the static semantics for other commands are the same as-before. 

Remarks We assume that all CSP commands concerned in this chapter 

are syntactically correct. 

Notation 6.1 

Lot a be a state. 

The forms s(e) and s(Bool(GC)) denote the substitution of free 

variables in e and Bool(GC) by a respectively. 

The forms s(BC) and s(GC) denote the substitution of free guarded 

variables by s respectively.. D 

Finally,, to prove the translation is correct we need to modify 

the parallel rule given in chapter 2 as follows: 
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<Cl, s>-I->s'Iabortion 
parallel-B 1.3. ý, <C111 C2, s> -1'4<C21 skip, s'> I <C2; abort, 0 

<C . s>-&->s'Iabortion 

<C111C2, s> -&-->(C21 skip, s'>I<Clsabort, s> 

The difference from the parallel rules as given in section 2.3 is 

that if one of the constituents aborts, the parallel command may not 

abort immediately as the other may not terminate. 

6.2.3 Syntactic translation 

For convenience we use the suggestive line names IN, N']W 

throughout the translation, where N. N'ePlab u( ) and WePtn. 

Intuitively, IN, N'IW denotes the name of a communication line 

through which process N sends a value to process N' with a pattern 

W. For simplicity it is also assumed that all expressions can be 

evaluated properly, i. e, the case Qe]Is=error can not happen. 

Having introduced the necessary notation and assumptions we now 

study the syntactic translation- from CSP to CCSj. This translation 

consists of the two types of translations: 

QD : Bsc-4Terms 

Q 11: Spa-4Terms 

defined below: 

Basic commands 

1. QskiPD -f skip] 
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2. QP? W(zi)D - QP? W(xi)ii 

3. QQ! W(e)D - [*. Q]W(e. Qskip]) 

Guarded commands 

1. Qb4BC; C]I - if b then QBC)beforelCD also Nil 

2. QGC1UGC2D = QGCI]1 + QGC2]I 

Commands 

1. ifskipll - s' . done 

2. Qabortll - t'. fail 

3. Qzi: =eD = z'. RSjZV(e)[ai(e. QskipD)] 

4. Qc1; C2] = ZC1]Ibefore¢c2D 

S. QP? W(xi)D - [P. *]Wz. ai(x. Qskip]) 

6. QQ! W(e)D - 83"(8)1[#, Q3W(e. QskipD)) 

7. Qif GC fi] a BSGV(GC)[if Bool(GC) then [GC]1 also ifabort]l 

8. [rdo GC od] - ILP. RSGV(GC)[if Bool(GC) then (QGCDbefore P) 

else Qskip]I] 

9. QC111C21 = QCl]I Par QC23 
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10. QR:: CB = Qc]l [+R] 

where +R is the renaming defined by: 

[R, P]W if a=[*, P]W and R#P 

4R(a)= [P, RIW if a=[P, *]W and RP 

a if a is one of t', t, aily, ßi? v, a10 and 610 

11. Q rod cess R; CD a QCD[IR, FPL(C)) 

where i 

TIR, L(a)= 

R, L is the renaming defined by: 

[*, P]W if a=[R, P]W and PfL 

[P, a]W if a=[P, R]W and PFL 

undefined if a=[R, P]W and PeL 

undefined if a=[P, R]W and PeL 

a if a is [P, N]W or (N, P]W where R#N, R#P 

a if a is one of t', t, aily, ßi? v, 0lO and 610 

Let us explain the meaning of IRL informally: 

Suppose a-[R, P]W. Together with the translations of R:: C and 

P! W(e) and R? W(xi) we know that there are only two possibilities: 

a. A command R:: C' occurs in C and a command PIW(e) occurs in C'. 

In this case if P$FPL(C), i. e. the command P:: C" does not occur in 

C, then from the outside of U process R; C] this action must be 

[*, P]Wly since process R; C defines the scope of R. Thus the line 

[R, P]W becomes [*. P]W and this is the first case of the definition. 

If PsFPL(C), i. e. a command P:: C" does occur in C, then by the scope 

rule the action [R. P]Wly must be invisible from the outside of 

[[process R; CD " So '1R. L(IR. P]w) is undefined and this is the third 

case of the definition. 

b. A command P:: C' occurs in C and a command R? W(zi) occurs in 



C". In this case PaFPL(C) and according to the 

[R, P]T? v must be not visible from the ontsii 

This is also the third oase"of the definition. 

Similarly we can check the remaining cases 

make sure the translation is syntactically 

following notation: 
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,: 

cope scope rule the action 

process R; C]1 . 

of the definition. To 

correct we need the 

Definition 6.1 

Let Xa ( at I i-1...., n} and Mß={ AL I L-1...., n}. I. 

The function read: Z-3Mß is defined by: 

read(zi)=ßi i-l..... n 

The function write: Z -)Ma is defined by: 

write(zi)-GL 

and M-MQUMAu (a, a} a 

By structural induction we can prove the following results: 

Leans 6.3 

a. It i- B then 

read(RV(Q))=FLC Mal) nMß 

write (WV(tl))-FL( I[DD) nMa 

b. If {- C)IC2 then 

FL(QC1]I) nFL(QC2]() fMa'O 

co FV((BC)) - RV(BC) 

FV(QGCD) - GV(GC) 

FV(CC]I) - 

as(GC)D -s [GCD f 

6.2.4 Semantic translation 

We now study the adequacy of oar proposed translation tr and 
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begin with its definition using the notation introduced above. 

Firstly, we need to set up the transition systems for CSP and 

CCSÄ. To simplify the later proofs we take the union of the 

transition systems Tgc and T. given in chapter 2, (of course with 

the constraints given above) defining 

r ««r1QVr0, T0, AQ, gQ)u ý)> 

and this is the transition system for CSP. We will just use the 

LdentLt-y congruence. .1 

The transition system Tt of CCSÄ is defined as: 

A- ((N. N' ]WIN. N'sP1 ab u(), WsPtn and N#* or N' #" } 

and 

Tt"((doneIM3IR)\M, (Msolfsi1)\)( I seStores) 

where sO(zi)-0 for all L. and R is the reset term given as: 

'8- Ez. al(O. a2(0..... an(O, fait)... ) 

i. e. if R receives a signal from line- 8 then it sets the simulated 

state Ms to Ms0" 

The congruence relation » on the transition system at is just as 

given in section 5.2. 

The translation tr: T -+Tt is defined by: 

([nlIitslR)\x 

tr(r)- (d_elV$IB)\Di 
(Ms0Ifall) \M 

and 
[N, PIWfP 

tri. )w [P, NIA? v 

.c0 

if r-(2. s>. 

if r"s 

if r=abortion 

if ) "(N. P) IW(v) 

if ), '. (N. P)? W(v) 

if X-C 
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Note tr on labels is an injective mapping; and we see that t' is the 

translation of a. it was the need to keep track of the a transitions 

that led to the introduction of CCSÄ. 

Remarks The purpose of introducing the term R is just to give 

injective mapping for abortion. In practice, when a program is 

terminated abnormally, the store (memory) is very important for 

users to find run-time errors. From this point of view, we should 

introdnce'« . s> and <t, s> to replace s and abortion in the semantics 

of CSP respectively; and then. the translation would become: 

(QQD IM3)1M if r<<B. s> 

tr(r)- (doneIM3)\M if r'-(&, s) 

(fail1Ms)\M if r-<t. s> 

In fact this will make the later proofs simpler. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that if we omit the restrictioä 

for the guards (see section 6.2.2) and use- general Plotkin's guards 

then our translation is not adequate. Let us check the following 

example: 

Example 6.1 

Consider the CSP command C' with Plotkin's guards: 

C'" B:: C0P:: R? x3 

where the command C is given by: 

C if 

trueg+P10 

n 
trued ( if xl4Q! 00 not x14Q? 12 f i) 

fi 
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Let the initial state be s-(x1-O, z2=0, x3=0}. We know that the 

command C' can never deadlock. The translation of C is: 

ff CI a if true 

then(QPI OD+ß1z. (if true then(QQ! O]J+QQ? x3D) else tabort] ) 

elseIabortD 

and consider the following computation: 

tr((C; s>)=(QCD IM5IR)\M 

T ->((if tt then(QQIOB +QQ? z3D)also jabortD) IM5IR)\M 

and is deadlocked. So the computation from tr((C'. s>) can deadlock. 

0 

6.3 Proving the adequacy 

In this section we prove the translation tr: Tp-4Tt is adequate. 

According to chapter 5 we need to prove tr satisfies PO to PS. To do 

so, we first introduce some useful results about the terms 

t before u and t par u. and then prove tr satisfies PO to PS one by 

one. The method used to prove adequacy is mainly structural 

Induction. 

6.3.1 Useful lesius 

As we have already seen, in the syntactic translation we 

introduced the terms t before u and t par'u, and in the semantic 

translation we introduced the form (tIM5IR)\M. In this suosection we 

will introduce some notation to help us study the properties of 

these terms. The proofs of these properties are given' in appenciix 1. 

First of all we used the following definitions: 

Definition 6.3 

Given 7eA and 7lsAt and ae/lt. 
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1. ye). iff ). "º! v or l. 'º? v for some v. 

2. Zan iff )ahd(u) or ). atl(as) recursively. 

Definition 6.4 Well-formed terms 

A term t is well-formed iff whenever tn fit' -ý-)t" where neither 

a nor 8 occur in u, and aeX or 6e.. then t' is done or fail and 

X-a! 0 or X-610. (Of course then if usl. then t' , t" must be done and 

Nil respectively and ). must be a! O; and if Se). then t', t" must be 

fail and Nil respectively and ). must be 510. ) 

By structural induction we can prove the following lemma: 

Lama 6.31 Let tar and C be a command of Hoare's CSP. If QCD --fit 

then t is a well-formed term. 

Definition 6.5 Merge 

ý Let Q. v, w be in At 
. Then w is a mere of a and v (written as 

Merge(u, v. w)) iff n, v and w can be written for some nJ0 as 

na nl... na 

va vl... vn 

w- wl... wn 

and for any j with 1<j<n one of the following holds: 

1. wj-u3=)6 and vj-0 

2. wj-v j=X and u j-0 

3. For some ) with label in A. wjat', n3=X, vj. E. 

4. For some X with label in {Q. 8, ai'ßi'7i}' wj., c' ßj'7' °jar. a 

The motivation of merge is. that for a transition sequence of a 

composition t1It2 ' )t1It2 if we consider the "projected" 

transition sequences of its components we will have 

tl--Uýti , 
and t2 ' itt 

Then these three transition sequences must satisfy Merge(u, v. w). 
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Definition 6. S 

Given nsA 
t 

and s sStates, the state sa a States is defined by: 

s n=6 

sa = sn' n=4a' ai A). and ßiO. 

sn' n-(ßi? s(zi))a' 

s[vlzi]a' a=(ailv)n' 

The motivation of the definition is that sit defines the final 

state of a computation via the transition sequence u from the 

initial state s. 

Definition 6.6 

Given nsAt. the transition sequence äsAt is defined by: 

Q n=0 
n 1ä" ný1ýn' aj$X and ßi#X 

tä' n-7ln" aia1 or Ajax 

The motivation is that 

t----+t' Lff m(t. s) >m(t'. su). 

Notation 6.2 

From now on ve always use the following notation: 

a(t. s) ' (tIXsl8)\X 

Notation 6.3 

given two states sl, s2 and finite subsets L1, L2eA with 

Llis , 2'"Namo, we define the operation 0 on $l and s2 as follows: If 

that sl and s2 agree on those xi for which. ai not in L1 or L2 then' 

sl(xi) if aiaLi 

s19s2(zi)- 

s2(xi) otherwise 
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Otherwise sles2 is not defined. 0 

Strictly speaking in the above definition we should use the 

notation 6T1. L2 . However in this chapter we deal with a special case 
" 

in which L1 and L2 are determined by the terms of the form tl1t2 

with 

FL(tl) aFL(t2) nMa-0 and Ll-FL(tl) fMa and L2-FL(t2) nMa 

so we will write 0 instead of the more general 6* L. 

Let us explain the above notation and definitions by the 

following example. 

Example 6.2 

Let P be a line name. To have the following terms and states: 

tl=ßlzl. (P(z1. Ni1)) t2=Pz2. ((12(z2, Nil)) t'tllt2 

s={zlý, z2=1} s'={zZ-o, 'z2-0} M=(ai, Oil i=1.2) u {E. 0 

Thus 

m(ti, s)h(tiIXsI8)\M 11(t2. s)=(t2IMslR)\M m(t. s)-(tINSIR)\M 

The computations of m(t. s) and t are: 

s(t. s) m(NL1INil. s') t_ßi? 
O. t'. a210*Nil INil 

their "projected" computations are: 

m(tl. s) )m(Ni1, s) tl 
ßl? O. PIo. b 

O. P? O. a !0 
m(t2, s) (Nil, s) t2- 2 `Nil 
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Let 

w"st't u-sP106 v-op? Os 

w"OIL ? 0. ta210 a'=ßl? O. P10.0 v'. =O. P? 0. a2l0 

Then have 

w"w' nom' v=v' 

and 

Merse(a. v. w) and Mer; e(a'. v', w') 

and 

su'=s sv'-s' and s'-su'6sv' Q 

Lamas 6.4 

Let t be well-formed and wsAL. Then m(t. s)-'w )z iff one of the 

following holds: 

a. For some t' sa and s' we have t -3L4t' and s'=su and w- and 

z-m(t' , s') and neither can nor Ssn. 

b. For some a, n'and s' we have Q, 8 u. and 

t -3--) f ail and win' and s'=su and 

a(t. s)- 12 ) (fail's') 

(and of coarse a's(t}i) a 

Le: ai 6.5 

Let tl and t2 be well-formed with no free occurrences of y1. Then 

m(tlbefore t213) _X-47' iff one of the following holds: 

a. For some tj and s' we have: 

m(tl. s)a)rm(ti. s') and z-m(tibefore t2. s') 

b. For some and u. U'- and s' we have: 

m(tl. s))-m(done. s') and m(t2. s- )z and wu'. 

c. For some n. II' and s' we have: 

m(tl. s) - -)m(fai1. s') -1 40 and w=aza' 
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Lernaa 6.6 

Let tl and t2 be well-formed with no free occurrences of 7i and 

FL(tl) nFL(tZ) "e'ol Then m(t1 Par t2, s) 'w )x iff one of the 

following holds: 

a. For some u. Y. and w' we have: ; '-v and 

z-m(ti par t?. sw') and Merge(a, v, w') and sw'-suOsv and 

m(tl, s) ým(ti, sn) and m(t2, s)v-->m(t2'0sv). 

b. For some w', w" and tZ we have w-; 'tw" and: 

aft, gar t2. s) w=4m(doae par t2. sw and 

m(t? before done. sw') 'w=)z 

and for some n, v we have Merge(a. v. w') and sm'-snßsv and 

m(tl. s) ) (done. su) and m(t2. s)-=-)m(ti, sv) 

a. For sosse w'. w" and ti, s' we have w. r'tw" and 

m(tl par t2. s) w4-(ti par done. swl) and 

m(ti before done, swl) W-1-4x 

and for some u, v we have Merge(n, v, w') and sw'=suOsv and 

m(tl. s)g>m(ti, su) and m(t2, s)-Y-3m(done. sv) 

d. For some w', w" and tZ we have ww'tw" and 

a(tl Par t2, s) 
Zim(fail 

paar_ t?, sw') and 

m(ti beforeIabortll, sw') w,, >x 

and for some u, v we have Merge(n, v, w') and sw'-suOsv 

and m(ti, s) )m(fail, su) and m(t2, s) v)m(tZ, sv) 

e. For some w', w" and ti we have w1r'sw" and 
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include a-conversion in the congruence, -. to allow for the fact 

that the choice of 71 and 72 will depend on t and u. 

Note that s' appears in. the term par and will correspond to 

a given in CSP. The lines Q and b in the terms before and par are 

restricted, thus the term t before u means that if the execution of 

t is finished then a signal is sent through the (restricted) line 

c and the term t before u is transformed to u via an internal action 

v. If the execution of t leads to fail then a signal is sent through 

the (restricted) line 6 and t before u is transformed to fail via an 

internal action. Similarly, for the term t par u if one of t and u 

is done then t par u becomes the other followed by t'. done; if one 

of t and u is failed then the behaviour of t par u is the same as 

the other followed by a t'. fail. All these explanations will be 

described formally in the next section. 

6.2.2 Hoars's CSP 

To translate Hoare's CSP, as we explained' in 'chapter 2, we need 

to restrict the static semantics for guarded commands. To do so, we 

introduce the set. Bsc, of basic commands ranged over by BC and 

defined as follows: 

Bsa { strip. P? W(x). Plw(e) } 

That is a basic command can only be skip or an input or output 

command. Then the syntax and static semantics for Hoare's guarded 

commands commands are defined by: 

GC :: = b4 BC; CI GC O GC 

The forms of guarded commands now can only be 

b4skip; C or b4PTh(=); C or b4P! W(e); C or GCIIGC 

r 
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m(tl gar t2. s))m(ti 2! r fail lsw') and 

m(tj beforelabort]I. sw') "-)x 

and for some n, v we have Merge(n. v, w') and sw'-snesv 

and m(tl, a) n )m(ti, su) and m(t2, s) °--)m(fail, sv) 

Leasa 6.7 

Suppose n#b. Then m(tl+t2. s) n >x iff 

either m(tl. s) ß-ßz or m(t2. s) n-->x. 

Leaaa 6.8 

Suppose a#e. Then 

m(if b then t also n. s) n->x iff 

either Qb]=tt and m(t, s) U )x or Qb3-ff and m(u, a) -.! ->x 

Leas 6.9 
46 

Let t be well-formed with no free occurrences of ri and waAt and let 

+ be any renaming which is defined on w and is the identity on cr. 

6, ai and ßi. Then m(t(4j, s)-'---)z' if f one of the following holds: 

a. For some t' and s' we have z'=m(t'(+]. s') and there is a w' 

with }(w')-w and m(t, s) 
k4m(t', 

s') and s'-sw'. 

b. For some n, u' and v we have S, aOu and w=nv and f(al)=a and 

m(t. s) U41I(fail, sa') and m(fait, sn') °-4z'. 
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6.3.2 Proving the adequacy 

In this section we prove the translation tr: 7C 
p-ß'1t 

is adequate 

with M'(r)e, to do so we prove that tr satisfies PO to PS. First of 

all, for convenience of later proofs we give the complete 

transitions for the following simple translations: 

tr((skip. s>) = m(s'. done, s) 
')m(done, 

s)=tr(s) 

tr((abort, s>) = m(z'. fail, s) 
'>m(fail, 

s) 

--'>(Hs0I fail) \M-tr(abortion) 

Here t+ denotes a deterministic transition sequence. 

tr(<zi=e, s>) - m(T'. RSpV(e)[ai(e, Qskipll)]. s) 

- m(RSFV(e)(ai(e. Qskip]J)]s) 

-174m(ai(s(a). Qsiip])s) 

->m(Qskip]I. sIIs(e)I/xi]) 

---->m(done, s[Qs(e)D/xi]) 

tr(<P? W(xi)is>) - m([P, ']W? x. ai(z, Qskip]), s) 
[P w?; 

M(ai(v. 11 skip I), S) 

`sm(Qskip]1, s(v/zi]) 

>m(done. s(v/zi]) 

tr(CQ1W(e), s>) = m(BSFV(e)[[*. q]W(e, Qskipll)l, s) 
-CO 'm([*, QIW(s(a)E[ skip] )Its) 

[*. QIW1 ES(0)Ilm(skip. 
s) 

(done, s) 
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The renamings $R and TIR, L have the following properties: 

Le, sa 6.1 0 

For any )eA t we have 

rt($R(? )) ° fR(rt(%)) 

with one side being defined iff the other is. 

Proof. The proof is by case analysis on the definition. 

Lesaa 6.11 

Let L be a finite subset of Plab. For any . eA t we have 

rt('Iß. L(X)) = 'lR. L(rt(X)) 

with one side being defined iff the other is. 

Proof. The proof is by case analysis on the definition. 

We assume that the definition of the functions ¢R and 11R, L are 

extended to the sequences of transition actions in both CSP and 

CCSÄ. As usual, we use Syn to denote the set of syntactic entities 

of CSP. 

Theorem 6.2 

Given seStates, it is impossible that for any fleSyn tr((Q, s>) ! 4x, 

where x is in Tt and rt(u)=O. 

Proof The proof is by structural induction on 63. 

case 1. D is skip, abort, x: =e, P! W(e) and Q? W(x). 

Looking at the complete computations from tr((Sl, s>) given above 

the result is obvious. 

case 2.0 is b=)BC; C. 

Then Qblsatt and FV(b)=1 and 
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tr(<b4BC; C. s>)-m(if b then(BCDbeforelCDelse Ni1. s) 

-m(if b theniBCDbefore fCDelse Nil, s) 

(for as GV(b4BC; C)- we have (BCD=QBC]I) 

'i(Lf b then QBC; C]e1se Ni1, s) 

Thus the computation from tr((b4BC; C, s>) is the same as the 

computation from tr((BC; C, s>) therefore by the induction hypothesis 

the result is true. 

Oase 3. D is GC1II GC2. 

Computation from tr(<GC10GC2. s)) is the same as computation from 

tr((GCL. s>) i-1 or 2. By the induction hypothesis on GCi the result 

is therefore true. 

case 4. U is ClsC2. 

tr((Q. s>) "m(QCl]IbeforetC2D . s) 

Then according to lemma 6. S. we have only three possibilities: 

a. For some t' and a' we have 

x (t'beforef C2D. s') and tr((C1, s>) ->m(t'. s') 

Since x is not in Tt this is not the case. 

b. For some n2, u2 and s' 

tr((Cl, s>) 
uim(done. s') and tr((C2, s'>) -U2> 

and n . 1ta 2. By the induction hypothesis to C1 the case is 

impossible. 

a. For some ul and s' 

tr((C1. s>)- m(f9il. s')-1-4tr(abortion) 

By the induction hypothesis to Cl the case is impossible. 

case S. II is do GC od. 

According to the translation any computation from tr((a, s)) begins 

as follows: 
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tr((Q. s>)-m(µP. (BS(; V[if Bool(GC) then(QGCDbefore P)elseIskip]I]) s) 

-15)m(if s(Bool(GC)) then Qs(GC)3beforelt3D else Qskip]I, s) 

So for some ul with rt(ul)-O we have one of the following 

possibilities: 

a. m((Qs(GC)Dbeforelt3D. s>) - 
4x 

b. tr(<skip. s>) -1z1, x 

Similar to the proof of case 4 the first is imposäible, and by 

case 1 the second is also impossible. 

case 6. Cl is if GC f i. 

The proof is similar'to case S. 

case 7.0 is C1lC2. 

According to lemma 6.6 we have five possibilities: 

a. For some tl, t2 and s' we have x. (tl par t2, s'). Then x is not 

in Tt so this is not the case. 

b. For some nl and n2 and t2 we have -' 

tr(<C1aC2. s>) 
1(done 

par t2, sl) and 

m(t2 before done. s') n2>1 and nu1za2 

and for some nll, u12 we have Merge (ull, a12, n1) and s'-s (all) ®s (ul2) 

and tr((C2, s>)m(t2, s(n12)) 

and tr((Cl, s>) -i-ým(done, s(n11)) 

Since rt(u)-0 so rt(al)- thus according to the definition of Merge 

rt(ull)0. So by the- induction hypothesis the last transition is 

impossible, and so case (b) is impossible. 

For some ul, u2 and t2 ve have: 

tr(<CiIC2, s>)- (fail Par t2, s') and 

m(t2 before -ßj2 and u'ulvu2 
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and for some all, a12. we have Merge(ull, n12, ul) and 

s'ss (ull) Os (nl 2) and 

and tr((C2. s>) m(t2. s(u12) ) 

and tr(<Cl, s>) m(fail, s(ull)) 

Similar to case (b) rt(nil)-O, so by the induction hypothesis 

the last transition is impossible and case (c) is impossible. 

d. Exchange the positions of C1 and C2 in cases (b) and (c). Then 

the cases are still impossible and the proofs are similar to cases 

(b) and (a) . 

case 8. D is R:: C. 

As rt(n)-O we have +g(Q)sa (by lemma 6.10) therefore by lemma 6.9 

tr((C. s>) -ggz. zsT2 and rt(a)-. By the induction hypothesis this 

is impossible so case 8 is impossible. 

Oase 9. a is process R; C. The proof is similar to case 8. U 

Corollary 6.1 

The translation tr satisfies P0. 

Proof. If raTc it is either s or abortion. Then tr(r) is either- 

n(done, s) or (Ms0Ifai1)\M and so in Tt in either case. 

If tr(r)-1-->z with x is Tt and rt(u)-O then by the previous 

theorem r cannot be of the form <a, s> so rsT0. 

To prove tr satisfies P1 we used the following lemma which is 

easily proved by structural induction. 

Leua 6.12 

If <a, s> -¢->abort on then 

tr(<t3, s>)m(fail, s) -4tr(abortion). 

and rt(d)-s. 
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Theore* 6.3 

The translation tr satisfies Pl. That is for any r-<ß. s>, fsSyn and 

is/1p. <Q. s>- 
p>r implies that for some usAt tr(<Q. s>) ttr(r) and 

rt(a)-1.. 

Proof The proof is by structural induction on D. We need to examine 

the following cases: 

Case 1.0 is ship, abort and x: -e. By looking at their complete 

computations the result is obvious. 

Case 2.13 is P? W(zi). 

Then r must be <skip. s> and ). must be (*. P)? W(v). So 

tr((P? W(zi) , s>)"a((s, P]Wz. ai(z, [skip I) , s) 

[". P]w? 4caico. Qsi3pn) . s) 

t 
t` (Qskip], s[v/zil) 

The last term is just tr(<skip. s[v/zil>. 

Case 3. a is P! WCo). 

The proof is similar-'to case 2. 

Case 4. Q is b4BC; C. 

According to the guard rule in section 2.3 Qb] 
antt an& 

<BC, C, s>- 3r. By the induction, hypothesis we have 

tr((BC; C. s>) u>tr(r) and rt(u)-7. 

So since Qb]s-ttt and FV(b)uO and 

tr((b4BC; C. s>)-m(if b thenIBC)bef Nil. s) 

-m(if b then [BC eforejiCileise Nils) 
(for as GV(b'BC; C) we have (BC)=QBCD ) 

-m(if b thenhBC; CD else Nils) 
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Thus the computation from tr((b4BC; C, s>) is the same as the 

computation from tr((BC; C. s>) therefore 

tr((b'BC; C. s>)- tr(r). 

Case S. Q is GC1OGC2. 

According to the alternative rule is section 2.3 we know that 

<GCi. s>- r where i-1 or 2 

By the induction hypothesis we have 

tr((GCj. s>)- p>tr(r) and rt(u)-.. 

" Thus by lemma 6.8 

tr((GC1DGC2. s>)ým(QGCj]+f GC23 . s) 

-, Lt+tr(r) 

Case 6.11 is do GC od. 

According to the repetition rule in section 2.3 we need to examine 

the following subcases: ' 

1. QBoo1(GC)B s=tt and <GC, s>- p ><C. s'>Is'Iibortion. 

Let us just check the first one: 

«, s>- 
p*<C, s'> and so <s(GC), s>-L+<C, s'>. 

By the induction hypothesis 

tr((s(GC), s>) m(QCD, s') and rt(u)-G. therefore 

tr((do GC od, s>) 

-m (1ý"(BSGV(GC)(If Bool(GC)'then(QGCDbafore P)else Qskip]]). s) 

m(if s(Bool(GC)) then(Qs(GC)Ilbee 110]) else Qskipll, s) 

(by the recursive rule and lemma 6.4) 

tm(QCDbe_re QQD , s' ) 
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(by lemma 6.8) 

The last form is just tr(<C; do GC od. s'>). 

2. QBoo1(GC) D 
s'uff, therefore 

tr((a, s)) 4(if s(Bool(GC)) then(Qs(GC)Dbeforelll]i)else [skip] , s) 

- m(done, s) 

The last form is just tr(s). 

Case 7.93 is if GC f i. 

The proof is similar to case 6. 

Cu. 8. a is C1; C2. 

According to the composition rule in section 2.3 there are three 

snboases to study: 

s. (Cj*s) -p (Ci. s"). Then by the induction hypothesis we have 

tr((Cl, s)) m(QCi3, a) and rt(u)=X. Therefore applying lemma 6.5 

tr((a, s>)-u( IEC13beforeEC23. s) 

-ý}m(QC' Ilbefore [C2] , s' ) 

The last is just the form which we expect. 

b. <Cý. s> p>s'. The proof is similar to subcase (a). 

a. <Cl, s> p)abortion. Then <C1; C2, s>- p>abortion. By lemma, 6.12 

we have: 

I 'a tr((Cj. s>) m(f_. s)>tr(abo rtion) 

and rt(u)"s, therefore by lemma 6.5 

tr(<a, s>) - -(f_ before QC23) 
, s) 
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m(fail. s) - >tr(abortion) . 
Case 9. a is ClfC2. 

According to the parallel rule in section 2.3 we need to study the 

following subcases: 

a. <C1, s>- 
p-><Cj, 

s'> and <ß. s>- 
p ><Ci1'C2,: '>. By the induction 

hypothesis we have 

tr((Cl, s>)-g, m(QCii, s') . rt(a)=a. 

By lemma 6.4 (a) we have n' such that n'-u and s'-su'. Noticing that 

)lerge(u'. O, n') and s'-su'6s0'su' applying lemma 6.6 we have: 

tr(<121s>)"(QCl]parlC21 , s) 

>m(QCi1P'RrQC21, s') 

<Cj. s'>. <CZ. s>- <Ci. s> and than b. <C1. s>- P. p 
<O, s>-. tp- <CjICZ. a'>. By. the induction hypothesis we have: 

tr((CI, s>) Ui1. tr(7ý). n12_(IICiD, s') 

tr(<CZ. s>) -g21. 
tr(r) '23m( I[CZD . s) 

where all, u12, a21, u22 are sequences which contain v only. By 

lesima 6.4 (a) we have v11, v12, v21 and v22 such that v11-u11,; 

12-a12, v21-n21 and v22-u22. Let 

vl"vil. tr(7. ) . v12 and v2"v21. tr(Z). v22. 

we have s'=s(vi) and s' s(v2) . Take v3-vll. vl2. t'. vl2. v22 then 

Merge(vl. v2. v3) and s(v3)=s(vl)Gs(v2)=s' (Noticing 

Fi, (QC13) nFi. (QC23) n%-O) . So applying lemma 6.6 we have: 

tr((D0s>)ý(QC111prIC2D. s)sitrm"CO par TCP 131) 

. <Cl0 s> -gfp-+ 3 then. <S2. s> p ><C2; skip, 0. By the induction 
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hypothesis we have 

tr((Cl, s>)U ) (done, s) and rt(a)=a. 

. By lemma 6.4 (a) we have n' such that ä'-u and s-sn'. Noticing that 

Merge(a'. O. a') and s-su'es0-sa', applying lemma 6.6 we have 

tr(<a, s>)-ut m(doae arfCZD. s) 

m(QCZDbeforeQ skipl va) 

d. <Cl. s>- p)abortion then <A. s>- <C2; abort. s>. By the p- 
lemma 6.12 we have: 

m( QC1D . s) m(fail, s) - 
")tr(abortion) 

and rt(n')-s. So applying lemma 6.6 we have: 

tr(<n. s>)-(¢Clh""2D, s) 

-3 4(fa. il arQC2]I. s) 
-->(aC2Dbefore Qabort]. s) 

e. By exchanging the- positions of C1 and C2 in snbcases (a), (b). 

(c) and M. the proofs of these- cases are similar to the proofs. in 

(a), (b), (c) and (d). 

Cu. 10.0 is R:: C. 

Then if (R:: C, s)--I-)r there are three subcases where for some 

)" with 71't(' .') we have: 

<C, s>-1"-><C', s'>Is'Iabortion 

and r is <R:: C', s'> or a' or abortion. 

one. By the induction hypothesis ve have 

tr((C, s>) ' )tr((C', s'>) and 

We Just consider the first 

rt(u) '). '. So aultr(J)u2 where ul and u2 are composed of is only. 

Therefore as #g(X') is defined so is +R(u), by lemma 6.9 we have 

tr((R:: C. s>) -qtr(<B:: Cý, sý>) 

thus we calculate that 
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rt($R(u)) = rt(ulfR(tr(7. '))u2) 

= rt(fR(tr(%')) ) 

_ +R(rt(tr(%'))) (by lemma 6.10) 

Case 10.11 is process R; C. 

Then if <process R; C, s> 
X>r there are three snbcases where for 

some X' with 7*"R, FPL(C)(i'') we have <C, s><C', s'>Is'Iabortion 

and r is <process R; C', s'> or s' or abortion. Let us just consider 

the first subcase. 

Now by the induction hypothesis we have 

tr((C. s>) n-qtr((C', s'>) where u=ultr(%)u2 

and ul. u2s(r) . As rt(tr(X'))=l. ' and 11R, L(X') is defined 

71R. L(rt(tr(X'))) is defined; so we can apply lemma 6.11 to see that 

'IR. L(tr(X')) is defined and also 

rt(gqg. L(tr(X')))"R. L(X') 

so by lemma 6.9 we have 

ul1 R L(tr(7. ') )u2 
tr((process R=C, s>) ` tr((process R; C', s'>) 

and rt(n1nR, L(7? '))n2) °'IR, L(X') as required. 

Thus the lemma has been proved. 0 

Leeraa 6.13 1 

If tr((GC. s>) n-->x then hd(u)etr(A ). 

Proof. The proof, is by structural induction on GC. 

case 1. GC is b =4BC: C. According to the definition of the 
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translation the first transition action of tr(<GC, s)) must be the 

same as the first transition action of tr((BC, s>). Since BC can only 

be skip, PIW(e) or Q? W(=) the result is obvious. 

case 2. GC is GC1LI GC2. Since computation from tr((GC, s>) is the same 

as tr((GCL s>) for i=1 or 2. by induction on GCi the result is 

proved. 0 

To now choose M-(-c)* and prove the translation satisfies P2. 

Theorea 6.4 

The translation tr satisfies P2. That is, if tr(<a, s>)-U > 

rt(u)-. then there exist ref'p. z'sr t. and al, n2s(t)" such that 
nu 

<Q, s>- r and tr(r) --t>z' and z 
)z' (see figure S. 8). 

Proof The proof is by structural induction. Consider the following 

cases: 

Case 1. a is one of skip, abort, z: -e, P? W(z) and PIW(e). 

Since the computation from tr(<a, s>) is deterministic the result 

is obvious. 

Case 2. n is b4BC; C. 

Then 0b]s=tt and the computation from tr((Q, s>) is the same as 

the computation from tr((BC; C, s>). By the induction hypothesis the 

computation from tr((BC; C, s>) satisfies the lemma. thus so does the 

computation from tr((ß, s>). 

Case 3. a is GC1 + GC2. 

Here we need only notice that the computation from- tr(<Q. s>) is 

the same as one of the tr((GC1, s>). 

Case- 4. a is Cl'C2. 

According to lemma 6.5 three sabcases, can arise: 

case 4'. 1 For some t1, s' we have: 

="m(tlbeforeQC2D, s') and tr((CI, s)) u> (tl, s') 
Nov, by- the induction hypothesis. we can find rl, x and al, n2a{T}" 
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such that 

<Cl, s» r1 and tr(rl) -n1)Xj and m(tj, s') 
24zi 

Now there are still three cases according to the form of rl: 

case 4.1.1 r11<Ci. s">. Then we take r-<Ci; C2. s"> and certainly 

<C1, C2, s>- r. Next since tr((Cj. s">)-npsi and rt(ul)=, by 

theorem 6.2 we have zl=m(tj, s1) for some tj and s1. So we take 

x'=m(tibef or ef C2L s1) and by lemma 6.5 have: 

a 
tr(r)-tr((Ci; CZ, s">)- 

)m(tibeforellC2]I, 
s') 

n 
and since m(t1, s") Zýzi=m(ti. 

s1) by lemma 6.5 again 

m(t1beforeIC2II, s') 
II? >m(tlbeforeIC2ll, s") 

and so the case is proved. 

case 4.1.2 rl=s". Then tr(rl)=tr(s") and so ul=b and zi=tr(s"). 

Take r'=<C2, s"> and z'=tr((C2, s">). Now by the composition rule we 

have 

<C1, C2. s>-L><C2. s"> 

and by lemma 6.5 we have 

II 

m(tl bereIC2D. s') 
)m(done beforeiC2D, s") Vim(<IICZD. s">) 

and the last is just z' so the case is proved. 

case 4.1.3 rl=abortion. Then tr(rl)=tr(abortion) so II1=0 and 

zi=tr(aboýon) and II2a(s)e and m(tl, s') tr(abortion). So by 

lemma 6: 12 we have s'-s and for some II2la (v) " and II2=II21. t and 

m(tl. s)m(fail. s) t-)tr(abortion) 

Thus take r-abortion, z'=tr(abortion); by lemma 6.5 (c) we have: 

a' 
m(tlbefo eQC211.3) --ý-)tr(abortion) 

where n2=U2j. 1. s and so the case is proved. 
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case 4.2 For some wl. w2 and s' we have u=w1Tw2 and 

tr((C1. s>)-: >m(done. s') and tr((C2's'>) -2>x 

Since rt(u)=7l we see that rt(wl)-O or rt(w2) -0. By theorem 6.2 we 

cannot have rt(wl)i0 so rt(w2)=O. 

By the induction hypothesis to C1 we have rl, nl, u2 and xi such 

that 

<Cl. s>-' )rl and tr(rl) i)11 
and m(done. s') 

2)xi 

Here 7. -rt(wl) . n2" and x{"m(done, s') . Since rt(ul)= by theorem 6.2 

we have rl=s' and ul=0.. 

So we take r=(C2. s'>, z'=z, n2=ß and nl=w2 and have 

<C1, C2, s>)- <C2, s'> and tr((C2, s>) 
Z)x. 

case 4.3 For some wl, w2 and s' we have u wlw2 and 

tr((C1, s>)->m(fail. s") 
wiz 

Here rt(wl)-rt(n)=J.. By the induction hypothesis we have r1, u1, n2 

and xi such that 

<Cl, s>-h->rl and tr(r1) nl >zi and x 
n2>zi. 

Noticing that the computation from m(fail, s') is deterministic so 

we choose xi-tr(abortion) and then by theorem 6.2 we see that 

u1-o and so rl=abortion. So 
. 

take r-abortion and z'=xj by the 

composition rule we have <C1, C2, s> >abortion 
and we already have 

u 

_izi-z' and the case is proved. 

Casa S. 0 is do GC od. 

There are two subcases to analyse: 

a. Q Bool(GC)]lssff. Then: 

s 
tr(<f, s>)rm(if s(Bool(GC)) then(Qs(GC)']Ibefore ff 03)el so ff skip1, s) 
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. -11 m(done. s) 

choose r=s, z'=m(done, s) and n1En2-b. 

b. QBool(GC)Dsatt. Notice that the initial transition sequence 

of the computation from tr(<l, s>) is a deterministic t sequence 

followed by a transition sequence of m(Qs(GC)D beforefQE, s) Then the 

proof can be done by an analysis like that of case 4. 

Case 6. G is if GC fi. 

The proof is similar to case S. 

Case 7. G is C1NC2. 

This is the most important and complicated case. Suppose 

tr(< C11CZ. s>)=m(fC1]IparfC211. s)-, 2,4z and rt(u)=X. 

Then according to lemma 6.6 five possible subcases arise: 

case 7.1 For some n', v1, v2, s' we'have n'=n and 

Merge(v1, v2, n') and x m(tlpar t2, s') and 

m(QC1II, s) 
v)m(tl, 

s(vl)) and m(fC2Il, s) 
v-? 

-ým(t2, s(v2)) 

where s=sv16sv2. Noticing that rt(u)=. and so rt(n')=X. According 

to the definition of merge, there are two subcases to study: 

. ass. 7.1.1 rt(vi) o for some i (i=l or 2). Suppose 1=2, thus 

rt(vl)=7ý. BY the induction hypothesis there exist rl, and U11, 

II128{t}" such that: 

(Cls>- r, and tr(rl)IIll3zl and m(tl, s(vl))II 
)XI 

Now there are still three snbcases depending on the form of r1: 
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al. If rl"<Cj. sl> then by theorem 6.2 zi5(ti. si) for some ti and si 

so 

tr((C1. s>) -ý-) 1(t1. sv1) <CI. s> 

1211 

1% 
2 

1). 

tr((Cj. sl>) ---'ß-) (ti. sj) <Cj, sl> 

where sl'slallii°1n12 and nll--; il' n12'; 12 (bp lemma 6.4). So take 

r'-<q UU C2, s1) and s'm(tipar t290), where s3-sjOsv2 and als"Lilv2 

and u27%2. Notice Merge (uil, v2, allv2) and Merge (a12, O, n12) and 

s3-slNil) es(v2)-$1(nilv2) and s3-(svl)nl26sv2=(svlv2)ajfs'ni2 

(FL(QC1B n QC2D nliamO) so by lemma 6.6 we have 

m(Eclhar C2B. s) 
a (tl par t2. s') 

I1112 

1111°2 
m(QC111EsEEC2D 'S1) (ti par t2, s3) 

> and by the parallel rule we have <C111CZ, s> -1--P-'> (Ci 11 C21$1 

a2. If rl-s then choose r'-<C2; sh; p, s>, z'-m(t, before[skip], s) and 

n181V2 and n27u127. - 

. 3. If r1-abortion then -choose r'-<C2; abort. s>. 

z'm(tybeforelabortl ps). nlmi2 and n2 2t. 

case 7.1.2 rt(u)-a and rt(vl)=p, rt(v2)=p (Here- p is the 

complement of p). By the induction hypothesis there exist <Cj. s1>. 

ti, and u, sj1(r) such that 

vl 
m(QC1D . S) (t1, svl) (Cl, s> 

n1 
1121 . 

m(QCjl. sl) (ti. si) <Ci, sl> 
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where sj sluj1 s(vju j) and niluli and nZl-uu as usual. 

and (CZ, s>, t2, a12, n228{t} " such that 

m(QC23. s) 
'2- )i (t2. sv2) (C2. s> 

ýn22 IK 

m(QCZD. s) (t2. sZ) - (CZ. s> 

where si7 %2. a(v2n22) and ni2wu12 and n227U22" 

Let s3"siOs2. Take r'<C1t C?. s1>, z'-m(ti Lr t2. s3), u1"a11"a12 and 

U27rn21"a22" Applying lemma 6.6 (a) we have 

m([C1DparQC2]I . s) )m(tl par t2, s' ) 

a2 

m(ICl3psrQC? D, sl) 
ý' (ti par t2. s3) 

There the horizontal transition is because 

Merge (nil"a12'allII12) and s3=sies 2's1n116an1 Z=al (n11uj 2) 

the last equality is by FL(QC1]I) nFL(ILC23) nMa=6. The vertical 

transition is because 

M, r; e(njj. n22"nilnZZ) and 

s3"si6s,? s (vinil) 6s (v2a22) =(sv1v2) (n21222. s '(a2# V22) " 

By the parallel role we also have <C1fIC2. s>-L)<C'llCZ. s'> and so 

the case is proved. 

case 7.2 For some wl, w2, s' and t2 such that a w1'rw2 
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w 
and tr((C1UC2, s>) 

714m(done 
par t2, s') 

and m(t2 beforet'done, s') -w2-)x 

and for some vl, v2, we have Merge(v1. v2, w1) 

and tr((Cl. s>) 
)m((dtone. 

svl) and tr(<C2 s>) 
)m(t2, 

sv2) 

where s'=sv1esv2 as usual. Since rt(u)=). we have rt(wl)- or 

rt(w2)-0. By theorem 6.2 we cannot have rt(wl)- so rt(w2)-. 

Similarly rt(vi)=, b 

By the induction hypothesis on C1 we have rl and ull. n2j in {z}s 

and zi such that 

(CI, s>-b-4rl and tr(rl) )xj and m(done. s tU4xi 

Here n and xi-n(done, s"). Hence as n11ä{-c}" by theorem 6.2 again 

we have rl"s" and so by lemma 2.1 ). -e and n11=0. 

So take r'-<C2; skip. s'>. z'=z. ul-w2 and u2 and we have: 

w 
tr(r)-tr(<C2; skiP. s'>)--ý>z and <C1IIC21s>-3-><C2; skip.: >. 

cas" 7.3 For some wl, w2, t2 and a' we have n=wltw2 

and tr((CLI1C2. s>) 
)s(fail 

Par t2. s') 
w 

and m(t2e_ fore f abortf , s') --4_ 

and for some v1. v2 we' have Merge(v1, v2, w1) and's'"vlesv2 and 

tr((Cl. s>) -ý3m(fail. svl) and tr((C2, s>) (t 2, sv2) 
Notice the computation from m(fa_, s') is deterministic and its 

transition sequence contains is only. By theorem 6.2 rt(vl)-O is 

impossible, therefore rt(w1)AO and rt(w2)-O. By the induction 

hypothesis on C1 we have rl, x j, nli and u21. Again the computation 
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from m(fail, s) is deterministic so rl=abortion and xi-tr(abortion). 

Then by lemma 2.1 X=e. We take r-<c2; abort, s>. x'=z, ul=w2, n2=0 and 

have: 
w 

tr((C21abort. s'>) z and <C111C2. s>-8 -><C2sabort. s> 

case 7.4 Exchange the positions of Cl and C2 in case 7.2. The 

proof is then similar to that of case 7.2. 

case 7.5 Exchange the positions of C1 and C2 in case 7.3. The 

proof is then similar to that of case 7.3. 

Thus the case 7 is proved. 

Case S. 11 is R:: C. 

According to lemma 6.9 there are two snbcases: 

case 8. i z=m(t[f8]. s' ) and m(QCDºs) U'>m(t, s) and +R(n')=n. By 

the induction hypothesis there exist r', t' and uj, u? s(t}* such that 

m(QCDºs) '')m(t, s') <C, s> 

tui trt1) 
n" 

tr (r') --ý-Wt' , s1) -rº 

If r'=<C'. s"> than. choose r=<R:: C', s">, z'=m(t'(+R]. s1) and ul=uj. 

and u2-nj. According to the definition of +R rt(u') can only be one 

of s. (*. P)? W(v) and (*. P)IW(v) (PAR). so 4R(rt(u')) is defined and 

then by lemma 6.10 we have 

fR(rt(u'))=rt(+R(n'))=rt(a) and so <R:: C, s> 1t 4<R:: C'. s'>. 
ßn 

By lemma 6.9 we have m(t(4R]. s')z' and x 
? >z'. 

If r'=s" then choose res", z'm(done, s") and ulk, n2-u2. (Noticing 

nj=0). 

If r'=abortion then choose r-abortion, x'atr(abortion) and ul=b and 
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aase 8.2 For some wl, w2 tr(<C. s>) 
>m(fail. 

s') ')x where 

n=+R(wl)w2. So by the induction hypothesis we have rl and nl, uj in 

(t)s and Xj such that 

<C. s> r IIn rl and tr(rl) )zi and z 
? >zi 

As usual we can take xi=tr(abortion) then by theorem 6.2 ui-6 and so 

rl=abortion. Now we calculate that 

+R(rt(wlw2))=rt("1R(wlw2))=rt(4g(wl)w2)=rt(n). 

Therefore we take r=abortion, ul=O and u2'w2 and z=z' and the result 

holds. 

Case 9.0 is process R; C. 

The proof is similar to case 8. 

Thus the theorem has been proved. 0 

Theorem 6.5 

If tr(<a, s>)t is an infinite computation then it must' contain at 

least one translated label. 

Proof The proof is by structural induction on Q. 

By looking at their complete computations it is easy to see that 

a cannot be skip, abort. z: =e. P? W(z) and P! W(e). Thus we only need 

to examine the following cases. 

Case 1.0 is b4BC; C. 

Then ILb]s'tt and the transition sequence tr(<Q. s>)t must be the 

same as tr((BC; C. s>). By the induction hypothesis we know that the 

transition sequence tr(<BC; C, s>)t contains at least one translated 

label. 

Case 2.0 is GCl U GC2. 

The case is true since the computation from tr(<t3, s>) must be a 
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computation of one of tr(<GC1, s>) isl. 2. 

Case 3.0 is if GC f i. 

Then QBool(GC)D3=tt and tr(<f. s>)t must have the same computation 

as tr((GC. s>). By the induction hypothesis the case is done. 

Case 4. Q is do GC od. 

Then QBool(GC)Ds=tt and the initial transition sequence is 

tr((a. s>)->if s(Bool(GS)) then Is(GC)Dbefore[S2Delse lskip]. s) 

there are two subcases: 

a. tr((GC, s>)t, then by the. induction hypothesis it must contain 

at least one translated label so the case is proved. 

b. the computation from tr(<GC, s>) is finite. Then it cannot be 

stack, therefore applying lemma 6.5 we have: 

tr((GC, s>)m(done, s'). 

By theorem 6.2 rt(u)00, that is u contains at least one translated 

label therefore tr(«. s>)t contains at least one translated label. 

Case S. a is C1; C2. 

Let tr(<C1iC2, s>) - -ýzl-- >z2- -ý... 

be an infinite computation and na-Jll7.2... Xn. Applying lemma 6.5 we 

see three possibilities and consider the latter two first: 

aase 5.1 For some w IL, vn and sn we have un-warvn and 

*v 
tr((Cl. a>)--$-)hm(done, sn) and tr(<C2, sä>) -4zn 

In this case, by theorem 6.2, wn must contain at least one 

translated label and so does nn. 

case 5.2 For some w1, va and sn we have un-raun and 

wv 
tr((Cl, s))- m(fail, sa) - -)x "" 
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But this is not the case since the above computation is finite. 

case 5.3 For eve n we have for some to and sn and 
n 

zn-m(tn beforeIC2]l sn) and tr((Cl. s>) )m(ta. sn) 

We have an infinite computation: 

tr(<Cl. s>) ') (-tl. s1) %2 ým(t2, s2) - -?... 

applying the induction hypothesis to C1 we see that this 

computation must contain at least one translated label. 

Case 6. ü is C111 C2. 

Let tr((C HC2. s>) x1- x2- ... 

be an infinite computation and nn"X1712.. An. Then applying lemma 6.6 

we see five possibilities and consider the latter four first: 

case 6.1 For some wa. vn, sn and t2n we have u -fawn and 

tr((CjUC2, s>) 
f)m(done 

par t2n, sa) 

m(t`�_b e eIskipll, s) )xn 

and for some wä, wä we have MerSe(wä, wä, wn) and 

w' 
tr((C1. s>) m(done. sw') 

tr((C21s>) -g-)m(t2n. swä) 

and sa a =aw'Aswa". Eýy theorem 6.2 won must contain at least one 

translated label, then so does wn by the definition of merge. 

case 6.2 For some wIL va. sU. and t2n we have as-iasvn and 

w 
tr(CiaC2, s>)lm(fsil par t2u, sa) 

m(t2_b eweQabort]sa) za 

and for some wä, wn we have Nerge (wä, y' , wa) and 
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w' 
tr((C1, s>) (fail. awn) 

w" 
tr((C2. s>) -m(t2a, swä) 

and sn=swa6swä. As usual since m(fail, swn) -14tr (abortion) so by 

theorem 6.2 we see that wä must contain at least one translated 

label and so wn contains at least one translated label. 

case 6.3 Exchanging the positions of C1 and C2 in case 6.1, the 

proof is similar to case 6.1. 

case 6.4 Exchanging the positions of Cl and C2 in case 6.2. the 

proof is similar to case 6.2. 

case 6.3 For 
'every 

n we have for that some tln, t2nand sn 

x -m(tln par t2n. sn) and for some aä, aä we have. Merge(u ,u , na) and 

ä" 
tr(<Cl, s>)---ýYm(tln, snn) 

uff 

tr(<C2. s>) --I>m(t2a, snä) 

where sä suäOsaä. We see that for some n at least one of nä or an 

contains a translated label, otherwise since na is arbitrarily long 

so, by the definition of merge, at least one of nä or nä is 

arbitrarily long. Therefore one of the computations from tr(<C1, s>) 

or tr((C2, s>) is infinite and by the induction hypothesis it must 

contain at least one translated label; and this is a contradiction. 

Case T. G is R:: C. 

Since tr(<a. s>)1m([[C]J(+ ], s) by lemma 6.9 and 6.10 as usual we 

see that tr(<C. s>)t. Then. by the induction hypothesis, the latter 

must contain at least one translated label and therefore the result 

is true. 

Case 8. D is process R; C. 

The proof is similar to case 7. 
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Thus the theorem is proved. 0 

Thsore* 6.6 

The translation tr satisfies P4. That is in Ex-tr(rp) is (c} 

commutative. 

Proof Let QeSyn and tr(«. s>) ' )x. We are going to prove any 

computation at x is (r) commutative. The proof is still by 

structural induction. Consider the following cases: 

Case 1. Q is one of the forms skip, abort, z: -e, P? W(x) and 

P1W(e). Then the computation from tr((t3, s>) is deterministic and the 

result is immediate. 

Case 2.0 is b+BC; C. 

Then [b]s=tt and tr((b=BC; C, s>)-3 )x is the same as 

tr((s(BC); C, s>) t+z. By the induction hypothesis computation at t 

is fc) commutative. 

Case 3. a is GC10 GC2.11 

According to lemma-6.13 any computation from tr((a, s>) must be: 

tr(<S3. s>)=m(QGC1l1+QGC2Il l"%) 

___z 
ß )= 

where petr(Ap). Thus if any computation from t contains a transition 

label t then length(s)>i and therefore the computation from 

tr(<B, s>) is the same as a computation from tr(<GCi, s>) i=1 or 2. By 

the induction hypothesis any computation at x is (v) commutative. 

Case 4. a is C1; C2. 

Let tr((C1; C2, s>) ß )x. -Applying lemma 6.5 we see three 

possibilities of the form of z. 

case 4.1 z-m(tlbeforeQ C23, s1) and tr(<Cl, s>)-4-> (tl, s1). Now we 
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still have two subcases: 

a. tl is done or fail. Then computation at z is deterministic, so 

is commutative. 

b. tl is neither done nor fail. Then suppose 

z -16)x1- and z -1-)x 2 

Notice here we only deal with one transition step. applying 

lemma 6.5 and theorem 6.2. so for. - some t11. t12, s11 and $12 we 

have: 

zl-m(t11beforeQC2ll. s11) and m(tl. sl) -%-4m(tll"s12) " 

z2'om(tl of ore IC23 , s12) and m(tl, 31) -)m(t1 Z, 31 2) 

By the. induction hypothesis on m(ti, sl) (since 

tr(<C1. s>) a--4m(ti. s1)) we have: either ). -r, m(t11''s11 )ß(t12'=12) 

or for some t13' $13 the following diagram commutes: 

m(tl. sl) --->m(t11, s11) 
IT 

m(t12. $12) --ý(t13.3 13) 

Therefore by lemma 6.5 we see that either c-) and z1-x2 or take 

) z'ýit13befoeIC23, s13 and have 

zl-m(t11beforeQC23, sil) -->m(t13be_QC23, s13 

z2'm(tl1beforeICCZD, s12) IL 

So in this east the result is true. 

case, 4.1 For some u l.. n2 and 3l we have u su2 and 
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tr((Cl. s>)--1-)m(done. sl) and 
a 

tr(<C2. si>) _ z. 

By the induction hypothesis on C2 we see that computation at x is 

commutative. 

case 4.3 For some ul. '2 and sl we have: 

tr(<Cl. s>) 
4-(fail, 

sl) 
a2+x 

Then we see that computation at z is deterministic so is 

commatstive. 

Case S. a is do GC od. 

If QBoo1(GC)]s=ff then the result is immediate, since the 

computation from tr((tl, s>) is deterministic. Otherwise there are two 

possibilities: 

es 
s. tr(<O. s>)-1.4z 

m(if s(Bool((; C)) then (Qs(GC)D beforelQD) else Qskipl, s) 

Since the computation at x is deterministic so the result holds. 

b. m(Is(GC)Ibefor0Q(ID. s) --'L->x 

Then to prove that any computation at x is commutative we need 

examine three* subaases which are similar to case 4. Let us consider 

the second subcase: for a given, 12 we find some nl, n2 and s' and 

have 1"2 12 

a 
tr((s. (GC). s>) (done. s') and tr((a. s'>) -ý? z. 

Sere length(u)<length(u). Since a is given- so by repeating this 

procedure on' the last transition finite times we will have for some 

s~ either the above case (a) holds then the result is immediate or 
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tr((s"(GC), s">) -_>z 

By the induction hypothesis on GC the result is true. 

Case 6. G is if GC fi. 

The proof is similar to case 5. 

Case 7. a is C1 ff CZ. 

Let tr((C1lC2. s>) --'->x. Then applying lemma 6.6 we have the 

following five possibilities: 

case 7.1 For some u'. al and n. 

a'-u and Merfe(al. a2. a') and zýo(tl Par t2. s1) 

tr(<CI. s>) *ul% (tl. sal) and 

tr(<C2. s>) mt2. sn2) ( 

There are still two cases: 

case 7.1.1 Neither t1 nor t2 is done or fail. Let 

z --->zl and x-1-4X2 

For the f irst transition notice that we only consider one 

transition step at z. by lemmas 6.6 and theorem 6.2 we see that: 

for some pl and p2 and zl'. m(tll ar t21's11) 

m(ti. sl) 
P-1-4 

m(ti1. sipi) and m(t2. s1) 
P2-im(t21. 

s1p2) 

and Mergo(p1. P2" . ') and i'-; and s11-slp16slp2. 

For the second transition we have for some i (i=1,2), say i=1, 

xra(tl r t2, s12) 

and m(tj, sl) I}m(t12.312) 

Now, there are various possibilities: 
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a. p2-0. Then 7l'-91 and t21-t2 applying the induction hypothesis 

to m(ti. s1) we see two subcases: 

a. 1. c-X and m(t11's1p1)`m(t1 2's1 2) then X1sz2 and the result 

holds. 

a. 2 For some t13' s13 the following diagram commutes: 

m(tl. sl) 4, m(tll. slpl) 
I 

m(t 

t12. 

s12) -ým(t13, s13) 

So we take x' m(t13E t2's13) and apply lemma 6.6 have 

a(tiPar t2. s1) ; m(tll t2. sip1) 

a(t12p'-r t2" s12) m(t13 t2's13) 

b. pl#4 and p2A0. Then . -c' and pl, p2etr(r ) and pl-p'2. In this 

case sikpl and similar to case (a. 2) we take z'-m(t13par t2l's12) and 

apply lemma 6.6 and have: 

m(tipar t2, sl) )i (t11 ar t21, sl) 

YS 

a(tl r t2" s12) =) (t13 ar t2l, s12) 

a. p2AO and pl'o'. Then k'=p2. Iii this case the computation from x 

is interleaving its constituents, applying lemma 6.6 the result is 

csrtaialy true-. 

case 7.1.2 One of tl 

t1-done then z-m(done 

case 7.1.1 (a) and (c). 

or t2 is done or fail. For example, let 

2"r 
, 

t2. s1) and the proof is similar to 
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aase 7.2 For some ul, u2, t2 and a' we have a=ältw2 and 

tr((Cl'lC2, 'S" 
1114-(dons 

par t2-s') and 
n 

m(tjbeforellskipll, s') --4x 

and for some ai, ui we have Merge(ai. ai. al) and 

tr(<C1. s>) 1im(done , sui) and tr(<C2. s>) 
uI40(t2, 

sul) 

By lemma 6.5 we have 

n 
tr(<C2; skips >) -; -ý3z 

3o similar to the proof of case 4 we see that computation at z is 

commutative. 

assn 7.3 For'some ul, a2, t2 and s' we have nýtn2 and 

tr((C11IC2's>) 
fi 1"(fail 

PaE t2's') and 
a 

a(t2be^, forefabortU. s'), --; >s 

and for some uj. Ui we have Mer; e(ai. nl. nl) and 

tr(<Cl, s>) 
Lm(fail. 

sni) and tr((C2, s>)--ý-" (t2. snl) 

By lemma 6.5 we have 

"P2 
4 tr(<C2; abort, 3>) _ 

So. similar to case 4- the result is true. 

case 7.4 Exchanging the positions of C1 and C2 in case 7.2. The 

proof is similar to aase 7.2. 

case- 7.5 Exchanging the positions of C1 and C2 in case 7.3. The 
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proof is similar to case 7.3. 

Case S. Q is R:: C. 

Then applying lemma 6.9 we see two possibilities: 

a. x has the form m(t(f8], si) and tr((C, s>)ut) (t, sl) where 

+R(n")-u. Applying lemma 6.9 we have 

m(t[} $]. sl)-2-ý'm(t'(+a]. s2) and m(t[4R], sl)- ->m(t"[¢], s3) 

'ff m(t, sl) - 
')m(t'. 12) and, m(t, s1) -1-"m (t", 83) 

where +&(p')-p. So by the induction hypothesis any computation at 

m(t, sl) is {z) commutatives so therefore computation at m(t(4R], sl) 

is commutative. 

b. tr(<R:: C. s>) --ý-hs(fail. s') t >x. Then computation at x is 

deterministic so is commutative. 

Case 9. a is rop cess R: C. 

The proof is similar to case 8. Thus the lemma has been proved. EI 

TheoreR" 6.7 - 

The translation tr satisfies PS. That is if <II. s> is active and 

tr((Q, s>) U )x and rt(u)-O then there exist r', x', n1 and n2 such 

that 

tr(r)11 )z, 

2 rt(12)=a, and rt(u1)-0 r--&4r' and 
i': 

tr(r') --ý 

Proof. The proof is still bT structural induction on Q. 

case 1. a is one of skip, abort, z: -e. P? W(z) and PSW(e). Since 

computation from tr((13. s>) is deterministic the result is obvious. 

aase 2.0 is GC. By lemma 6.13 the first transition label from 

tr((GC. s>) mast be a translated label, so the result is obvious. 
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case 3.0 is C1; C2. 

Let tr(<C1IC2, s>) -ý--)x. Applying lemma 6.5 we see three 

possibilities: 

case 3.1 z-m(tlbeforelCZD. s1) and tr((Cl, s>)- (tl, sl). Since 

C1; C2 is active according to the composition rule (see chapter 2) C1 

mast be active. So applying the induction hypothesis we can find rl, 

zl, uj and a2 such that 

tr((Ci, s>) I) (tl, sl) rt(n? )=x 

<Ci, s> -b->rl and 
II1 

ni and 

tr(rl) "zl rt(uj). 0 

Nov there are three cases depending on the form of rl: 

a. rl=s' . Then tr(rl)-m(done, s') and so ui-O and xl-m(done, s') . 

Take r '=<C2, s'>, z'm(QC2D, s'), ul=o and n2au r then rt(122)_).. 

b. rl=abort on. Then by theorem 6.2 xl-tr(abortion) and so ui-O. 

Take r'=abo ton. z'-tr(abortion), ul=0 and u2muZtand rt(a2)=l.. 

a. r1-(Cl' . s'>. Then xl"m(ti. s') for some ti. So take 

r'=<CI; C2. s'> and z'w's(tjbeforeEC2]I. s') and alb and n2-'U2 and 

rt(n2)ýý" 

Applying lemma 6.3 we see that for these three cases the result 

is true. 

case- 3.2 For some w, v, t2 and- s" we have uwv and 

tr((Cl. s>) )m(done. s') and tr(C2 s'>)-'T-4z 

According to theorem 6.2 rt(w)i& so this is not the case. 

aase 3.3 For some w., v, t2 and s" we have nerv and 
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tr((Cl, s>) ~ >m(fail, s') -°4z 

According to theorem 6.2 rt(n)#0 so this is still not the case. 

aase 4.0 is do GC od. 

Then we have: 

a. tr((a, s>) - -? 

m(if s(Bool(GC)) then Qs(GC)DbeforefOllelse [skip]), s) 

Note that the initial transition sequence is deterministic. Thus 

If QBool(GC)D5-ff then the result is obvious. since the 

computation is deterministic. 

If QBool(GC)]Is=tt then according-- to the alternative rule GC must 

be active. Since computation from tr(<a, s>) is the same as 

computation from tr(<s(GC); O. s>), we can prove this case using a 

similar analysis to the proof of case 3. 

case S. 0 is if GC fi. The proof is obtained by induction on GC. 

case 6. D is C1RC2. 

Now let tr((C11C2. s>) n-)x and rt(u)=. Applying lemma-6.6 we 

have five possibilities: 

aase 6.1 For some u', u", t1, t2 and sl we have: 

z.. m(tIpar t2, s') and merge(n', n", u) and 

tr(<Cl, s>) a >m(tl, sl) and' tr(C2, s>) a�)m(tZ. s2)' 

where slssa' and s2=su" and s'=sles2. 

According to the parallel role we have the following cases: 

case 6.1.1 Only one of C1 and C2 is active. 

Let Cl be active. Applying the induction hypothesis to Cl for some 
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r1, z1' nl and a2 we have: 

tr(<Cl. s>) - 4m(tl. sl) rt(n2)=X 

<Cl. s> -' ) r1 and n2 and 
IIl 

tr(rl) ->x1 rt(uj)-o 

Here are still three subcases depending on the form of rl. 

27 6 

a. rl=<Cj, s">. Then by theorem 6.2 zlrtm(ti. sj), where 

si=s"nl=slur So take r'-<CiilC2, s"> z'm(ti ar t2's3) and 

s3=sio$2 and nl a-" and u2-Z applying lemma 6.6 we have: 

tr(<C11C2, s>) U-- 4=(tlpsr t2, s') 

a2 
1 

tr(<CjUCZ, s"> )-(ti ar t2, s3) 

The horizontal transition is from Merge(uj, n", nla") and 

s3=sies2=s"ajesn"=s"(Uju")=s"ul. (PL(ifC13 nFL(QC2D) nMa") 

the vertical transition is fron Merge(nZO, a? and 

s3=(s1)n2=s'U ." 

b. riss'. Then xl"m(done. s") and nj-0. So take r'=<C2; skip, s">, 

x'is(t jbeforel[skipl. s"). and ui-u" and -arms. 

a. r. -abortion. Then zltr(abortion) and nl-4. By lemma 6.12 we 

have for some a21 

tr((CI, s>)- 
2m(fail, 

s) '')tr(abortion) 

So take r'-(C2; abort. s> and x''M(t, beforetabort] , s) note 

Merge(n21. Q. aj) and b7" lemma 6.6 we have 
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lm(fail mar t2. s)- (t2 sbort]. s) z-- beforeL 

and 

tr(<C2; abort. s >)'a4-(t2beforeIaborti. s ). 

and the case is proved. 

case 6.1.2 Both C1 and C2 are active. Then applying the induction 

hypothesis to C1 and C2 we have 

tr((Cl. s>) "-ým(tl, sl) rt(n? )=lll 

<C1, s> )r1 and ui and 

tr(rl) 
II1 "zl rt(ni). 0 

and 

tr(<C2, s>) -->m(t2. s2) rt(n2)=12 

<CZ. s> -: 4r2 and n2 and 

tr(r2) -ßz2 rt(äi) ý 

Now there are two snbcases depending on the forms of 7.1 and 7120 

a- Xlw'C2. Then 7. i#s i-1.2. By lemma 2.1, say, we have 

rl-(Ci. s> and ri«CZ. s"> and by Theorem 6.2 

zl-a(ti. s12) and z2ým(t2. s22). 

si fsni=s2n2 and s22s"ai=s2a2 and 

IIZ! 'uZItr(pl)a? Z and qau tr(p2)a22 

So take 7. -e and r!.. <CjfC2. s"> and z'nm(tipar t2. s12es22) " 

Let ul"alnq and u2*, uünüs'nZ2a22" Then applying lemma 6.6 we have: 

tr(<C1IIC2. s>) n ým(tl ar t2. s') 

ä2 
äl 

tr((CjIC2. s">) ' (tipar tZ, s129s22) 
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and the case is proved. 

b. 1,1 K2. Then there is no interaction between C1 and C2. So in 

this case the proof is similar to case 6.1.1. 

case 6.2 For some wl, w2 and s' and t2 we have u=wltw2 and 

tr(<C111CZ. s>) 
l>m(done 

par t2. s') and 

m(t2beforeIskiplls') 
wmsz 

and for some wi, wl we have Merge(w{, w', w1) and 

tr((C1. s>) '>m(done. 
swj) and 

tr((C2. s>) 
ý4m(t2, 

sw1) 

where s'=swiOswi., By theorem 6.2 rt(wi)#o so rt(wl)ýo and this is 

not the case. 

case 6.3 For some wl. w2, s' and t2 we have n=wltw2 and 

tr(<C1IIC2, s>w --1>m(fail par t2, s) and 

m(t2beforelabortM. s') 
~2>x 

Similar to case 6.2 we see rt(wl)#O so this is. still not the case. 

case 6.4 Exchange the Positions of C1 and C2 in case 6.2. Then 

the proof is similar to case 6.2. 

case 6.5 Exchange the Positions of C1 and C2 in case 6.3. Then 

the proof is similar to case 6.3. 

case 7.0 is R:: C. 

Then C must be active. Since rt(u)=0 by lemma 6.9 we have 

tr((C, s>)--R->zl, and by theorem 6.2 we know a=m(tE$ ]. sl) and 

zl=m(t, sl). So by the induction on C we have: 
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tr((C, s>) U )xi 

<C, s> 
X-4rl and ul 2 rt(ul 2)=% and rt(ull)=O 

tr(r') 
U11 ßz2 

Then by lemma 2.1 rl can only be <C', s'> or s' or abortion. Let us 

consider the first case. Since rt(ull)=O by theorem 6.2 we have 

z2 m(t', s"). So take 

r'=<R:: C', s'>, z'=m(t'(4R], s") and n1=u11 

Noticing rt(u11)-=O so $R(ul)=u1-nil' and by lemma 6.9 

tr(r')U1 ým(t'I$8], s")=z'. 

Since R:: C is suntactically correct and by lemma 2.3 a. can only 

be a or (*, P)IW(v) or (a, P)? W(v). Therefore by L-process rule in 

section 2.3 we have 

<R:: C. s> ><R:: C', s'> 

and $R(rt(ul2) is defined. So take n2=$R(ul2) 
: 

and. by lemma 6.9 we 

have 

m(t($RI, s) 
+R(ß12))m(t'IfR''s') 

that is x -! 
4x*. 

and the case is proved. 

case S. A is process R; C. 

Then C must be active and the proof is similar to case (7). 

The theorem is proved. 0 

Theores 6.8 

The translation tr: 1p -M is an adequate translation. 

Proof The proof is directly from corollary 1, theorems 3 to 7 and 

lemma 5.10.0 

Corollary 6.2 

The translation tr'otr: p-4Tc from CSP to CCS is correct. 
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7. A proposal for i: plemsnting snltitasking in Ada 

A proposal for implementing multitasking in Ada is given in this 

chapter. The approach is that the implementation is composed of two 

syntax-directed translations. To first the translate multitasking 

constructs of Ada into an Edison-like language (Edison. l). More. 

precisely, in- the first translation the- entries of a task are 

translated to give a module which contains message buffers, and the 

" communication statements of Ada are translated into calls to the 

corresponding procedures' of this module. The second stage of the 

translation is to implement the when statement using a language we 

call Edison. 0 consisting of sequential Ada plus some primitive 

constructs for scheduling. 

In section 7.1 a translation algorithm from Ada. 1 into Edison. 1 

is given. The language Edison. 0 is introduced in section 7.2.1 and a 

translation from Edison. 1 into Edison. 0 is given in section 7.2.3. 

7.1 A translation-from Ada. 1 into Edison. l 

In this section we give a, translation algorithm from Ada. 1 into 

Edison. l. At first glance the communication mechanisms. Ln, Ada. I and 

in Edison seesr completely different since communication between Ada 

tasks is achieved by rendezvous and communication in Edison is based 

on the idea of exclusive access to shared variables. But when we 

study their working processes thoroughly we will discover the common 

ground between these two mechanisms, and this will lead us to a 

simple translation algorithm- which gives efficient implementation of 

communication. 

As. wo discovered in section 3.1 a rendezvous in Ada consists of 

three phases: the initialization phase. the phase of executing the 

accept statement body and the termination phase. In the 
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initialization phase synchronization between the calling task and 

the called task begins and the calling task sends a value (maybe 

only a signal) to the called task which receives that value. During 

the second phase the called task executes the accept statement body 

and the calling task waits" for an acknowledgement. In the 

tezzination phase the called task sends an acknowledgement 

accompanied by a value to the calling tash. and the calling task 

receives this acknowledgement and then the synchronization (and of 

coarse the rendezvous) is finished. 

It is easy to see that during a rendezvous communication must 

occur in the first and the third phases. These communications can be 

implemented in Edison. l using a simple communication mechanism --- a 

message buffer. We will need two buffers for each entry W. one for 

the initialization phase (called buffer-IW --I- -- I is for 

initialization, W is the entry name), one for the termination phase 
(called buff er-" F is for termination (finale) and W is the 

entry name). A rendezvous' is implemented by sending and receiving 

messages through these buffers as follows: 

In task Ti 

T2. J(sl, zi) 

translates to: 

send-I! (val el. val Tl)- 

ý ._ 

In task T2 

accept W(x2, e2) do S 

translates to: 

receive-Wref z2, val T2) 

module 

T2 entries 

baffer-IW S 

(accept statement body) 

baffer-Fp Iq. 

receive-FR(ref xl. val T1) 
sead-FW(val e2. val T2) 
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Each send and receive call mast include the name of the calling 

task as a parameter; this is necessary to keep track of multiple 

rendezvous with the same entry W. 

Suppose that, as in the diagram above, task T2 owns entry W. and 

suppose that x2 and e2 are of type integer. In fact Edison. 1 as 

described in chapter 4 does not include types at all, but for 

expository reasons we will pretend it has an Ada-like type scheme 

for the moment. Suppose that taskname is a predefined type and stack 

is defined to be a stack. of tasknames. Then baffer-IW can be 

implemented as follows: 

module T2-entries(.... send-IW, receive-IN,... ) 

var full-Ill: bool; 

var buffer-IW: integer 

var last-IT-sender: tasiname; 

var callstack-W: stack; 

... 

proc send-IW(val L: integer, val sender: taskname) 

when not fall-IN -l(buffer-IA: si; 

last-IW-sender: -sender; 

fall-Ill: -true) ends 

proc receive-1W(ref i: integer, val receiver: taskname) 

when fall-IW and receiver-T2 4 

(i: =baffer-IR; 

push(last-IW-sender, cal lstack-W) ; 

full-IA: =false) end; 

fall-Ill: =false; callstack: =empty; 

a*0 

0 
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If we omit the variables, parameters and statements dealing with 

task names then this modale is a typical message buffer as studied 

in chapter 4. Since in accept statement for an entry may contain 

other accept statements for the same entry (or for other entries) 

the variable last-Il-sender and the stack callstack-W are introduced 

to deal with nested accept statements. The variable last-IW-sender 

contains the name of the most recent calling task for entry W (i. e 

the last caller of send-IT). When this call is received (i. e. when 

task T2 calls receive-IT) this name is pushed onto callstack-W. Thus 

the name of the calling task which most recently finished the 

initialisation phase (and has not yet entered the termination phase) 

is always at the top of the stack. Later we will see- that the stack 

is used by the termination phase (procedures send-F! and receive-F! ) 

to keep track of the order of acknowledgements. 

Note that T2 is the only task which should call receive-I! and so 

the guard includes a test for this. Although this condition will 

always be satisfied in a program which is the result of translating 

from Ada. 1. it makes the proof of adequacy tidier. 

Similarly. baffer-FR is: 
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module T2-entries(..., send- P, receive-n,... ) 

var full-F!: bool; 

var buffer- !: integer; 

var caller-W: taskname; 

... 

proc send-FW(val i: integer, val sender: tasiname) 

when not fall-FW and sender-T2 4 

(buf fer-FW: -i; 

pop(caller-W. callstack-W); 

fall-PW: -true) end; 

pros receive-f! (ref i: integer, val receiver: taskname) 

. when fall- W and receiver-caller-W 4 

( i: -buffer-FW; 

full-11: =false) end: 

fall-F!: -false; 

Acknowledgements mast be sent in the reverse order to that in which 

calls were received. The most recent caller for entry W is' at the 

top of callstack-W. so when task T2 calls send-FW to send an 

acknowledgement callstsck T is popped and the top valve stored in 

the variable caller-W: All of the (calling) tasks- which have 

completed the initialization phase have called receive-FW and are 

waiting for baffer-pW to become full, and the value of caller-W is 

used to pick out the proper one to acknowledge (see the guard in 

receive-FW) . 

The module T2-entries will contain not only procedures send-IW, 

receive-l!. send-FT and receive-FW. but also the corresponding 
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procedures for all other entries owned by task T2. 

Having provided a rendezvous mechanism we can now study the 

translation algorithm for the statements. Noticing that skip, abort. 

assignment. select and loopseleot are same in Ada. 1 and in Edison. 1 

(but select and loopselect are called if and do respectively), we 

focus our attention on translating the call, accept and multitask 

statements. We assume that a block statement of Edison is extended 

to be a statement. 

Since the name of the task containing an entrycall or accept 

statement is needed as a parameter for the calls of send-I!, 

receive-IW, send-F! and receive-F! these- generate, the translation 

algorithm mast be parameterised by the name of the task (say L). As 

suggested above the translation of the entrycall. accept and 

multitask statements are: 

QT. w(eºz) DL- T-entries. send-IW(val e. val L); 

T-entries. receive- 1(ref x, val L) 

[accept w(z, e) do SD L' L-entries. reoeive-IW(ref x, val L); 

RSDL: 

L-entries. send ! (va1 e, val L) 

Qwait(T. V. z)B L= T-eatries. receive-"(ref: x. vsl: L) 

Qa=(T. *, e)3 17 L-entries send-. FW(va1: e, Val: L) 

IT:: E. S]IL" QSDT 

EXSJ102 17 aMSDLII QMSDL 
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[task T:: E. MS]L= module T-entries: (exported -proc --names (E) ) 

(var matez T; 

local-vars(E); 

exported-procs(E)T; 

mutes T: -false; init(E)); 

'MS'T 

where exported-proc-names(E) defines exported procedure names as fol- 

lows 

exported-pros-names(El; E2) - exported-prop-names(E1); 

exported-pros-names(EZ) 

exported-proc-names(W) - send-1W(val "i, Val sender); 

receive-IW(ref i, Val receiver); 

send-FW(val i. Val sender); 

receive-ll(ref i, Val receiver) 

local-vars(E) defines local variables 

local-vars(E1; E2)- local-vars(Ej); local-vars(E2) 

trv(11)- var full-IT: var full-. FY= 

v_ buffer-IWs var buffer-F!; 

var last-Ili-sender; var caller-w; 

var csllstack-W: 
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exported-proos(E) defines exported procedures 

exported-procs(E1; EZ)r exported -procs(E1)T; 

exported-procs(EZ)T 

exported-procs(W)Tr 

roc send-IW(val i, val sender) 

with mates T when not full-IT 4 

(buffer-IW: =i; 

las t-IW-sendor: -sender; 

full-IA: -tree) end=. 

proc receive-IW(ref i, vat receiver) 

with mutex-T when full-I! and receiver-T a# 

(i: -baffer-IA= 

push(last-IN-sender. callstack-W) s 

fall-Ill: -false) ends 

roc send T(val L. val sender) 

with mntez T when not full-FT and sender-T-+ 

(buffer-FT: -i; 

pop(caller-W. callstack-W) ; 

full-FW: -true) end; 

Pro! receive-! (ref i. Val receiver) 

with mntez T when full-FW and raceiver'. caller-W 04 

i: -baf far--Flf; 
" full--F!: =false) end; 
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init(E1; E2)= init(E1)t init(E2) 

init(W)' full-IW: -false: 

full-FR: -false; 

callstack: -empty 
ri 

The translation differs slightly from the above explanation in 

that we replace the simple form of the when statement by the general 

form: 

with mutex-T when GS end 

where mute: T is a local boolean variable for each task T (see 

section 4.3). Thus our use of this form means that mutual exclusion 

on access to message buffers will be task wide rather than 

progrim-iride. 

It should be mentioned that Luckham and his colleagues proposed a 

method for identifying techniques. for efficient implementation in a- 

similar way by translating Ada constructs concerned with 

multitasking into an intermediate language. Adam (see [Lackharn at al 

81] and [Stevenson 801). The translation algorithm given here is 

simpler and more efficient than those given in [Stevenson 80] since 

the----key point of our translation algorithm is translating 

entries into message buffers. In (Stevenson- 80] the basic idea "is 

that each--entry- of a task is translated into a 'procedure containing 

the bodies of all the accept statements for that entry, and'the rest 

of the body of the task is itself translated into a separate 

procedure, with calls to a scheduler replacing the accept 

statements. The shortcomings of this method are: 

1. It destroys the integrity of the text of programs since accept 
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statements become calls, with the translation of the accept 

statement bodies positioned elsewhere. 

2. In Ada several different accept statements associated with the 

same entry may occur in a task, and an accept statement may contain 

several different accept statements for the same entry in its body. 

In order to make the method work in these cases, they introduce 

extra notions such as "synchronization levels" which further 

complicate the algorithm and make it more difficult to understand. 

to formalise and to prove correct. 

7.2 Translating Ada. 1 into Edison. 0 

In this section we investigate how to translate the when 

statement. We first introduce a small language called Edison. 0 which 

consists of sequential Edison plus some primitive constructs for 

scheduling, and then we study the translation. algorithm. 

7.2.1 An introduction to Edison. 0 

The language Edison. 0 is a lower-level concurrent programming 

language. It contains all the language entities in Edison. 1 except 

the whoa statement. 

Edison-0 also contains the following'predef ined types: 

Semaphore 

Variables of type boolean are used_ to implement primitive mutual 

exclusion. When a variable is used for this purpose we call it 

semaphore. The following two indivisible procedures may bei used to 

implement mutual exclusion: 

set(var sem: bool): busy waits until sea is ff, then gains exclusive, 

access by assigning tt to sex. 
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reset(var son: bool): gives up exclusive access by changing son from 

tt to ff. 

These are just like the well-known P and V operations. 

Queues 

Values of type queue are FIFO (first in first out) queues of task 

names. For 'simplicityo we assume that queues cannot be full. The 

following three procedures are operations on queues and all these 

operations are indivisible: 

insert(var T: taskname. var Q: queue): inserts the task name T in 

the queue Q. 

r_ e(ref T: tasknsme. var Q: queue): removes the first task name 

from the queue 
4 

and returns it as the value of T. 

e(Q: queue) returns tt if the queue. Q is empty, otherwise ff. 

Q- atriz 

Values of type q--matrix are two dimensional arrays defined by: 

type mode is (receive-I. send-I, receive F, send F) 

type q-matrix is array(mode, entryname) of queue 

Let us consider a portion of a typical q-matriz qm: 

send-I qm(send-I, W) 

receive-I gm(receive-I, W) 

send-F gm(send-F, W) 

receive -F , gm(receive-F, W) 

This shows that for every entry named W there are four queues of 

tasknames. All tasks in the queue gm(send -I. W) are tasks calling 

that entry in the initialization phase, in order of arrival. The 
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queue gm(receive-I. W) contains at most one task name, the called task 

name (the owner of E. If this queue is nonempty then the called 

task has reached an accept statement with entry W. 

The type mode has an operation cmpl defined by: 

cmpl(send-I)-race ive-I and cmpl(receive-l)=send-I 

cmpl(aend-F)-receive-F and cmpl(receive-F)=send-F 

The operation cmpl saps that the complement of a receiving action is 

a sending action and vice versa. 

Finally, we assure that the implementation of Edison. 0 will 

provide a minimal kernel for control of task execution. Interfacing 

to this kernel is accomplished in the language by assuming a 

predefined -scheduling module SUPERVISOR with the following visible 

procedures: ' 

suspend: results is the suspension of the calling task. 

activate(var T: tasknsme): reactivates the task T after suspension. 

All these predefined procedures are assumed to be implemented 

using standard methods, for example those in [Brinch-Hansen 771. 

7.2.2. Translating Edison. 1 into Edison. 0 

In this subsection we investigate- the problem of translating 

Edison. i to Edison. 0. De-should have already realised- that: 

Firstly, the only difference between Edison. 1 and Edison. 0 is 

that in place of the when statement in Edison. l. Edison. 0 uses the 

lower-level parallel facilities introduced in* the previous 

subsection. 
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Secondly, in general a when statement can occur anywhere in an 

Edison program, but in a program which results from translation of 

an Ada. 1 program a when statement can only appear in the procedures 

send-N. receive-IT, send-f! and receive FT. 

Therefore to obtain a translation algorithm from Edison. 1 to 

Edison-0 we only need a translation algorithm for the when statement 

in these special contexts. The idea is to introduce a local module 

named SLED into every module generated by the translation algorithm 

described in section 7.1. The module SCHD has two visible procedures 

EUTER and EXIT for scheduling. We translate the when statement in 

these special contexts as follows: 

[when GS endl (T, W, m) 

mSCHD. ENTER(Boo1(GS), T, W, m); if GS fi; SCSD. EXIT(T, Y, m) 

where (T, W, m) denotes the context: T is the calling task name, W is 

the entry involved and the mode m means that 

meaning 

send-I Q is in a send-IW procedure. 

receive-I 0 is in a receive-IA procedure. 

send-F ß is in s send-F! procedure. 

receive-F 2 is is a receive-F! procedure. 

where II denotes the when statement. Bool(GS) is the disjunction of 

the guards in GS (see section 4.2). 

The local modale SCSD is defined below: 
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module SC$D(ENTER. EXIT) 

var tm: taskname; 

var qm: q-matrix; 

proc ENTER(val is-open: bool, " t: taskname, w: entryname, m: mode) 

set(mntez T); 

do not is-open 4 insert(t, gm(m, w)); 

reset(mutez T); 

suspend; 

set(matez T) od 

end; 

proc EXIT(t: taskname, w: entryname, m: mods) 

if empty(gm(cmpl(m). w)) -+reset(mutex-T) 

"D 

not empty(gm(cmpl(m). w)) -0 remove(tm. gm(cmpl(m), w)); 

reset(mutez T); 

activate(tm) 

f i; 

end; 

be 
gin nutet-T. --, false,; qm: -empty 'Ind 

Let us explain the meaning of module SCUD informally. Consider 

the case m. receive-I, i. e. the when statement occurs in a receive-IW 

procedure. The procedure ENTER first gains, exclusive access. It then 

says that if none of the guards of the'when statement are open then 

insert the task name T into the queue qm(receive-I. W), give up 

exclusive. access and' suspend the calling task; otherwise exit- from 

the procedure ENTER but retain exclusive access (so control Will 

execute the when statement body). The Procedure EXIT says that if 

0 
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the queue gm(send-1, W) is empty then give up exclusive access; 

otherwise remove the first task waiting in this queue, give up 

exclusive access and activate that task. 

Patting the translation of the when statement and the module SCHD 

together, a when statement is implemented as follows: 

1. Call exported procedure ENTER of the module SCHD. 

l. a. Gain exclusive access; i. e. at any time only one of the when 

statements occurring in a module T-entries as given in section 7.1 

can be in its critical phase. 

l. b. If Bool(GS)-ff (that is, all guards of GS are closed) then 

the when statement cannot be executed. Therefore insert the name of 

this task in the corresponding send or receive waiting queue of the 

entry W. give imp exclusive access and suspend the this task. By the 

wait queue corresponding to entry W we mean that if the when 

statement is in a procedure receive-IA or receive-F! then put the 

name of task which calls this procedure into the queue 

gm(receive-1, W) or gm(receive-F, W) respectively; if the when 

statement is. in a procedure send-IW or send-BW then put the name of 

this task into the queue gm(send-1, W) or gm(send-F, W) respectively. 

If Bool(GS), tt (i. e. at least one of the alternatives is open) 

then exit from procedure ENTRY, but retain exclusive access. 

Z. Execute the if statement, i. e. one of the open alternative may be 

chosen and executed. 

3. The completion- Of the if statement means that a send (or receive) 

aotion has succeeded, and its complementary action (if any) waiting 

in the corresponding queue is available- for execution. Activating 

the waiting task is the job of the procedure EXIT which says that if 

there is no complementary action waiting in the queue then just give 

up exclusive access; otherwise remove the first one from the 

I. 
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complementary -queue. give up exclusive access and activate that 

task. 

Having explained the idea of the translation we now give the 

formal translation algorithm: 

[with mutex-T when GS and' (T, W, jn) 
S(BD. ENTER(va1 Bool(GS), val T. val W, val m); 

ifGSfi; 

S(HD. EXIT(va1 T. val W. val m) 

Qproc send-IW(val i, val sender) BS D (T. W. a) 
proc send-IW(vsl i, val sender) 

QBS]l (sender.!. send-I) 

Kproc receive-IW(ref L. Val receiver) BSI Mw, m) 
proc receive-IA(ref c: integer, Val receiver: taskname)' 

QBS]I (race iver,!, receive-I) 

Qgroe send-FW(val i, val sender) BS ]1(T, W, m) 
pros send-? W(val i, val sender, ) 

QBSD(sende r, W, send-F) 

Qproc receive -FW(ref I. Val receiver) BSD (T, W, m) " 

pros receive-FW(ref i, Val receiver) 

QBSD(receiver, W, roes ive-F) 

I 

[modale T-entries(EP) BSD(T. W. m) - module T-entries(EP) 

S D(T-entries); 

QBS I (T. W. m) 
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where SCED(T-entries) 

modale S($D(ENTER. EXIT) 

var: tm; 

var: qm; 

pros ENTER(val is-open, val t, val w, val m) 

set(matez T); 

do not is-open -4 (insert(t. gm(w. m)); 

reset(mntez T)s 

suspend; 

set(matez T)) 

od; 

proc EXIT(val t, val w, val m) 

if 

empty(gm(cmpl(m), w)) a+ reset(matez T) 

not empty(gm(cmpl(m), w)) 4 remove(tw, gm(cmpl(m), w))t 

reset(matez T); 

activate(tm) 

f L. - 

begin qm; -empty end 

Thus we have completed a. translation algorithm 'from Edison. l to 

Edison. 0. 

It should be mentioned that we can obtain a direct translation 

algorithm from Ada. l to Edison-0 by composing this translation 

algorithm and the translation algorithm given in the previous 

section. In fact, this can be done by introducing module SCHD into 
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every module T-entries given in section 7.1 and replacing when 

statements occurring in procedures send-IT, receive-IA, send-". and 

receive FW by their translations as given above. Therefore to 

implement multitasking in Ada we only need to implement Edison. O. 

The language Edison. 0 does not exist in reality; it is only a tool 

which we use to explain our translation algorithm. What is important 

is that the target language must be composed of all the sequential 

constructs of Ada and constructs for multitasking without 

communication and some primitive structures for scheduling as given 

in section 7.2.1. In fact the when statement is just, a device for 

explaining the translation algorithm and helping to prove its 

correctness. 

Finally, strictly speaking, in this chapter we have not described 

how to implement multitasking but only how to implement 

communication . between cooperating processes. The problem of 

implementing multiple parallel processes is not touched upon. This 

is an operating system problem with an almost standard solution. 
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8. Conclusion 

In conclusion we summarise the achievements and the inadequacies 

of the work presented here and discuss areas for future research. 

Generally speaking our work is in two areas: investigating the 

semantics for concurrent programming languages and' studying the 

translation problem between these languages. 

In the semantics area we use the structural operational approach 

to give the semantics of four representative languages for 

concurrent programming. They are CCS, CSP, Ada and Edison. The work 

includes: 

a. Formalising the static semantics for all syntactic entities. 

b. Giving semantics for the standard sequential constructs of 

these languages. 

c. Describing the parallel structure explicitly and defining its 

semantics by the interleaving of its constituent actions. 

d. Investigating the semantics of handshaking communication 

mechanisms, such as in CCS. CSP and Ada. 

e. Investigating the semantics of communication mechanisms, such 

as those in Edison, which use mutually exclusive access to shared 

variables. 

f. Studying the semantics of exception handling and the 

interaction between exception and communication. 

g. Studying the semantics of declaration and the scope of 

variables, procedures and modules in Edison, and of processes and 

tasks in CSP and Ada. 
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h. Proving the properties of these semantics and the interactions 

between static semantics and dynamic semantics. 

As we have already seen, the structural operational approach is 

indeed a powerful tool to define the semantics for concurrent 

programming languages. Its flexible expressive' power makes possible 

the description of many kinds of language structure involving 

parallelism and communication. Using this approach the semantics for 

languages can' be constructed without' employing heavy mathematical 

machinery while still providing a solid base for proving the 

semantic properties of programs. Its operational "nature" is close 

to the programming experience of programmers and thus may be more 

acceptable to them. ' 

our work in this, area is far from complete, and further research 

is needed to overcome the following inadequacies: 

We defined the semantics for a parallel structure by interleaving 

its constituents and thus the concurrency happens in a rather 

"macroscopic" sense, i. e. only asynchronous interaction is 

considered. We did not investigate the semantics for the real time 

constructs which . are an important part of some concurrent 

programming languages. Perhaps ideas like those of Milner (Milner 

821 might guide and motivate such a study. 

To focus on parallelism and communication we omitted and did not 

concern ourselves with the abstract data types which play an 

important role in the modern concurrent programming languages. Here 

a lot of farther research is needed. 

In the translation area, we introduced the concept of correctness 

of a translation between two concurrent programming languages and 

proved the composition theorem. The adequacy problem was. also 

a 
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studied and a set of sufficient conditions was found. As 

applications we gave a syntax-directed translation from CSP"to CCS, 

and proved its correctness, and declared a proposal for implementing 

multitasking in Ada. 

There are several counts on which our work is certainly 

inadequate. We have not examined the composition problem for 

adequate translations. Basically, our definition of correctness does 

not mention the behaviour but only the results of the computations 

of the program and its translation. The definition of adequacy deals 

with the behaviour of the program and its translation, but the 

sufficient conditions are not as succinct as could be hoped for and 

are rather complicated. As a result of this, the proof of the 

adequacy for a translation is. too long and complicated. Recently, 

more powerful mathematical tools for transition. relations have 

appeared , such as the bisimulations given by Milner [Milner 821 and 

some equivalence relations given by do Nicola and Hennessy 

[de Nicola and Hennessy 82]. Introducing. these concepts may simplify 

and strengthen the conditions. For examples, those dealing with 

commatativity"(P2) and activity (PS) may be omitted. 

Finally, in a semantics for a nontrivial language it is not 

difficult to defiäe and understand individual rules. but it is 

difficult to manage and understand all the interactions between 

rules. The proofs involving semantics are basically by structural 

induction and are not difficult to construct but rather detailed and 

boring. Therefore automatic aids are a possibility for checking 

details of this type of proofs. For example, interactive theorem 

proving systems like LCF [Gordon, Milner and Wardsworth 791 could be 

" used to prove the semantic properties and the conditions of 

adequacy. 
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Appendix 1 

In this appendix we prove lemmas 6.4.6. S and 6.6. First of all 

we used the following lemmas. In the following lemmas and proofs we 

use t to range over terms, ). and p to range over transition actions 

and u, v and w to range over the sequences of transition actions in 

CCS.. We will follow , the- notational remarks given in section 5.2 

concerning the congruence relation M on the transition systems. 

Lemma 1.1 

a. If tl )ti and 8, a$. then tl before t2-1-4ti before t2. 

b. done before t2-T-)t2. 

c. fail before t2 t >fail. 

Proof. For clause (a) since b. o¢k according to the definition we 

have 

is 

tl[n] -&-->t and yl. 

t1[n] I (Y1x. t2+r2y. fail) -2"+ti[7[1 I ('rlx. t2+y2y. fa") 

and so 

tl before t2-1->tj before t2. 

clauses (b) and (c) are directly from the definition. EI 

Lems 1. Z 

Let tl and t2 be well-formed terms. If tl before t2 -1->t then one of 

the following must hold. 

t=ti before t2 and tl >ti for some ti. 

i 

b. t=t2 and t1-done and X-v. 
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c. t- fail and t1-fail and pmt. 

Proof. We have 

ti before t2=(tl(nlI(y1x. t2+y 2y. fail)A{Y1, Y21 

where x is not in t2 and n={71/Q, y2/a} 

Since tl before t2-1-4t we have that 

(tl[n] I rjx. t2+y2y. fail) -1-4t' 

and y1. Y201* and tst'\(y1.7 2}. Now there are three cases 

I 

case 1 tl[nl t" and y1,71#1 and t'=(t"I(y1z. t2+i 2y. fail)). Have 

we have t1 -&-->tj and yl, 729 'YO-4). and t"=ti [rt] . So concluding, we 

have t1 itj and 

tat' \ Cy1.7 2) 

=(t"I (r1z. t2+y2y. fail)\(y1. y2) 

=(ti(rtl I (T1x. t2+1Zy. fail)r{71, y2) 

-tibe fore t2 

and case (a) holds. 

y lv 
case 2 tlLrtl" 1--->ti and t'-(tilt2)\(y1, y2) and li=t. 

Here we have tl 1v%ti 
and t{-t1( 1. But now, as ti is 

well-formed we have va0, t1-Nil and tl-done and so in conclusion 

X-rc and 

t=t, '\(71,72)=(t1[rc]1t2)\(71,72) M (Nil[rc]It2)\{71,72) "' t2 

and tl-done and so case (b) holds. 

v 
case 3 tl[n1 

7 Y2! )tj and t"-(tilfail)\{11,72} and X r. As in case 2 

we see that since t1 is well-formed tl-fail and ti-Nil so 

"(tilfail)\(71"Y2} - fail and so case (c) holds. 0 
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- Leama 1.3 

a. If tl -14tj and 8, c$). than tl par t2 -L4ti par t2. 

b. If t2 ti and 6, o$. then tl par tZ--1->tl par t 

a. If t1 tj and t2 )t? . and 6. cr, v $X Then 

tl par t2--ßt1 Par t2 

d. (done par t2) z ß(t2 beforet; done) 

e. (tl par done) -1-) (t1 beforev. done) 

11 f. (fail par t2) >(t2 beforet; fail) 

g. (tl par fail) >(t1 beforet; fail). 

Proof. Let us examine cases (c). (d) and (f). 

case a. Since 6, u$. we have 

tl[nl -L->tl[a] and t2[nl >t2[a] 

By the composition rule we have 

(t1(r]It2(u]lparx)- (tjIt? Iparx) 

and so 

ti L tati Par ti 

and case (c) holds. 

' case d. Since done[n] 71IO 
Nil by the composition rule we have 

(done[n]It2[n]Iparz)- ->(Nillt2[n]I(y1x. t". done+y2y. fail)) 

and a0 

(done par tk(done[aJ It2[3T } Ipar=)\{718-If 
2} 

->(t2[n} I(Tl7 
. s10 ae+T2p. fsil))\(71.72} 

't2 be fore 'c' done 

$I 
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and case (d) holds. 

Y 
case f. Since fail [ný 2l0 )Nil by the composition rule we have 

(f a" It2[n] Iparx) ->(Ni1It2[a] I (ILX'T'. fai1+72y. fail) ) 

and so 

(fail par t =(fai1(itl It2ln] Iparx)(71"y2) 

->(t2(nl I (ylx. t' . fail+y2y. fail) )\ (y1. y2) 

atjbefore t'. fail 

and so case (f) holds. 0 

Lamas 1.4 

Suppose tl and t2 are well-formed. If tl ar t2'->t then one of 

the following holds: 

a. For some ti t=(ti air t2) and tl --? ti and a. cj%. 

b. For some tj t=(tl par t? ) and t2 ---ßt2 and S. Q#.. 

a. For some tj and tZ' and p{mt ta(ti par t2) and tl P >t{ and 

t2 -L4ti and %--v. 

d. t=(t2 before s' . done) and tl=done and 71 v. 

e. t=(t1 before z'. done) and t2=done and )-t. 

f., t-(t2 before c'. fail) and tl=fail and %-, v. 

S. t-(t, before r'. fail) and t2afail and ). . 

Proof. We must have for some t' that t=t'\(y1,72) and 

(tlIalIt 2lnlIparx) 
' >t' and y1, T201 

and now according to the composition rule together with the fact 

that only yl and* Y2 moves are available to parr we have the 

following cases: 
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aase 1 Moves of tl alone. Here we have t1(t] -1-4t1 and 

t'at1It2[n]Iparz. Then as Yl, Y201 we have tl-ý--ýti for some ti and 

S, aj. and ti=ti[n] so 

t=t' \{71,721=(t1I t2lnl Ipari)\(71, Y21 

-(ti'n' It2lnl Iparz)\(71,721 

-ti par t2 

and case (a) holds. 

case 2 Moves of t2 alone. The proof is similar to case 1. 

case 3 Interaction between tl and t2. 

Here X=t and for some pit we have 

tl[tt] -S-! 4t1 and t2 -e= 

Then for some pl we have 

ti 
->tj 

and p'-pl[n] 

and for some p2 we have 

t2 
)ti 

and p'-p2[n] 

ºt2 and t"-(t1It2"Iparx) 

and ti-ti[ff], 

and t? =t? (ir]. 

We cannot have b or arsp1. For otherwise y1,7Zap' and so as 

p#=p2[n] we have 6 or asp2. So a or Sept and c or 5sp2 and so 

clearly either both Qep1 and p2 or 8 in pl and p2. But then as both 

tl and t2 are well-formed either p1-p 2=l 0 or pl=p 26 l0 and in both 

cases we have a contradiction; for example in the first case we have 

p#up1[n]uyjI0 and p'=p2[ic]-º2I0 which contradicts the definition of. 

complementary actions. So b, a0p, and 8, afp2. Therefore p'=pl[n]=pl 

and p'=p2[al=P2 and we see that %at, tl -P-: >ti and t2- -4t? and 

t=t'\(Y1.7Z}=(ti1tZlparz)\{Yl. Y2} 

=tl[a}It2[nllparz)\(y1.72) 

4 

=ti Mar t2 
5 
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and case (c) holds. 

case 4 Interaction between t1ln] and pari. 

Here X -r and we have 

ti [a] -ß)t1 and pari -L*n 

for some pit and ti and u and t '=(t1It Zen) 

Looking at pari we see that either 

W-yl? v (for some v) and u y1x. t' . done+y2y. fail 

or 

pny2? v (for some v) and u-ylz. z'. fsi1+y2y. fail 

Thus we have two subcases: 

case 4.1 p"yl? v. Since 71 does not occur in tl we must have 

ti 010 )tj and ti-ti(n] for some ti. 

But as tl is well-formed we have v-0 and tf -Nil and tl-done. So 

tl=done and 7l=t and 

t-t'\{Yl. r 2}a(tiIt2(ir] 
ýn)\{71, x2} 

4R1(ft]It2[n]I(71z. s'. done+12y. fail))\{71,7 2} 

-t2 before C'. done. 

case 4.2 p' y 2? v. The proof is similar to case 4.1. 

case S Interaction between t2[n] and pari. The proof is similar 

to-case 4.0 

We now study "many step" generation of the lemmas 1.1 and 1.2. 

Lea 1.5 

Suppose -tl and t2 are well-formed. 
. Than tl before t2 II"')t with 
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6. Q$a iff one of the following holds: 

a. t=ti before t2 and tl n-4ti. 

b. tat2 and tl l>done 
and t22>t2 and n=n1tn2. 

c. t=fail and tl 
n 

)fail and a=alt. 

Proof. The "only if part" is proved by induction on lul the length 

of U. 

0 case 1 IuIa0. Here u=O and (a) holds with tlstl. 

case 2u -). u. Here t1 before t2 11-4t There are the following 

subcases according to lemma 1.2. 

case 2a. For some tl, t'-t, ' before t2 and tl-1->t1. Now apply the 

induction hypothesis. to ti before t2 n'>t. 

a. t=ti before t2 and ti n->tj. Here tl >tl n >ti 
and case 

(a) holds. 

b. t=ti and t1"-4 done and t2? >t? and n'=altn2. Here 

ti )t1 done and t=ti and t2 
II)ti 

and n=(Xnl)zn2 and case (b) 

holds. 

c. t=fail and tl n-fail. Here t=fail and t >tl -U 
)fail 

and 

so as u-Xn' we have t1 n-->fail and case (c) holds. 

case 2b Here %-, v and t'=t2 and t1-done. Now we see that tl -Q->done 

and t2 n-'3t and n=ta'=Otu' and case (b) holds. 

case 2c Here X =v and t'= fail and t1=fail. So fail-n4t. But 6, cfa 

and so they are not in u' and so n'=A. Now we see that t-fail and 

also tl - fail and n=At and so case (c) holds. 

We now consider the "if" part. 

If clause (a) holds then by lemma 1.1 the result is true. 
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b. If clause (b) holds then we have 

u 
ti before t2done before t2 (by (a)) 

-T->t2 

ti=t 

c. If clause (c) holds then we have 

tl before t2 
>fai1 

before t2 (by (a)) 

-1-4f ail=t. 01 

Similarly. we can prove the following "many step" generation of 

lemmas 1.3 and 1.4. 

Essass 1.6 

Suppose t1 and t2 are well-formed. Then tl par t2=' >t with 6. aOu 

iff one of the following holds: 

a. tati mar t2 and for soma u and v 

tl --l-4 ti and' t2 -fit? and Merge(u. v. w) . 

b. t=ti and for some wl., wi and tZ we have w=witw2 and 

w 
tl par t2 >done par t'2 and 

w2 
t2 before v'. done )t2 

and for some u and v Merge(n, v, wl) and 

tl n->done and t2-2-> t2. 

c. t'ti and for some wl, w2 and t1 we have w=wlvw2 and 
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w 
tl Par t24t1 par done and 

w 
t1 before r'. done )ti 

and for some u and v Merge(u. v. wl) and 

t1 2 -)ti and t2-°-)done. 

d. t=ti and for some ml, w2 an"i we have w w1rw2 and 

t1 gar t2>fai1 par t? and 

2 before v' . fail -w4ti 

and for some u and v Merge(n, v. wl) and 

tl-2-4fail and t2 °-)tZ. 

e. t=ti and for some wl, w2 and t1 we have w=wlrw2 and 

w 
tl par t2 1)tl 

par fail and 

tl before C' . fail -w2->ti 

and for some u and v Merge(n, v, w1) and 

tl n-4 tI and t2 °->f ail. 9 

We now prove lemma 6.4. 

Lama 6.4 

Let t be well-formed and welt. Then m(t, s) -1-4x iff one of the 

following holds: 

a. For some V, u, and s' we have t -I-->t' and s'=su and w=ff and 

z=m(t', s') and neither can or ban. 

b. For some u. nand a' and we have (r, b#u and 

t--)fail and wann' and s'=su and 

m(t. s)ffail. s') n= x. 

(and of 'course u' e (t) s). 
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Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of w. 

If Iwl-O then w- so take nom, t'=t, s'-s and z-m(t, s) and case 

(a) holds. 

Let w-Xw". Noticing that M. and R cannot communicate with each 

other, so there are three cases used to analyse: 

case 1 There is no communication between t and Ms or t and R. Let 

t t" and m(t". s) w )z. 

By the induction hypothesis on w' we have further two subcases: 

esse 1.1 For some t' , n' and s' we have t"-24t, and s'-sn' and 

n'-w' and zm(t', s, ) and b. Cron'.. So take u=, a' we have 

t -L->t" -°>t' and f=). n'=lßä'=l w' w and and su-sXu'=sß' (ai, piff) 

and case (a) holds. 

case 1.2 For some al. n2 and s' we have 5, ar%ul and 

t"->fail and m(fsil, s) 
n2->x 

and w'=n1n2. 
n 

So take u-Anl_and u'=a2 we have t )t" -fail 
and w'=nln2 and 

n 
m(t. s) - 3m(t", s) m(fail. s') -U >x. and 9. n'=G1n2=m1ß2=lw'=w 

and case (b) holds. 

case 2 There is a communication between t and Ms. 

Then Xar and there are two subcases: 

aily o' a ?v 
case 2.1 t-)t and Ms-- )Ms[v/zi] and m(t", s[v/zi]) Wiz. 

Applying the induction hypothesis we- have further two subcases to 

consider. 

case 2.1.1 For* some nl and.; s' we have t'Wit', and nl=w' and 

s'-s[v/ziJu1 and x m(t', s'). So take n=ailv. n1 then we have 

4 
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t and 

n=ailv. nl=snl w'=w and 

sn=s(ailv. nl)=s[v/x1]u1-s' and case (a) holds. 

case 2.1.2 For some u1, u2 and s' we have 

n'-) 
t"-]fail and m(fail'. s(v/zi]) 

Umsz 

and v'=n1a2 and s'=s(v/xi]nl and n2a(z)+ 

Take n=ailv. ul and 'a' =U2 then we have 

GOT 
tt" n >fail and 

äa'=ai1v. 111a22tä1a2=tw'-w 

sa=s(ailv. ai)=s[v/xjlal=s' 

and case (b) holds. 

A ?v 
ýý 

ßiIv 
N _, aase 2.2 t-'-4t and Ms ---GMs and m(t . 's) -' >x. The proof 

is similar to case 2.1. 

case 3 There is a communication between t and R. 

Since t is well-formed t-fail and then the computation from 

m(fail, s) is deterministic and the case (b) holds obviously. a 

Leins 6.5 

Let tl and t2 be well-formed with no free- occurrences of yi. Then 

m(t1 before t20s)_y_4z iff one of the following holds: 

For some tj and a' we have: 

a(tl. s)wand z'm(ti before t2's') 

b. For some t'. s' and U. a' we have: 

m(tl. s) ß--)m(done, s') and m(t2, s") ný'iz and w-usn'. 
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o. For some t'. a' and a, u' we have: 

m(t -14z ail. s') '>x 
and wenn'. 

Proof. Consider the "if" part. There are three cases. 

a. Clause (a) holds. Noticing m(tl, s)-M-->m(ti, s') Then by 

lemma 6.4 for some ti, a and s" we have tl a--ýtl and n=w and ' sn=s" 

and S. Qua and m(ti, s")=m(ti, s'). so, ti=ti and s'=s". 

So tl n >ti and sn=s" with 6, c$u. Now applying lemma 1.5 we see 

that 

tj before t2- --+ti before t2 

and so by lemma 6.4 since n-w-and sues' 

m(tl before t2, a) )m(tj before t2, s'). 

b. Clause (b) holds. We have 

m(tl before t2. s) n->m(doae before t2. s') (by (a)) 

->(t2. s 
. 

_. - 

o. Clause (a) holds. We have ' 

m(tl before t2, s) II->m(fail before t2, s') (by (a)) 

)m(fail, s') 
U')'. 

We ** - now consider the "only if" part. Suppose 

m(t1 before t2. s) We must examine two cases: 

case 1 Normal termination. Here we find n, s', t' with S. QAa, sn=s' 

and ff -w such that 
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(ti before t2) a>' and zm(t'. s') 

now according to lemma 1.5 we have a further three cases to 

examine: 

case 1.1 There is a ti with tl-R-4ti and t'-ti before t2. But now 

we have 

m(tj, s) v )m(tits') and z-m(t', s')-m(ti before t2, s') 

and we see that clause (a) holds. 

case 1.2 tl terminates normally. Here there are nl and n2 such 

that 

n4taltu2 and tj 
nl )done and t2 

n2>t' 

Now take s"=sui and 3"S"12, ' Athen by lemma 6.4 we have 

m(tl. s)-- m(done, s") and 

m(t2's") 
a-2m(t'. 

s')-x 

Now note that ffl'cfrw and we have the case (b) holds. 

case 1.3 t1 aborts. Here there -is nl such that n=nls, t'=fail and 

t, 
Ul)f il. Note s'=snl. Then we see that m(t1, s) 

n1)m(fail, 
s'). So 

patting u'=b we are in case (a) 
-since x=m(fail, s') and w=II1T. 

case 2 ti before t2 aborts. Here for some u. u' and s' we have 

(t1 before t2) >fail 
and (Ms, IR-)\M n->x 

where R =a 1(O. a2(0.... an(o, fail)... ) and w=glta' and s'-sul and 

S, Qfn. By lemma 1.5 There are. two cases to consider: 
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v 
case 2.1 tl terminates normally and t2 aborts. Here t1 1>dons 

v 
and t2 fail and n1ev1sv2. Set s"=svl (so s'=s"%) so 

v 
a(tl. s) -- 

) (done. s") and 

But now note that w=nltn'=v1t727n'=vlt(v27u') and we are in case 

(b). 

case 2.2 tl aborts. Here tl 
)fail 

and s'-svl and 

m(tl. a) 
vm(fail. 

a) 
r --+(Ns. IB ) \M 

n4z 

and we have w-rFlstn'=vlt(ta') and case (c) holds-. 0 

Similarly. we can prove lemma 6.6. 

Leas 6.6 

Let tl and t2 be well-formed with no free occurrences of 7i. and 

FL(tl) AFL(t2) dMa-O. Then m(tl ar` t2, s) )x iff one of the 

following holds: 

a. For some u, v. and w' we have: ; '=w and 

z"'(tl gar t2. sw') and Merge(u. v. w') and sm'-snusv and 

m(t1, s) )m(tj. su) and m(t2. s) -v--)m(t2. sv) . 

b. For some w'. w" and ti we have w"'tw" and: 

m(tl Or t2. s) w'lm(done 
it t2, sw') and 

m(tj before done, sw') =ýz 



and for some. n. v we have Merge(u, v, w') and sm'-sn6sv and 

m(tl. s)6 m(done. su) and m(t2, s)-l-4a(ti. sv) 

c. For some w', w" and ti, s' we have w=w'tw" and 

a(tl par t2. s) par done. sw') and 

m(ti before done, sw') 
ß-, 1z 

and for some u. v we have Merge(n, v. v, ') and sw'-suOsv and 

m(tl. s) a )m(ti. sn) and a(t2, s) -°)m(done, sv) 

d. For some w', w" and t2 we have w=w'cw'! and 

m(tl par t2, s) 'w'4-(fail Ear tj#3W') and 

m(ti beforsKabort]1, sw') w">x 

and for some u, v we have Merge(n, v, w') and sw'-snesv 

and m(tl, s) 5 
-1m(fail, su) " and m(t2, s) a-4m(t2, sv) 

e. For some w', w" and ti we have w=w'cw" and 

m(tl par t2s) w>m(ti Pat fail, sw') and 

m(ti before Qabort], sw') '~)z 

and for some U. v we have Merge(u. v. w') and sw'-suOsv 

and m(tl. s)ý6 m(ti, sn) and m(t2; s)vm(fail. sv) 
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